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M_0ST Version 4.2 Systems Manual
This document discusses the internal structure of the MHOST finite element
prO_ine_ desig_ " for three .-_ensional inelastic analysis of gas turbine
_,g no_ sectlon cc_0onents. T_e ccmputer code is the first implementation
of the mixed iterative solution strategy for improved efficiency and accuracy
over the conventional finite element method. The fonmllation of the mixed
iterative solution method is an original development under the _K3ST project
(contract NAS3-23697) and detailed documaentation is available in the M_0ST
Theoretical Manual and other publications. The ccmputer program has been
written, tested and maintained at MARC Analysis Research Corporation, Advanced
Project Group as a subcontractor to the United Technology Pratt and Whitney
Aircraft.
The complete ccmputer program consists of about 450 subroutines and a total of
47,000 lines of Fortran 77 stat_nents. The current version 4.2 is no longer
ccmpatible with theANSI Fortran 66 standard.
This document covers:
(i) the control structure of the program;
(ii) the data storage scheme and the msmory allocation procedure;
(iii) the file handling facilities including the read/write sequences.
A brief note on the control variables in the labelled ccmmon blocks is given
in the control structure section. Pointers for the working arrays in the
ccmmon block are described in the second section of this document. The files
used internally and those produced to ccrm_nicate with other softwares (such
as the graphic post-processing systems) are discussed in detail in the last
section.
The appandix includes the brief description of each subroutine in conjunction
with the names of cc_mon block referenced therein.
The M_3ST code has been developed on PRIME 9955 at MARC running %under Primos
operationg system (Rev.19.4.2 of F77 cc_piler has been used) and recently
ported over to Alliant FX/8 running under unix operationg syst_u. This
version is protable to any other unix-based ccmputers with miniman amount of
the conversion work. Versions are available on IBM mainframes with VS-Fortran
Ccmpiler (tested at United Technology Pratt and Whitney Aircraft) and CRAY X-
MP COS using CFT ccmpiler (the installation at NASA Lewis Research Center).
(i)
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The MHOST program has evolved from a small finite element code for
testing new and innovative ideas into a versatile package usable as a
c_e_and development tool in solid and structural mechanics. Several
uu_ ueveiopers nave _rked on this program at various times over four
years; more than 47,000 lines of extensively ccmmented Fortran 77 code now
make up the program. This document describes the internal architecture of
the code. Particular emphasis is placed here on the facilities by which
users can modify the code to incorporate new ideas such as different
elements or constitutive equations.
The concept of three libraries plays a central role in the MHDST code.
These libraries are:
The element library. Almost all the element specific operations are
coded in this library with a cQmmon interface subroutine. Note that the
MHOST code is written based on the mixed iterative solution concept and the
element library is accessed significantly more often have than in the case
for conventional displacement method codes.
The material library. All the constitutive equations built into the
M_3ST program are accessed through an interface routine for the material
library. The nodal evaluation of the constitutive equations in the mixed
iterative solution process enables this operation to occur independently of
the loop structure for the element forn_lation.
• The solution algorithm library. The M_DST code uses a number of modern
iterative solution algorithms and two types of solvers for a linearized
system of algebraic equations. These options are accessed d/rectly frcm the
finite element driver routines; frQm a programming point of view, the
routines in the solution algorithm library are not as clearly identifiable
as other library routines.
O. 1 Program Architecture
The MHOST program is designed and constructed to perform inelastic
finite e!e__n, t ccmputations in a reliable manner. A number of analysis
driver rou_Lnes are cocM_ to perform individual clearly defined tasks.
Inter-relations between analysis tasks are controlled by the execution
supervisor subprogram and the utilities attached to it. All three libraries
discussed briefly in the previous section are exsc_ted by each analysis
driver routine. The program architecture of the M_3ST program is




I Execution Supervisor ISUBRDUTINEM_3ST
Data input Subsystem I
SUBROUTINE DATIN1 and ISUBRfX_INE BULKIN I BureaucratsSUBROUTINE_andSUBROUTINE RUNCMD
I Finite Element Analysis Modules I
I Incremental Data Input andArray Intializations
I
I Incremental Report Generation I
I Element Assembly Submodules I
I Element Library I
I Constitutive M_del LinearAlgebraUtilitiesfor I




The concept of multiple-drivers prevents users frcm ccmbining
unreasonable options, and avoids program troubles. Also this coding
strategy allc_s code developers to add new analysis capabilities without
affecting existing functions of the MH0ST program.
The nonlinear finite element cc_putations are arranged in a nested loop
structure. The outer loops which control the algorithmic operations are
coded in the analysis driver routines, while the inner loops involving
incremental data addressing are coded in the element assembly submodules, a
level below the analysis drivers.
A unique feature of MHOST is that all information is stored at nodes.
The finite element nodal database resides in the ic_r address of _Drking
space in the blank ccmmon block. The storage allocation for this nodal
database is virtually independent of analysis and solution algorithms and
takes place before reading the finite element model data.
The working space required to perfozm the solution is allocated in the
higher address portion of the same working space. The allocation of this
working space is analysis dependent and takes place inside of the finite
element driver routine.
0.2 Rules and Conventions
Coding rules are established tomaintainthe readability and
maintainability of the MHOSTprogram.
Subroutine names are selected as close as possible to a plain Englishword
representing the operation perfozmedby the subroutine. Because of
limitations set by the old Fortran standard of six characters, same
subroutine names can becryptic.
A special rule has been implemented for subroutines in the element library:
Snrmm_ Shape functions for elements consisting of ram-nodal points
in nn-gecm_trical configuration.
DnnmmN
Cartesian derivatives for elements consisting of mm-nodal










Saneof the other rules are:
The subroutine nameswith string IN are used for data read frQm
the main input channel.
The string INIT is used to indicate subprograms involving m_nory
allocation, except for INITSTwhich generates the initial stress
terms in the stiffness equations.
The string SUBappears in subroutine namesfor subroutines
involving the subelement schemeand the local-global analysis.
- The subroutine namesstarting with U indicate user subroutines.
Variable namesare chosen as close as possible to a plain English _rd
representing the information contained in the variables. Because of
limitations set by the old Fortran standard of six characters, sQme variable
names can be often cryptic.
Note that the implicit data types of Fortran specification are assumed.
Variable names starting with I, J, K, L, M and N are integers except for
those specifically declared as logical variables.
Some of the variable name conventions are:
The string MAX is used for the maximum number of entries in
adjustable dimensioned arrays.
The string NEL is used for the actual number of entries in
adjustable dimensioned arrays containing element related
information.
Start Numbers
Four-digit statement numbers are used for better visibility of the Fortran
program listing. Codes which are ported from other software do not
necessarily follow the conventions defined below.
The format statements referred frQm the read statements are labelled by
statement numbers from i000 to 1999. The format stat_nents referred fram




Ends of DO loops are labelled by statement numbers frcm 5000 to 5999.
Statem_ents to which control is transferred by the conditional GO TO
statements are labelled by statement numbers frcm 8000 to 8999.
Efforts have been made to avoid arithmetic IF and GO TO statements in the
MBDST code. Instead the block IF structure is implemented wherever
possible. Note that this approach has made the code inccmpatible with
Fortran 66 ccapilers.
0.3 Subroutines and Common Blocks
All the subroutines included in the MHOST program Version 4.2 are listed
below in alphabetical order:
ACCLIN ADAPTC ADAPTD ADAPTS
ADD ADDBAN ADDIAG ADDINC
ADOINV ADDPUL ADDSMU ANPLAS
ASMVEC ASSEMI ASSEM2 ASSEM3
ASSEM4 ASSEM5 ATgRIB BACSUB
BANDBR BANNER BASAXS BASEIN
BASPSN BASPST BASSGL BAXSYM
BEAMIN BFGSLH BFGSRH BFGSVW
HII_01 BMSTRS BNDTRM
BODYIN BOUND1 BOUND2 _3
BOUNDN BOUNFR BOUNIN BPSTRN
BPSTRS BREAD BSHDKQ BSHELL
BSOLID BTBEAM BUCKLE BULKIN
_RITE CENMAS CENT2D CENF3D
CENTAX CENTSM CENTSH CHARIN
CBCHAR CHKELM CLENUP CLOSEF
CNODEL CNSMAS CN_ CCILRED
CCMPDF _IN CC_PRO CC_DSE
CC_JUG CONNIN CC_TIN O00RIN
COPY COPYCH COPYDS COPYIN
COPYSD CORDTR COROUT CPXBKI
CPXIK<2 CPXDIV CPXEXC CPXFAC
CPXFOR CPXMIK, CPXREA CPXRES
CRPLAW CRPSTN CUTHIL D2D04N
D2D09N D3D08N D3D27N DAMPIN
DASHIN DATI DAT2 DAT3
DAT5 _ DAZL_I DATER
DATINI DATIN2 DATIN3 DATCHI
DATOUI DATOU4 DAX04N DAX09N
DBM02N DECINT D_ DECREA
















































































































































































QNODEL QPSTRS QUIT R3DTEN
RAMDSK RATIO RBF READEX
REASPR REDIAG RELDFG RELOAD
RESCHK RKSCON RESDYN RESEQI
RESEQ2 RESID RESC_V RESTRT
ROTBAK ROIY)I_ZF ROTFOR ROTPRF
ROITEN RC_ RSHELL
RTFULF RUNCMD SID02N S2D04N
S2D09N S3D08N S3D27N SAVER
SBCIN SCALER SEARCH SEARCI
SELECT SETCCM SETHFN SETOLR
SETC_D SETRMS SE_]P SHIFIN
SHCHEI SHTRAN SIMPLE SK
SMASTR SMULT SNODEL SOLUTI
SCKLT2 SOLLrfN SOLVER SCLVIT
SPRIIN SPSTRS SSCLID STATIC
STC_IO STIFF STRAIN STRESS
STRING STRIPB STRSBC STRLL_
SUBAIC SUBCHK SUBDER SUBDIV
SUBELV SURFEM SUBGLB SUBGLD
SUBINC SUBINT SUBRES SUBSIN
SUBSOI SUBSO2 SUBSCL SUBSPC
SUBSTI SUBSTN _ SUBT
SUBVAL SUPER SYSEQN T2D04N
T2D04P T3D08N TBM02N TEMPIN
TFUI_ THRSTN TIMEIN TIMER
TIMS3T _JLT _IDLTV TNSPRD
TRACIN TRANIN TRANS i TRANS2
TRANSP TSH04N TSHIFT TYINGI
TYII%_2 TYING3 TYININ TYPEIN
UBOUN UCOEF UCOOR UDERIV
UFORCE UFXORD U}K30K UNITST
UPRESS UPTX UPTXL USXX
UTEMP UTHERM VALINT VDSKIO










included in the M_KBST program Version 4.2 are listed
order:
/ ISPRI ,KSPRI ,IDASH ,KDASH ,IMASS ,KMASS
/ ICREAD, ILPRNT, JLPRNT, ICC_SL, IPOSTF, ISCRAF,
IPLOTB, IRSTRT, JCREAD, IPVARS, IPSETS, IFILEX,
MHOST Version 4.2
Page : 7
2 PI ,LINE ,LINE2
/ AUTOIN / CURPER,TOTPER,ARCLEN,ATOIER,BTOLER,CIULER,
1 JADAP ,NCREEP, SCALE
I BODYFR I POINTS( 3, 2)
_N / BSECP / IBSECT,KBSECT
/ CONTRO / JEND ,JITER ,JTEMP ,JPRINT, JP ,JSUB ,
1 JINC ,JREST ,JSAVE ,JREDIM,JAUTO ,Jlq_T ,
2 JBACK ,JOPTIM, JCREEP,JDIST ,JCONST,JDYN ,
3 NC_ISO, ITHERM, ITRIG ,IDYNM ,JREPOT,JTANGE,
4 JTHERM, JFORCE, JUTEMP, JUCOEF, JDISTS, _,
5 JDERIV, JUBOUN, IDSTOP, INPSI_, JPIAST, JBAND ,
6 _,JDEFOR,JEMBED,ITEST ,JDISP ,IFBFGS,
7 IFSCNT, IFLINE, IFPRNT, I_, IPCCXqJ, JEIGEN,
8 IFHODY,IFGRAV, IFCENT,_ ,LDYN ,ISTAT ,
9 JFDSXX, JISTIF, JCENIM, JFINIT, JIARGE, JFOLC_,
+ JWKSLP, JPRES ,JCDUM2, JCIXIM3
CCPM3N / CCMPND / NXSTAT,NXSOLV, NXINIG,NXMDDL,NXBCKL,NXSUPR,
1 NXREQN, NXDUMI, NXDUM2, NXDUM3, NXDUM4
/ COUNT / LININC,LINTOT,NOEC_O
CC_YI3N / CTITLE / TITLE ( 20),IDAT ( 5),IDATE2,ICIfX_,
1 IFCRAY
CCMMDN / DAMP / DAMPF(3)
CC_MDN / EIGEN / IE_IVC,IGNMS ,ICPY_G ,IMDENO, IDYNMD, ISTRR_,
1 IPTAR ,IPTBR ,IPTVED, IMDAM ,IC_EG3
CCMM[_ / MDDSUP / IMFOR0,IMDIS0,IMVEL0,IMFORI,IMDISI,IMVELI
/ ELEMEN / IC ,IEL ,IDF ,JLAW ,IPATH ,IASSEM,
1 JRULE ,JCART ,JEL009,JEL010,JEL011,JEL012
/ ELTYP / NELCRD,NEINFR,NELNOD,NEISPR,NEIEHR, NELPR ,
i NELINT, NELLV ,NELIAY, NDI ,NSHEAR,_
_ / ERRO_ / TERR
CC_ I FREE I IA ( 80),IBEGIN( 16),ILENGT( 16),
i NSTRIN, IS ,ICOL ,NEW
LOGICAL NEW
/ HARMON / CMEGH ,IHARM ,KHARM ,C_EGB ,IBASE ,KBASE ,
1 ICNFOR, ICMFOR, ICMRES, ICHHFN, ICBHFN, ICBEXC,
2 ICCMAT
/ INCCON / FACIDR, INCFLG(21)
_ / MACHIN / IDP
/ MAXIMA / MAXCRD,MAXNFR,MAXNOD,MAXSTR,MAXCHR,MAXPRS,
1 MAXLAY, MAXINT, MAXWRK, MAXNLV, NSUMAX, MAXCMP,
2 MAXBSP, MAXGMR, MAXTEM, MAXEIM, MAXLWK, _,
3 MAXFRN, MAXBET, MAXVAR, MAXSET, MAXEAN, MAXORD,
4 MAX025,MAX026 ,MAX027 ,MAX028 ,MAX029 ,MAX030
/ LOUBIN / JIfXB ,JINTER, JEXTRA, JWEIGH,JSUBRE,JISTRN,




/ PAGCNT / NPAGEI,NPAGE2
CCMM[IN / PARAM / NTYPE ,NELEM ,NSDDE ,NBC ,NTIE ,NMAX ,
1 NTRAN ,NTRAC ,NFD ,NBAND ,NEXT ,NSUB ,
2 NPRINT,NPOST ,NSBC ,NDUP ,NSIZE ,NBSECT,
3 NSHIFT,NSBFC_,NGMRS ,NSPRI ,NMASS ,NDASH,
4 NDYNMD,NSBNC ,NSUPER,NHARM ,NBASE ,NINC ,
5 NITER ,NPSPTS,NFDPTS,NPLK_E,NPDPTS,NHARD ,
6 NSUM[_, NDIMEN, NM_NIT, NPAR40, NPAR41, NPAR42,
7 NPAR43, NPAR44, NPAR45, NPAR46, NPAR47, NPAR48
CCRM[IN / PERPAR / IPTYPE( 32) ,NPTYPE,NPVARS,NPSETS,JPERT ,
1 NPV(X_N,NPP008 ,NPP009, NPP0 i0,NPP011, NPP012
/ PERPTR / IMEANS,ISTDEV,IPDATA, IVI"fPE,ISKIP ,IREDEF,
1 IDINC0, IREAC0, IRESD0, IDGRP ,ISTIF0, IMASS0,
2 IPP013, ICMEG0 ,ICMEGP, IC_Z_, IETAK ,IZETAK
(XIMMDN / P DAT / IXCOOR, IXCHAR, IXFORC,KXFORC,IXDIST,KXDIST,1
2 IXTEMP, JXTEMP, IXBEAM, IXFVEC, IXSPRI, KXSPRI,
IXPRES, IXPREF, IXP015, IXP016, IPWBEG, IPWEND
/ PERIOD / JPEROD ( 2 ),IPDISP, IPFORC, INDISP, INFORC
/ POSTPN / IPOINT,JPOINT,KPOINT,NDATA ,PRNTBF( 6 )
/ POWER / IELPHI,IELTNM, IEPSMD, ISIC_4D,IHFN ,IHFC ,
1 IFBP ,ISPP ,ISFF ,ISQQ ,IO_Q ,ITNM ,
2 IPSF ,IPSD
C_gf_ / PREPAR / NRFFIS,NRFSDS,NRFLIN,NRFINT,NRFREA,NRFSEL,1
2 NRFCMP, NRFDOF, NRFS IZ,LRFEND, JRFTYP, JCOUNT,
JCFLAG, JRFSEL, JRFDCM, NVKEPT, MDRE
/ PREPTR / IRFPTS,IRFINT, IRFMNR, IRFSDR, IRFSEL, IRFSET,
1 IRFMNV, IRFSDV, IRFPTV, IRFVEC, IRFVAL, IRFNRM,
2 IRFCOR, IRFID ,IRFWRK
CC_R[_ / PULSES / IPULSE,KPULSE,IPDTIM, IPDFOR
/ RESULT / MANVAR( 7 ),JPR ,ICCMI ,NCCMP
OCPRON / START1 / IELPRM, ITYP ,INEL ,ICHAR ,IPRES ,ISTRS ,
1 ISTRN ,ICOP ,IPRINT, IPOST ,IDIST ,ILEAN ,
2 IBPRES, IBNORM, IM_WIT, ISTII6, ISTII7, IST118
/ START2 / INOD ,ITEM ,INLV ,IPOSU ,ITEMDF,IDUP
CC_MDN / START3 / IKBC ,ITI ,ITR ,ITRAN ,ITRAC ,IEXT ,
1 ISBC ,ISBCR
/ START4 / IDINC ,IUIDT ,IFORCE,IRESID, IWTNOD, ISIGNO,






/ START5 / IRL
IIPSTR, IICSTR, IITSTR, IPSTNO, ICSTNO, ITSTNO,
IISTNO, IISNNO, IIPSNO, IICSNO, IITSNO, I[RAT ,
I_, IEQCST, ICMENO, IICRNO, ITDSNO, IVSWID,
IDYNV ,IDYNA ,IDSX1 ,IDSX2 ,IDSITR, ISWELL,
IEQCSI,IPREF ,IDSX3 ,IYIELD, IDFINC,IDFTOT,
IST443, IST444, IST445, IST446, IST447, IST448


































c_mM_ / START9 /
1
_ / SUBELM /
_ / SUBTYP /
1
COM_m / SUBSTR /
CS_ / S_FT /
COMM_ / T_E /
COMM_ / Tn_OC /
COMM_ / _gaCH /
03MM_ I TRANSF I
03MM_ / TOLER /
1




COMM_ / ZPRINT /
IBTLC ,ISKM ,ILAST ,IRLB ,IDINCP
IOP ,IDAM ,IMASMT, IDIAG ,I_
IMASDI, IMASUP, IST521, IST522, IST523
IELV ,ICOR ,ISIG ,IEPS ,IWNOD
IENOD ,IE_M ,ICH ,IPP ,IXRL
IXP ,IXK ,KPSTRN, KCSTRN, KTSTRN
KISTRN, KIPSTR, KICSTR, KITSTR, KPSTNO
KTSTNO, KISTNO, KISNNO, KIPSNO, KICSNO










KDMAT ,_,KTDSNO,KITDST, IXM ,IXC ,
IVEIM ,IAEIM ,IMASEL,KYIELD,IST647,IST648,
IST649, IST650, IST65 i,IST652, IST653, IST654
ICC_ ,IKBCR ,ITRACR, ITRANR, IBETA ,IDET
KGEPS .KIGEPS,KGSIG ,KIGSIG,KGTDST,
IGEPNO. IIGENO, IGSINO, IIGSNO, IGTDNO,
KGEPNO. KIGENO, KGS INO, KIGSNO, KGTDNO
KEQCSI .KIOMNO KSWLNO,KTMPNO,KTDFNO,KDUMMY,
KEQCST KVSWTO, IST910, IST911, IST912
ISUBEL ISUBPT, NS_ATA, ISUBTY, IEMBED
N_ NSUNOD, NSUSTR, NSUCHR, NSUPR ,
NSUINT .NSUTEM, NSUNDI, NSUSHR, NSUIDF












CTRANS ( 9), XJ/K33B( 9)
RELERR,ABSERR, REACMX, RESIMX, DISERR, DIS_DR,
ENG_DR, ENG_B_4
ISETUP, MAVAIL, LENREC, NUMREC, LENBI/<, NUMBLK,
IVPAGE,NVPAGE,IVSTR_,IKRO ,IIfIK_ ,IPIVCO,
IHEDER, IFRNRH, IPIVOT, IPIVRO, IPVKOL, IVEND ,
ISRECD, IERECD
MAXCOL, NELCOL, IAYPRT, JTENSR
Most of the variables agl arrays in the ccmmon blocks are used to store
control variables and counters. The exceptions are START1 to START8 which
contain all the pointer values for _rking storage allocation.
o.4 s_ _pendency
The MFK)ST Version 4.2 program is written in Fortran 77, as closely as
possible to ANSI specification. The code has been developed on the PRIME




In the original version, integer and single precision real _Drd lengths of
32 bits are assumed and double precision is specified by using
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H, O-Z)
for all real variables except for_rking storage arrays. The ratio of
integer anddouble precision_rd length is stored in the variable IDP in
ccmmon block MACHIN. The value is set at 2 in them ain program of the
original version.
To generate versions for 64 bits/wDrdmachines such as CRAYs and CYBERs, the
value of IDPmust be set 1 (one) in themainprogram.
The file opening and error handling procedures are system dependent. The
subroutine INTINT is called frQm the main program to perform these
functions. An example of this routine for the PRIME version is included
here.
C










CCt4FDN / VRTDSK / ISE_JP,MAVAIL,LENREC,_dMRF_,LENBLK,NUMBLK,
1 IVPAGE,NVPAGE,IVSTRT, IKRO ,III_3L ,IPIVCO,
2 IHEDER, IFRNRH, IPIVOT, IP_, IPVKOL, IVEND
3 ISRECD, IERECD '
CHARACTER*20 NAMEIN , NAMEPR , NAMEME , LOGFIL , NAMESC ,
1 NAME08 , NAME09
C
C --- DEFINE THE BUFFER SIZE FOR SCRATCH FILE
C
MAVAIL = 3 000












OPEN( UNIT = 18 , FILE = 'T$FILES' , FORM = 'FORMATYED ' )
READ( 18 , i000 ) _IN
READ( 18 , I000 ) NAMEPR
READ( 18 , 1000 ) NAMEME
READ( 18 , 1000 ) IfIIFIL
READ( 18 , i000 ) NAMESC
READ( 18 , i000 ) NAME08
READ( 18 , i000 ) NAME09
OPEN( 5 , FILE = NAMEIN )
OPEN( 6 , FILE = NAMEPR )
OPEN( 19 , FILE = NAMEME )
OPEN ( 8 , FORM = 'UNFORMATYED' ,
1 RECL = 256 , FILE = NAME08 )
OPEN( 9 , FILE = NAME09 )
OPEN( 12 , FORM = 'UNFORMATFED' ,
1 RECL = NBUFFR , FILE = NAMESC )
On the PRIME a user will have to prepaz_ a file called T$FILES in the
working directory containing names of all the files to be opened as Fortran
I/O units.
On other systems, this operation can be performed either by issuing ccmmands
at the operating system level or by duplicating the PRIME version approach
directly in the MHOST p_x/ram.
Note it is recommended that on IBM machines the error and warning message
print-outs be disabled for double precision floating point operations. This
is due to the fact that the solution of an algebraic system of equations




The real time clock and calendar routine and the CPU clock routine both
involve syst_n calls and differ depending on the machinery and operating
system. The organization of ccmmon block CTITLE in which the date and time
are stored may need to be modified depending on how the system returns these
values. The actual call to the system's clock and calendar is made through
SUBROUTINE DATER. The following code is used to communicate with the
PRIME/PRIMDS:
C SUBROUTINE DATER
SUBROUTINE DATER (IDAT, IDAT4 )
C



















On the CRAY, this operation is simplified to two system calls in SUBROUTINEHEAD as shown below:
C=SUBROUTINE = HEAD CALLED BY 'DATINI'
SUBROUTINE HEAD




C PICK UP TODAY'S DATE AND TIME AND THEN PRINT '}K3ST'LOGO C_ THE
C FIRST PAGE OF LISTING. NOTE THIS OOCURS EVEN WHEN VACANT DATA FILE





IMPLICIT REAL*8( A-H , O-Z )
C ***





_CL0C_ ( I_ )
CALL DATE ( Z_2 )
C
WRITE (ILPRNT, i000 )
WRITE (ILPRNT, 2000 )
WRITE (ILPRNT, 3000)
WRITE(ILPRNT, II00) IDATE2,ICIfX_,VERNO ,MONTH ,JDATE ,TITLE
WRITE (ICONSL, 1001)
WRITE (ICONSL, 2000 )
WRITE( ICONSL, 3000 )
C
C *** THE FOil/3WING STATEMENT MAY CAUSE A _d_]_ING MESSAGE WHEN EXECUTED
C *** C_ IBM CMS WITH 'RUN_0ST' PROCEDURE FILE.
C






















CC CC CC CC







RC _ CC CC
RC CC CC CC CC CC
RC CC CC CC CC CC
RC CC CC OCCOCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCC










Calls to the CPUclock for the execution time are also system dependent.
SUBROUTINETIME in the original PRIMEversion interfaces with the system's




C* * * * * *
C
C CPTIME RUNTIME FOR PRIME
C


























CCC_r_ / ALGEM /
I






















,JTEMP .JPRINT,JP ,JSUB ,
JSAVE .JREDIM, JAUTO ,_ ,
,JCREEP,JPRES ,_,JDYN ,
ITRIG .IDYNM ,JREPOT,JTANGE,
.JUTEMP, JUCOEF, JPRESS, JUHOOK,
.IDSTOP, INTSTR, JPLAST, JBAND ,
,JEMBED, ITEST ,JDISP ,IFBFGS,
,IFPRNT, IC73MPS
C *** GET 'DELTA' VALUES - CALL TO CARY LIBRARY SUBROUTINE
C












CALLLINES( 3 , 3 )
WRITE (ICONSL, 1010) NAME, JINC, JITER, CPU
IF(CPU.NE.0.D0) WRITE(ILPRNT,1000) NAME,JINC,JITER,CPU
C
1000 FORMAT(//,2X,6A4,9HINCREM_,I4,10H ITERATION, I3,8H CPTIME=,Fg.3,
1 4H SEC)




To be able to obtain a reasonably accurate estimate of the CPU time, it is
recommended that these routines be modified for the particular system on





In this chapter, a description of major subprograms is given. This is
preceded by a brief note on the architecture of the MFK3STprogram. The
third section here is devoted to the definition of control variables
appearing in the commonblocks.
I. 1 Overview
The architecture of the MBOST code is schsratically shown in Figure i. The
execution supervisor routine (SDBRCI/I_I_ HOST) controls several analysis
modules in a consistent manner. In Version 4.2 of the MFDST code, a pair of
subroutines, LETCMD and RUFK2a), have been added to check the consistency of
the Parameter Data and to generate internal flags for the selection of
analysis modules. The intention here is to stop users from combining
features of the program package not designed to be used together.
C=_INE=HOST CALLED FROM 'HOST: MAIN' PRCX_RAM
SUBROUTINE HOST
1 (RFX3RK ,IWORK ,ISIZE ,VERSNO,MDNI_ ,JDATE )C
C **********************************************************************
C





I _ / JEND ,JITER ,JTEMP ,JPRINT,JP ,JSUB ,
1 JINC ,JREST ,JSAVE ,JREDIM, JAUTO ,JPOST ,
2 JBACK ,JOPTIM,JCREEP,JDIST ,JCC_ST,JDYN ,
3 NC_ISO, ITHERM, ITRIG ,IDYNM ,JREPOT, JTANGE,
4 JI_ERM, JFORCE, _, JUODEF, JDISTS, JUFEX)K,
5 JDERIV, JUBOUN, IDSTOP, INTSTR, JPLAST, JBAND ,
6 JFRONT,JDEFOR, JEMBED, ITEST ,JDISP ,IFBFGS,
7 IFSCNT, IFLINE, IFPRNT, ICCI_aS,IPO3N], JEIGEN,
8 IFBODY, IFGRAV, IFCENT,JDAMP ,LDYN ,ISTAT ,
9 JFDSXX, JISTIF, JCENIN, JFINIT, JIAFE_, JFOI£_,
+ JWKSLP, JPRES ,JCDUM2, JCDUM3
CXlMM3N / ALGE_ / ICREAD, ILPRNT,JLPRNT, I_,IPOSTF,ISCRAF,
1 IPIfTIB,IRSTRT, JUREAD, IPVARS, IPSETS, IFILEX,
2 PI ,LINE ,LINE2
/ ADDVAL / ISPRI ,KSPRI ,IDASH ,KDASH ,IMASS ,KMASS
CCIe{_ / _ / DALPHA, DBETA ,DGAMMA





CCMMDN/ PERIOD / JPEROD( 2 ),IPDISP, IPFORC, INDISP, INFORC
/ POWER / IELPHI,IELTNM, IEPSMD,ISIGMD, IHFN ,IHFC ,
1 IFBP ,ISPP ,ISFF ,ISQQ ,ICQQ ,ITNM ,
2 IPSF ,IPSD
/ PULSES / IPULSE,KPULSE,IPDTIM, IPDFOR
/ EIGEN / IE6_VU,IG_S ,ICP_3 ,IMDENO, IDYNMD, ISTRT2,
1 IPTAR ,IPTBR ,IPTVED,IMDAM ,IC_K_9
CC_4C_ I ERRORS I IERR
/ MDDSUP / IMFOR0,IMDIS0,IMVEL0,IMFORI,IMDISI,IMVELI
/ HARMON / CMEGH ,IHA ,KHARM ,(IMEGB ,lEASE ,KBASE ,
1 ICNFOR, ICMFOR, ICMRES, ICHHFN, ICHHFN, ICBEXC,
2 ICCMAT
CC_a3N / LOUBIN / JLOUB ,JINTER, JEXTRA, JWEIGH,JSUBRE,JISTRN,
1 JCITER, JHRGLS, JGRAM ,LOUB03, LOUB04, LOUB05
COMMON / START5 / IRL ,IREAC ,IES ,IAB ,IBQM ,ISRL ,
1 IBTLC ,ISKM ,ILAST ,IRLB ,IDINCP, IFORIN,
2 IOP ,IDAM ,IMASMT,IDIAG ,IUPTRI,ICCLPT,
3 IMASDI, IMASUP, IST521, IST522, IST523, IST524
CCRMDN / START4 / IDINC ,IUI_T ,IFORCE,IRESID,YWTNCD,ISIG_O,
IEPSNO, IPSTRN, ICS---_,ITS---_N,IISTRS, IISTRN,
IIPSTR, IICSTR, IITSTR, IPSTNO, ICSTSD, ITSTNO,
IISTNO, IISNNO, IIPSNO, IICSNO, IITSNO, IEMAT ,














































NSUMZH, NDIMEN, NMDNIT, NPAR40
NPAR43, NPAR44, NPAR45, NPAR46
/ IBSECT, JBSECT
CCPMDN / INCCC_ /FACTOR, INCFLG(21)
CIRM_ I MACHIN I IDP
C_ / SUBSTR / NLVSTJB( 10),NFRSUB( I0)
CCMVK_ / SUBELM / ISUBEL, ISUHNP,ISUBPT,NSDATA, ISUBTY, IEMBED
I SHIFT I ISHIFT,KSHIFT, IFREQ ,LFREQ ,NOFFST,NF_
DATA IZ / IH /









CALLTIMDUT(' BE', 'GIN ', 'EXEC', 'UTIO', 'N, ', ' ,c )
C *** JOB PARAMETER INPUT **********************************************C
CALL DATINI
1 (R_3RK ,IWORK ,ISIZE ,VERSNO,MDNTH ,JDATE ,NELEM ,NNODE ,
2 NBC ,NTIE ,NMAX ,NTRAN ,NTRAC ,NPOST ,NLVSUB,NFRSUB,
3 NEXT ,JDYN ,JTEMP ,NPRINT, JREST ,JINC ,NINC ,JLOUB4
5 _,JEXTRA,JWEI_,NSTRBC,NTYPE ,MAXSUB, ILAST ,JSUB ,
_UB ,ISTAT ,IDYNM ,ITEST ,JOPTIM, JCREEP,JDIST ,NC_ISO,
6 NDYNMD, IDYNMD, NPOSMD, ITHERM, JCC_ST, NDUP ,JREPOT, JTANGE,
7 JTHERM, [_LPHA, DBETA ,DGAMMA, JEIGEN, JFORCE, JUTEMP, JUCOEF,
8 JDISTS, JUHOOK, JDERIV, JUBOUN, JPEROD, NSBNC ,NCREEP,ATCLER,
9 BTOLER, CTOLER,JPOST ,NI_,JBAN D ,JFRONT, JDEFOR,kKIMRS ,
+ JEMBED,NBSECT, JDISP , SHIFT,NSUPER, JSUBRE,IFBFGS,NSPRI ,
1 NDASH ,NMASS ,NSBFGS,IFSCNT, IFLINE,IFPRNT,NHARM ,C_4EGH ,
2 NBASE ,C_EGB ,ICC_PS,NPDPTS,NPUI_E,I_,NSSPTS,NSHOCK,
3 NPSPTS,NFDPTS,LDYN ,JFDSXX,JISTIF,JCENIM, NHARD ,JFINIT,
4 JIARG_' JFUK£_, J_T_LP, JISTRN, JCITER, JHRGLS, NDIMEN, JGRAM
5 JPRES ,NMfX_T)
C
C *** SET THE RUNSTREAM FLAGS FOR MULTIPLE OPTIC_ EXECUTIONS ***************C
CAIL_
1 (NCOMPD, IFSTAT, IFSOLV, IFINTG, IFMDDL, IFBCKL, IFSUPR, IFREQN,
C 2 IFDUMI, IFDUM2, IFDUM3, IFDUM4, IERR )
C *** BULK FINITE ELEMENT DATA INPUT ***********************************C
C IF ( JREST ) IS SET ZERO, START FROM SCRATCH AND THE DATA IS READ
C FR_4 THE M_IN CARD READER _
C IF ( JREST ) IS NC_-ZERO, THE RESTART FILE IS RECOVERED FRCM THEC
RESTART FILE
C **********************************************************************
C FLAG 'IPFLG' IS USED FOR CCNfRC_ING THE PRINTOUT FOR THE INITIAL
C VAIIJES FOR TRANSIENT DYNAMICS
C
C IPFLG = 0 ..... ONLY INITIAL CC_DITION IS PRINTED
C 1 ..... ONLY THE REST OF THE MODEL DEFINITION DATA ARE
C PRINTED






IF( IDYNM.EQ. 1 .AND. JDYN.EQ. 2 ) IPFLG= 2C
C *******************W*****W************W******W********WW**************
C
IF( JREST .EQ. 0 ) CAIL B[K/qIN ( RWORK , I%DRK , ISIZE , IPFLG )
C
C *** RESTARt FILE INPUT *** NOT SUPPORTED INVERSION 2.0 **************
C
IF( JREST .NE. 0 ) CALL RESTMr ( _RK , IWORK , ISIZE )
C
C
C CALL FINITE ELEMENT SOLUTION DRIVER ROUTINES
C
C
DO 5000 ICC_PD = 1 ,_D
C
CALL_
1 (IOCMPD, IFSTAT, IFSCLV, IFINTG, IFMDDL, IFBCKL, IFSUPR, IFREQN,




 FSTAT .EQ. ) Zm N







ELSE IF( IFSC_V .EQ. 1 ) THEN
CALL _( RWORK , I%DRK , ISIZE )
ELSE IF( IFMDDL .EQ. 1 )
CALL MODAL ( HWORK , I_3RK , ISIZE )
ELSE IF( IFSUPR .EQ. 1 ) THEN
CALL SUPER ( _3RK , IWORK , ISIZE )
ELSE IF( IFBCKL .EQ. 1 ) THEN
CALL BUCKLE( R_3RK , IWORK , ISIZE )
ELSE IF( IFREQN .EQ. 1 ) THEN
CALL FREDCM( R_3RK , IWORK , ISIZE )
ELSE IF( IFINTG .EQ. 1 ) THEN









IFDUMI .EQ. 1 ) THEN
CALL DYNAMO( R_3RK , IWORK , ISIZE )
•EQ. 1 ) 'n-m:N
CALL FESOLN( RWORK , IWORK , ISIZE )
ELSE
CALL QUIT
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The analysis modules represent the control structure for the incremental
iterative algorithms implemented in the M_3ST code. The source code with
ccalnents is designed to serve as the schematic flow chart of the computational
process.
The schematic flow of the element and nodal data manipulations is coded in
the element assembly submodules identified by the string ASSEM in the subroutine
names which are entered from analysis modules. The element assembly submodules
perform operations independent of element types and constitutive models. The
assumptions introduced in the mechanics aspects of the fom_ulations are
explicitly coded at this level. These submodules call the librarian routines
for elements and constitutive models.
The el_m_nt librarian subprogram (STJBROLVflNEDERIV) generates quantities
unique to the element used in an analysis. The M_3ST code uses standard finite
element matrix notation as in ZIENKIEWICZ (1977). The element specific
information returned frcm the librarian subprogram is the strain-displacement
array referred to as the B matrix in previous writeups for 1987.
The constitutive equation librarian subprogram (SUBROUTINE STRESS and
BMSTRS) is designed to incorporate the nodal storage of stress and strain




constitutive equations are evaluated. The current implementation is a
nested double loop with the outer loop being over the nodes and the inner
loop over the integration layers through the thickness. Note that the
conventional displacement method can be recovered by restructuring this loop
in conjunction with a few minor modifications in the core allocation for
stresses and strains.
The librarian subprogram utilizes the constitutive equation package
(SUBROUTINE NODSTR) from which individual subprograms for initial strains,
stress recovery and the material tangent are called. The librarian
subprogram also controls the pre-integration of stresses, strains and the
material tangent over thickness for the shell element.
Note that application of the constitutive equation represents one of
the most costly operations in nonlinear finite element ccmputations. An
attempt is made in MHOST to optimize the execution of this process which
occurs, for example, once every iteration during the recovery of the
residual vector. At the beginning of each increment, this process may be
executed to evaluate the material tangent and to detezmline the contribution
of initial strain reruns which are often necessary for proper displacement
preconditioning.
Except for a small amount of information related to co_e of the
iterative solution, all report generation is perfoz_ed at the end of an
increment. Optionally, post-processing and restart files are written at the
end of user-specified inc_ts. Generic reporting subprograms are called
from analysis modules inside the increment loop.
1.2 Execution Supervisor and Analysis Drivers
This section describes major subprograms in the M_0ST package. For the
sake of clarity no listings are attached in this section. Also this section
does not discuss the arguments and common blocks appearing in each
subroutine.
Execution Supervisor
MAIN PROGRAM - declares work space in blank ccmmon as an integer array.
Also defines syste_ parameters which are machine independent. Then passes
control to actual _tion supervisor SUBROUTINE _3ST.
SUBROUTINE _3ST - controls the sequence of execution for the analysis
modules. First, this routine executes the control parameter data reader
SUBROUTINE DATINI and checks for consistency by entering SUBROUTINE LETCMD




of two analysis modules to be executed sequentially. Analysis modules
called frcm the execution supervisor are:
SUBROUTINE STATIC for a quasi-static incremental iterative solution.
SUBROUTINE DYNAMP for a transient time integration of the dynamic
equilibrium equations in an incremental-iterative manner.
SUBROUTINE MODAL for an eigenvalue extraction in vibration mode
analysis. This subsystem may be executed after quasi-static analysis
for modal analysis of prestressed structures.
SUBROUTINE BUCKLE for an eigenvalue extraction in buckling load
calculations. This subsystem is executable only after quasi-static
analysis.
SUBROUTINE _ for a quasi-static incremental iterative solution by
the out-of-core frontal approach. Note that certain options are not
available in this subsystem.
SUBROUTINE SUPER for linear dynamic response calculations by the method
of mode superposition.
Input Data Reader
There are three major subprograms:
SnJE64fXfPINE _INI - Reads and inte_-q_rets the parameter data input
called by the execution supervisor. All the default values for control
variables are set in this routine.
SUBROUTINE BULKIN - Reads and interprets the finite element model
definition data and prints the mesh and loading data for the initial
increment (number 0). The bulk data reader is entered before the
execution of analysis modules. This subroutine utilizes the followinglo%_r level routines:
SUBROUTINE INITII for memory allocation of integer _rkspace in
blank cc_mon to store nodal and element data.
SUBROUTINE DATIN2 for model data input.
SUBROUTINE DATOUI for reporting model definition data.
SUBROUTINE CHKEIM for the detection of clockwise element




This routine autcmatically corrects the connectivity table to a
counterclockwise direction.
SUBROt_INESUBDIVfor memoryallocation of subelement meshdata
and autc_atic meshgeneration of subel_ments.
SUBROUTINEINCRIN- Readsand interprets the loading and constraint
data for each increment. This routine is invoked by individual
analysis modules frcm inside the loop over the increments.
SUBRfK/TINEDATIN3, a small subset of the bulk data reader SUBROUTINE
DATINI is used for actual operations including initialization of arrays
at the beginning of an increment.
Algebraic Operation Subsystem
There are three groups of routines for the profile solver, frontal solver
and eigenvalue extraction, respectively. The profile solution package
consists of:
SUBROUTINE CCMPRO - Sets up the integer array for the profile of global
stiffness equations to be stored in a profile form.
SUBROUTINE ASSEM5 - Assembles the element stiffness equations into the
global equation syst_n stored in a profile form.
SUBROUTINE S(X/JTI - Controls the iterative solution processes including
the vector update required for the quasi- and secant-Newton iterations.
DECOMP - Factorizes the global stiffness equations stored in
a profile form.
SUBRCK_INE SQLVER - Performs the back substitution and generates the
update vector for the incremental displacement.
The frontal solution package consists of:
SUBROUTINE FRf_ZIW - Estimates the front matrix size to be acccr_Ddated
in the core ma_ory.
SUBROUTINE INTFR - Allocates manory for the _rk space required for the
frontal solution.





SUBRCKffINEFRONTF- Assembles and factorizes the global stiffness
equation simultaneously.
SUBROUTINE FRONTB - Performs the back substitution and generates the
updates for the displacement vector.
S73BRCK_INE FRONI_ - Controls the iterative solution processes including
the vector update required for the quasi- and secant-Newton iterations.
Calls SUBROUTINE FRGNfB for the incr_nental displacement update vector.
SUBROUTINE VDSKIO - Controls the data stream stored in the in-core
buffer area and the actual out-of-core storage devices.
The eigenvalue analysis package consists of:
SUBROUTINE EIGENV - Controls the execution of the eigenvalue extraction
subsystem.
SUBROUTINE INIMDP - Initializes t_he array for eigenvectors.
SUBROUTINE SUBSPC - Performs the subspace iteration and generates a
specified number of eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
SUBROUTINE JAOOBI - Solves the eigenvalue problem in subspace by the
Jacobi iteration.
There are a number of subprograms used ccmmonly by the braic OperationSubset.
SUBROUTINE STRiL_ - Controls the m_nory allocation for the global
algebraic manipulations at the beginning of every increment.
SUBROUTINE INITI2 - Allocates m_nory required for the storage of global
stiffness matrix and other vectors required in the linear algebraic
manipulation of finite element equations.
SUBROUTINE LINESR - Calculates the search distance when the line search
option is turned on.
Element Assembly Sutmodules
These are subprograms that construct vectors and matrices appearing in the





SUBROUTINEASSEMI- Assembles the displacement stiffness matrix for
preconditioning purposes. All the kinematic and constitutive options
are tested in this module.
SUBROUTINEASSEM2- Assembles the coefficient matrix for transient time
integration by the _k family of algorithms. This routine has
evolved from SUBROUTINE ASSEMI and contains all the same options.
SUB_3i_INE ASSEM3 - Assembles the coefficient matrix for quasi-static
analysis using the frontal solution subsystem. Large displacement,
stress stiffening and centrifugal mass teams are not available in this
package.
S73BROUTINE ASSEM4 - Calculates the nodal strain and recovers the
residual vector in a mixed form. The subelement solution package is
entered from this subprogram.
Element Loop Structure and Library Routines
In the element assembly submodules, element arrays are generated in the
loops over elements. The protocol for accessing the element library is
designed and implemented to involve a sequence of subroutine calls:
SUBROUTINE ELVULV - Sets up the current element parameters (See Table 2
for variables and values) from the element library table.
SUBRCX/fINE CNODEL - Pulls out quantities for the current element frcm
the global nodal array and restores them in the element workspace.
Coordinate transformations necessary for beam and shell elements are
performed in this subprogram.
SUBRO[_INE DERIV - Sets up the displacement-strain matrix for the
current element by calling the element library subroutines. Those are:
SUBROUTINE BPSTRS for plane stress elements, types 3 and i01.
SUBROUTINE BPSTRN for plage strain elements, types ii and 102.
SUBROt_INE BSOLID for three-dimensional solid element, type 7.
SUBROUTINE BSHELL for three-dimensional shell element, type 75.
SUBROLrfINE BAXSYM for axisymmetric solid-of-revolution elements,




SUBROUTINEBTBEAMfor linear Timoshenkobean element, type 98.
SUBROUTINEBASPSTfor the assumedstress plane stress element,
type 151.
SUBROUTINE BASPSN for the assumed stress plane strain element,
type 152.
SUBRfXIfINE BASSOL for the assumed stress three-dimensional solid
element, type 154.
SUBROUTINE UDERIV - A slot for user coded element B matrix routine.
The following subprograms are used to calculate terms appearing in the
finite element equations:
SUBROUTINE IMPMAS - Calculates nodal wight factor for the strain
projection.
SUBROUTINE STIFF - Perfomns matrix triple products to assemble the
element stiffness matrix and the element load vector associated with
the initial strain terms.
SUBROUTINE STRAIN - Calculates element strain at specified sampling
points and projects to nodes.
SUBROUTINE CNSMAS - Assembles the consistent mass matrix for modal and
transient analysis.
SUBROUTINE INITST - Generates initial stress terms for quasi-static,
buckling and modal analysis of prestressed structures.
SUBROUTINE CENMAS - Evaluates the centrifugal mass temns for rotating
structures at speed.
SUBRCXYPINE RESID - Calculates the element residual vector for the
global element.
SUBROUTINE SXIBFEM - Perfomns the subelement solution and calculates the
element residual vector for the subelement mesh.
SX/BROKFfIl_ RELDFG - Calculates the relative deformation gradient at the
element sampling points and projects to nodes.




te_ns in the element residual vector when the transient dynamics option
is used.
Material Library
A syst_n of subroutines is included in the MHOSTcode which covers a wide
range of material models and initial strain assumptions:
SUBROUTINESIMPLE- Integrates the stress over the incr_nent assuming
the elastic-plastic response of the material is modeled by the total
secant modulus approach. Also generates the material modulus matrix.
PLASTS - Integrates the stress over the increment and
calculates the plastic strain by using the radial return algorithm.
SUBROUTINE PLASTD - Calculates the consistent elastic-plastic modulus
if the incremental equivalent plastic strain is positive.
_%LKEQ - Integrates the Walker unified creep plasticity
constitutive equation and also generates a material modulus based on
the temperature dependent elasticity assumption.
S73BRCK_INE LE[AS_ - Calculates the stress for the constant material
modulus given as data.
SUBROUTINE THRSTN - Calculates the _ strain.
CRPSTN - Calculates the creep strain.
Report Generation Subsystem
A syste_of subroutines is included in theMHOSTcode to generate reports on
the line printer image file and the fozmattedpost-processing file readable
by MENTAT, Version 5 and up (a proprietary interactive pre- and post-
processor program developedbyandavailable frcm MARCAnalysis Research
Corporation). Note that the fozmat of the post-processing file is similar
to that of the MARC General Purpose Finite Element Program, Version K.I and
the cc_merciallyavailablepost-processingpackages cc_patiblewiththis
program caneasilybemodified for usewithM_3ST.
_INE PRININ - Reads and restores the user instructions for the
print options. This routine is entered frcm the model data r_ader
and/or the incremental reader. This subprogram interprets user
instructions including the type of infozmation, the locations (either




printed and specified by character strings, and the range of nodes or
elements specified by integer numbers.
SUBROUTINE PRINOU - Writes the reports on the line printer image file.
A loop is constructed over the instruction set restored by PRININ.
SUBRO5"21_ PRINSU - Generates the reports for the subelement solution
on the line printer image file. The same control structure as the
global solution writer PRINOU is implemented. This routine also
follc_s the instruction set generated by PRININ.
POSTOU - Writes formatted records on the post-processing
file, Fortran Unit 19. All the information generated by the analysis
is written. The user has no control over the records to be written on
this file. The nodal values of stress and strain invariants and
components are written in this subroutine.
SUBROUTINE POSTEN - Packs the nodal value record buffer and writes out
the record when the buffer is filled.
i. 3 Control Variables
The control variables effective globally through a number of subprograms are
stored in the following ccmmon blocks:
ADDVAL








Fortran unit numbers and record number counters. Also the
value of p is stored in this cQ_mon block.
Real variables used for automatic load increments. Also
control variables for adaptive load inc_ts by the arc
length method are stored here.
A real array to store the direction of the body force vector
for gravity loading or the position of two points defining
the axis of rotation for centrifugal loading.
Pointers and counters for beam section definitions.
Control variables and binary switches to activate options
built into the MHDST program.





















Counters for the line on the current page of the line
printer image file.
The title line and the date and time when the execution is
initiated.
A damping factor array for transient dynamic analyses.
Counters for eigenvalue extraction by the subspace iteration
meth:_.
Counters for transient response calculation by vibration
mode superposition.
A element type indicator and flags for element array
manipulations.
Counters for the element variables which are currently
being processed. The entries in this ccmmon block are
redefined every time the element loop is incr_nented.
Data input error counter.
Working arrays for the free format reader.
Control variables for harmonic analysis
Variables for the incremental data reader.
Machine dependent ratio of the integer and real _rd
lenses.
number of element variables appearing in the current
problem.
Flags for the selection of integration processes for various
element arrays.
Counters for the page numbers of the line printer image
output file.
M_sh parameters for the total number of data entries.









Control variables for the power spectrum.
Counters and pointers for pulse leads in dynmnic analysis.







Control variables for the subelement analysis option.
Element variables for the subelement analysis option. The
info_nation stored in this ccam_n block is the subelement
counterpart of ELTYP and entries are updated every time the
loop over the subelements is incremented.
Space allocated for the control variables of the
substructure option (not used in Version 4.2).
Control variables for the power-shift option in the
eigenvalue extraction for modal analysis.







The initial value for the CPU clock.
Parameters to define the time integration operator.
Local coordinate transformation arrays. Typically updated
in an element-by-element manner.
Error and tolerance for the global iterative solution.
Control variables for the out-of-core solution by the
frontal process.
ZPRINT
Control variables for a definition of a record in the line
printer output file.
Control variables which play a significant role are summarized belcw:
Variable Common Initial














































Fortran unit number for the main
data input device.
Fortran unit number for the line
printer output file (Execution
log).
Fortran unit number for the line
printer output file (Bulk report).
Fortran unit number for the command
input and the execution log output.
Fortran unit number for the
formatted post-processing file.
Fortran unit number for the working
on-line storage (binary).
Fortran unit number for plotting
data output file (binary- not used
in Version 4.2).
Fortran unit number for binary
restart file.
Fortran unit number for alternate
input data file.
Line counter for the output unit
ILPRNT.
Line counter for the output unit
JLPRNT.
Load factor of the current arc-
length iteration step.
Total load factor including the
current step of arc-length
iteration.
The arc-length.




















































Maximum number of updates for the
adaptive time step control for
creep strain.
Flag for end-of-iteration.
Current iteration step of the
global solution.
Flag for temperature loading.
Full line printer report generation
interval for incres_ntal analysis.
Flag for pressure load/ng.
Flag for substructure.
Current increment.
Flag for restart jobs.
Flag for check-point job to write
the restart file.
Flag for memory allocation of
global arrays for the next solution
step.
Flag for automatic load
incrementation.
Flag for post file generation.
Flag for back substitution to avoid


































Flag for the distributed load
option.
Content











Flag for the dynamic analysis
option.
Flag for anisotropic material
response.
Flag for temperature dependent
material response.
Flag for the static analysis module
as the driver for the second step
of the analysis.
Flag for the optional frontal
solution for the second step of the
analysis.
Flag for the direct time
integration for the second step of
the analysis.
Flag for modal analysis for the
second step.
Flag for buckling analysis for the
second step.
Flag for modal super-position for




































An array to store the character
string representing the title of
the current analysis job.
Number of eigenvalues and
eigenvectors to be extracted.
Content
Pointer to the %Drkspace required
for the subspace iteration. If the
BFGS update is invoked in the
static analysis, this variable is
used as a pointer for an update
vector.
Pointer to the _rkspace required
for the subspace iteration. If the
BFGS update is invoked in the
static analysis, this variable
beccmes a pointer for one of the
update vectors.
Current element type. This
variable is updated when the
element loop is incremented.
Current element number.









Flag for the integration method
options for assembly and recovery.






































Flag to indicate element assembly
operations.
Number of coordinate entries per
node for the current element.
Number of d.o.f, per node for the
current element.
Number of nodes per current
element.
Content
Number of generalized stress/strain
components per node for the current
element.
Number of distributed load types
for the current element.
Number of integration points for
the current element.
Number of d.o.f, per current
element.
Number of integration layers for
the shell element to calculate
resultant quantities.
Number of direct strain/stress
ccm_onents for the current
element.
Number of shear strain/stress
ccm_onents for the current element.
Number of I_3amina strain/stress
ccraponents (differs from NELSTR
only for shells).












































entries in the current mesh..
Maximumnumber of d.o.f, per node
in the current mesh.
Maximumnumberof nodes per element
in the current mesh.
Maximumnumberof material data
entries for the element definition
in the current mesh.
Maximum number of substructures
(not-used in version 4.2 )
Maximum number of entries in the
beam section definition in the
mesh.
Content
Maximum dimension of the
constitutive resultant matrix.
front matrix size (valid
when the frontal solution option is
Maximum number of entries in the
inverse connectivity table. The
value is set in INITI2.
Max/mum number of entries in the
element strain-displacement matrix
for all the integration points.
Not used in Version 4.2.
Selector for the integration rule















(one point shear sampling)
Selective integration with the
element coordinate transformation.
Selector for the integration rule
used in the residual force
calculation.
Full Gaussian quadrature
One point reduced integration
Selector for the integration rule




















Selective integration (one point
shear sampling without coordinate
transformation).
Selective integration with the
element coordinate transfonnation.
Page counter for the line printer
output on ILPRNT.
Page counter for the line printer
output on JLPRNT
Content
Number of different element types
in the current mesh.
Total number of elements in the
current mesh.
Total number of displacement
boundary conditions in the current
mesh. The user specified value in
the parameter data section is used
for memory allocation. The value
is updated to the actual value when








Total number of nodes in the
present mesh.
Total number of tying equations in
the present mesh.
Maximum number of temms inthe
tying equations in the present
mesh.
NTRAN PARAM 0 Total number of nodal coordinate
transfozmations specified by the
user in the current mesh.
NSBFGS PARAM 0
2.0 DATA STORAGE SCHEME
Number of update vectors for the
BFGS quasi-Newton method.
This chapter discusses the dynamic core allocation scheme implemented
in the MHOST code. The first section outlines the design principle and
is followed by the code actually allocating msmory in the second section.
The third section is devoted to the definition of pointers.
2. i Overview
A dynamic core allocation strategy is implemented in the MHOST code.
An integer array is defined as an entry to blank cc_mon. This array is used
as the _rking storage. Except for the frontal solution and transient
dynamic analysis options, all the information required for the finite
element cc_putation is stored in this work space. First parameters defining
the number of variables for el_ent types in use is copied frcm the array
residing in SUBROUTINE TYPEIN.
The first section of this space stores the nodal variables and element
arrays. The amount of m_Dry required to store these data is found frcm the
number of nodes, elements and attributes given by the user as part of the
parameter data. This portion of _Drking storage and infozmation stored
therein is often referred to as the finite element database. The pointers
for the finite element database are defined in SUBROUTINE INITII before
reading the model data section of the input data file. The model data is
read directly into the space allocated for the finite element database.
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In finite element computations, space is required to store arrays where
size varies depending on the analysis type and mesh topology. For instance,
in most of the analysis options, the global stiffness matrix is stored in a
profile form. After the model data is read, the mesh topology (element
connectivity) is swept through and column heights are calculated for each
degree of freedom in SUBROUTINE COMPRO. The pointers for the global arrays
are then calculated in INITI2.
For the local-global analysis inherent to the subelement procedure,
an indirect accessing scheme is implemented. When the subelement option is
invoked by the parameter data, element arrays to store subelement data
pointers are prepared as a part of the finite eles_nt database. The
pointers are calculated only for the global elements which are divided into
subelements. The mechanism of this indirect addressing scheme is
implemented in the m_ory allocation routine INITSE and the subelement
solution driver routine SUBFEM.
2.2 M_mory Allocation Subprograms
The following S73BROUTINE TYPEIN substitutes the element characteristics
array into the %Drkspace:
C=SUBRCK_INE--TYPEIN CALLED FROM SUBROUTINE 'DATINI'
SUBROUTINE TYPEIN




C RfYJgINE FOR OBTAINING INPUT FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF ELEMENI_
C
C IERR ERROR FLAG
C NTYPE NUMBER OF ELEMENT TYPES
C ILAST IAST _gRD FOR INPUT
C ILPRNT OUTPL_ DEVICE









D ENSI ( I ) , ( i )





i/ 9, 3, 3, 2, i, 6, 2, 0, i, i, i, 0, I,
2 3, 2, 2, 4, 3, 6, 4, 3, i, 3, 2, i, 2,
3 Ii, 2, 2, 4, 4, 6, 4, 3, i, 4, 3, I, 3,
4 i0, 2, 2, 4, 4, 6, 4, 3, i, 4, 3, i, 4,
5 7, 3, 3, 8, 6, 6, 8, 3, i, 6, 3, 3, 5,
6 75, 7, 6, 4, 9, 6, 4, 4, 5, 5, 2, 3, 6,
7 72, 7, 6, 4, 9, 6, 4, 4, 5, 5, 2, 3, 6,
8 98, 6, 6, 2, 6, 6, i, 3, i, 6, 3, 3, 7,
9 101, 2, 2, 9, 3, 6, 9, 3, i, 3, 2, I, 2,
+ 102, 2, 2, 9, 4, 6, 9, 3, i, 4, 3, i, 3,
1 103, 2, 2, 9, 4, 6, 9, 3, i, 4, 3, i, 4,
2 104, 3, 3, 27, 6, 6, 27, 3, i, 6, 3, 3, 5,
3 151, 2, 2, 4, 3, 6, 4, 3, I, 3, 2, I, 2,
4 152, 2, 2, 4, 4, 6, 4, 3, i, 4, 3, i, 3,




IF( JKEY .EQ. 1 ) GO TO
IF( NTYPE .EQ. 0 ) GO TO
DO 201 J = 1 , NTYPE
K = IIAST + 1 - 13*J
IF(I_3RK(ILAST + I).NE.IWORK(K)) GO TO 201














DO 351 LL = 1 , NTYPES
IF( ISTORE(I,LL).EQ.I_0RK(ILAST + 1 ))
CALL COPYIN(ISTORE(I,LL) ,I%DRK(ILAST + i),





351 C 0 N T I N U E
NTYPE = NTYPE + 1
ILAST = ILAST + 13
AS seen in the following example, the element data copied by the above
subprogram is accessed every time the element loop is ideated:
C
C **********************************************************************
C FIRST ELEMENT LOOP: FORM THE 'LUMPED' MASS MATRIX
C ALSO FORM NODAL NORMALS FOR SHELL
C **********************************************************************
C






CALL NUL(REA(IEQPSI) , NELLAY*NEI/gOD )







DO 5500 IELCNT = 1 ,NELEM
IC = INT( ITYP + IELCNT - 1 )
Ii = INEL + MAXNOD*( IELCNT - 1 )
C
C
IF( IC .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 5500
CALL ELVULV( INT , IC , IERR )
CALL CNODEL( REA ,INT ,INT(II) ,CTRANS ,IELCNT ,IC
CALL IMPMAS












IF (JPRES .Gr. 0) CALL BOUNDN
1 (REA( IBNORM), REA( ICOR ),INT(II ),IELCNT












<<< CLOSE THE FIRST ELEMENTL00P <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
•.. NORMALIZE THE NODAL NORMALS FOR BEAMS AND SHELLS
IF (JLAW.EQ.6 .OR. JLAW.EQ.9) CALL NRMNRM(REA(INOD),MAXCRD,NNODE)
**********************************************************************
CCNfINUE
SUBROUTINE ELVULV as shown below accesses the entries defined by SUBROUTINE
TYPEIN:
C=SJBRfX_INE=ELVULV CALLED BY SUBROUTINES 'ASSEMI', 'ASSEM4'
SUBROUTINE ELVt_V




C EXTRACTS INFORMATION ABOUT A CERT.A_rNELEMENT TYPE
C

















/ ALGEM / ICREAD, ILPRNT,JLPRNT, I_,IPOSTF,ISCRAF,
1 IPLOTB, IRSTRT, JCREAD, IPVARS, IPSETS, IFIIZX,
2 PI ,LINE ,LINE2
(XIMM3N / _ / JEND ,JITER ,JTEMP ,JPRINT,JP ,JSUB ,
1 JINC ,JREST ,JSAVE ,JREDIM,JAUTO ,JPOST ,
2 JBACK ,JOPTIM, JCREEP,JDIST ,JCONST,JDYN ,
3 NC_ISO, ITHERM, ITRIG ,IDYNM ,JREPOT,JTANGE,
4 JTHERM, JFORCE, JUTEMP, JUCOEF, JDISTS,_,
5 JDERIV, JUBOUN, IDSTOP, _, JPIAST, JBAND ,
6 _,JDEFOR, JEMBED,ITEST ,JDISP ,IFBFGS,
7 IFSCNT, IFLINE, IFPRNT, ICCMPS, I_, JEIGEN,
8 IFBODY, IFGRAV, IFCENT,JDAMP ,LDYN ,ISTAT ,
9 JFDSXX, JISTIF, JCENTM, JFINIT, JIARGE, JFOIOW,
+ JWKSLP, JPRES ,JCDUM2, JCD[R43
/ ELTYP / NELCRD,NELNFR,NELNOD,NELSTR,NELCHR,NELPR ,
1 NELINT, NELLV ,NELLAY, NDI ,NSHEAR, NELCMP
/ STABTI / IELPRM, ITYP ,INEL ,ICHAR ,IPRES ,ISTRS ,
ISTRN ,ICOP ,IPRINT, IPOST ,IDIST ,ILEAN ,
IBPRES, IBNORM, IM_NIT, ISTII6, ISTII7, ISTII8


















/ ELEMEN / IC ,IEL ,IDF
,NBAND ,NEXT ,NSUB ,
,NDUP ,NSIZE ,NBSECT,
,NSPRI ,NMASS ,_ ,








CIF(II .EQ. ICl) GOTO 8000
5000 CONTINUE





DO5000 II = 1 ,NTYPE
Ii = I_3RK(IELPRM+ 13*(II - i))
C
8000 CONTINUE


































6X,6HNDI ,I6,6X,6HNSHEAR, I6,6X,6HJIAW ,I6)
T U R N
In the element loops, information related to the element being
processed is pulled out from the global finite element database and
substituted into the element work arrays. The following SUBROUTINE CNODEL
is called before the element data manipulation:























/ _ / DALPHA, DBETA ,DGAMMA
/ ALGEM / ICREAD, ILPRNT,JLPRNT, I_,IPOSTF,ISCRAF,
1 IPIOI_, IRSTRr, JCREAD, IPVARS, IPSETS, IFILEX,
2 PI ,LINE ,LINE2















1 NELINT, NELLV ,NELLAY, NDI
_N / MAXIMA / MAXCRD,MAXNFR,MAXNOD,MAXSTR
1 MAXLAY, MAXINT, MAXWRK, MAXNLV
2 MAXBSP, MAXGMR, MAXTEM, MAXELM
3 MAXFRN, MAXBET, MAXVAR, MAXSET
4 MAX025 ,MAX026 ,MAX027 ,MAX028
JINC ,JREST ,JSAVE ,JREDIM, JAUTO ,JPOST ,
JBACK ,JOPTIM, JCREEP,JDIST ,JCC_ST,JDYN ,
NC_-ISO,ITHERM, ITRIG ,IDYNM ,JREPOT,JT3%NGE,
JTHERM, JFORCE, JUTEMP. JUCOEF, JDISTS, _,
JDERIV, _, IDSTOP. INTSTR, JPIAST, JBAND ,
_,JDEFOR,JEMBED ITEST ,JDISP ,IFBFC_,
IFSCNT, IFLINE, IFPRNT, ICCMPS, IR33NJ, JEIGEN,
IFBODY, IFGRAV, IFCENT,JDAMP ,LDYN ,ISTAT ,
JFDSXX, JISTIF, JCENIM, JFINIT, JIARGE, JFOLOW,








/ PARAM / NTYPE ,NELEM ,NNODE ,NBC ,NTIE ,NMAX ,
1 NTRAN ,NTRAC ,NFD ,NBAND ,NEXT ,NSUB ,
2 NPRINT,NPOST ,NSBC ,NDUP ,NSIZE ,NBSECT,
3 NSHIFT,NSBFGS,NGMRS ,NSPRI ,NMASS ,NDASH ,
4 NDYNMD,NSBNC ,NSUPER,NHARM ,NBASE ,NINC ,
5 NITER ,NPSPTS,NFDPTS,NPULSE,NPDPTS,NHARD ,
6 NSUM2H, NDIMEN, NMDNIT, NPAR40, NPAR41, NPAR42,
7 NPAR43, NPAR44, NPAR45, NPAR46, NPAR47, NPAR48
/ START1 / IELPRM, ITYP ,INEL ,ICHAR ,IPRES ,ISTRS ,
1 ISTRN ,ICOP ,IPRINT, IPOST ,IDIST ,ILEAN ,
2 IBPRES, IBNORM, IM3NIT, ISTII6, ISTII7, ISTII8
/ START2 / INOD ,ITEM ,INLV ,IPOSU ,ITEMDF, IDUP
/ START4 / IDINC ,IDTOT ,IFORCE,IRESID, IWTNOD, ISIGNO,
1 IEPSNO, IPSTRN, ICSTRN, ITSTRN, IISTRS, IISTRN,
2 IIPSTR, IICSTR, IITSTR, IPSTNO, ICSTNO, ITSTNO,
3 IISTNO, IISNNO, IIPSNO, IICSMO, IITSNO, IDMAT ,
4 IEMI_D, IEQCST, ICMENO, II_, ITDSNO, _,
5 IDYNV ,IDYNA ,IDSXI ,IDSX2 ,IDSITR, ISWELL,
6 IEQCSI,IPREF ,IDSX3 ,IYIELD, IDFINC,IDFTOT,
7 IST443, IST444, IST445, IST446, IST447, IST448
/ START5 / IRL ,IREAC ,IES ,IAB ,IB_M ,ISRL ,
1 IBTLC ,ISKM ,ILAST ,IRLB ,IDINCP, IFORIN,
2 IOP ,IDAM ,IMASMT, IDIAG ,IUPTRI, ICCE/_,
3 IMASDI, IMASUP, IST52 i,IST522, IST523, IST524
/ START6 / IELV ,ICOR ,ISIG ,IEPS ,IWNOO ,ISNOD ,
1 IENOD ,IETM ,ICH ,IPP ,IXRL ,IXIRL ,
2 IXP ,IXK ,KPSTRN, KCSTRN, KTSTRN, KISTRS,












_ / STmUg /
i
CC_t_ / MACHIN /
KTSTNO, KISTNO, KISNNO, KIPSNO, KICSNO, KITSNO,
IMASNO, IMNOD ,IEQPST, IEQPSI ,KEQPST,KEQPSI,
KIIMAT ,_,KTDSNO,KITDST, IXM ,IXC ,
IVEIM ,IAEIM ,IMASEL,KYIELD, IST647, IST648,
IST649, IST650, IST65 i,IST652, IST653, IST654
ICC_ ,IKBCR ,ITRACR, ITRANR, IBETA ,IDET
KGEPS ,KIGEPS,KGSIG ,KIGSIG,_,
IGEPNO, IIGENO, IGSINO, IIGSNO, IGTDNO,
KGEPNO, KIGENO, KGS INO,KIC._qNO,KGTDNO
KEQCSI, KICMNO, KSWLNO, KTMPNO, KTDFNO, KDUMMY,










= NEISTR * NELSTR
= MAXSTR * MAXSTR
= IPRES + (IEL-I) * MAXPRS * IDP
= MAXCMP * MAXLAY




1 (INT( IELV), INT( INLV), ISLV, MAXNFR, NNODE, i,NELNOD, NELNFR)
CALL SEARCH
1 (REA(ICOR) ,REA( INOD), ISLV, MAXCRD,NNODE, I,NEiN3D,NELCRD)
CALL SEARCH
1 (REA( IXRL), REA( IDTOT), INT( IELV), i,NFD, I,NELLV, I)
CALL_
1 (REA( IXIRL), REA( IDINC), INT (IELV), i,NFD, i,NELLV, 1)
CALL SEARCH
1 (REA(_), REA( IDM_D), ISLV,MAXST2, NNODE, I,NELNOD,NELST2)
CALL SEARCH
1 (REA(KGEPNO), REA( IGEPNO), ISLV,MAXSTR,NNODE, 1,NEI/kDD,NELSTR)
CALL SEARCH
1 (REA(KIGENO), REA( IIGENO), ISLV,MAXSTR, NNODE, I,NELhKD,NELSTR)
CALL SEARCH
1 (REA(KC_ INO), REA (IGSINO), ISLV,MAXSTR, NNODE, 1,NELNOD, NELSTR)
CALL SEARCH
1 (REA(KIGSNO), REA( IIC6qkD),ISLV,MAXSTR, NNODE, 1,NEIN3D, NELSTR)
CALL SEARCH



















,ISLV,MAXSTR, NNODE, i,NELNOD, NEI_TR)
,ISLV, 1 ,NNODE,I,_, 1 )
,ISLV, 1 ,NNODE, I,NELNOD, 1 )
,ISLV, MAXSTR, NNODE, I,_,NELSTR)
,ISLV,MAXSTR, NNODE, i,NELNOD, NEISTR)
,ISLV, MAXSTR, NNODE, I,_,NEISI_)
,ISLV, 1 ,NNODE, I,NEI/qOD, 1 )
1 (REA(KIOMNO), REA( IIC_%D), ISLV, MAXSTR,NNODE, I,NEIN3D,NELSTR)CALL SEARCH
C
1 (REA(KSWf/qO),REA(ISWELL) ISLV, 1 ,NNODE, I,_D, 1 )CALL SEARCH
1 (REA(_) ,REA(ITEM) ,ISLV, 1 ,NNODE,I,NELNOD, 1 )CALL SEARCH
1 (REA(KTDFNO),REA(ITEMDF),ISLV, 1 ,NNODE,I,_, 1 )CALL SEARCH
1 (REA(KISTRS), REA(ICHAR) ISLV, MAXCHR, NNODE, i,NELM3D, NELCHR)C
N3HARD = NHARD * 3
CALL SEARCH
1 (REA(KYIELD) ,REA( IYIELD), ISLV, N3HARD, NNODE, i,NEI_DD, N3HARD)CALL INTERP
i (REA(ICH) ,REA(KISTRS) i , ,NmXmR)C
C D-MATRIX ROTATION FOR ANISOTROPIC MATER/ALS
C
IF (NC_ISO .EQ. i) CALL RUIDMT
1 (REA(KD_) ,REA(IPREF ),ISLV ,NELNOD,NELSTR,NNODE
2 NDI ,NSHEAR )
C
C *** DYNAMIC CAICUIATIONS: QUANTITIES ASSOCIATED WITH NODAL TIME
C *** DERIVATIVES
C
IF( IDYNM .EQ. 1 .AND. JDYN .EQ. 1 ) THEN
CALL SEARCH
1 (REA(IAELM),REA(IDYNA),INT(IELV) I,NFD, I,NELLV, I )CALL SEARCH













DO 90 I = 1 , NELNOD
CALL NUL (VTRANS, 4 )
CALL NUL (TgRANS, 9 )
CALL TSH04N(VTRANS,qTRANS,ETRANS,_S,REA( ICOR), I,
* MAXCRD,NELNOD, SIGN, IFLAG)
C













,VTRANS, ETRANS, SIGN, NEISI_)
,VTRANS, ETRANS, SIGN, NELSTR )
,VTRANS, TgRANS, SIGN, NEISI_ )
,VTRANS, TfRANS, SIGN,NEISIR)
,VTRANS, _, SIGN, NELSTR)
,VTRANS, _, SIGN, NEISTR)
DO 70 K = 1 ,MAXSTR
K1= NELSTR * IDP * (NELSTR *(I - I)+(K - i))
CALL SHTRAN(REA(KDMPNO+KI),VTRANS,_S,SIGN,NELSTR)
70CONTINUE





DO 80 J = 1 ,MAXSTR






































I F ( IC.EQ.98 .AND.
JINC. LT. JIARGE ) THEN
CALL TBM02N(CTRANS,REA(ICOR) ,MAXCRD,NELNOD)
ENDIF
IF( JIl_.GE.JIARGE ) T H E N
UPDATE GEOMETRY FOR LARGE DEFORMATION ANALYSIS
BEGINNING OF
INCREMENT (ISTEP = -i):
Xi = X0 + Ui
MID-INCREMENT (ISTEP = 0 ):
Xi+i/2 = X0 + Ui + i/2*(si)*(Ui+l - Ui)
END OF INCREMENT ( ISTEP = 1 ):









































NUMBER OF COORDINATES IS EQUAL
TO THE NUMBER OF DEGREES-OF-
FREEDC_ (CONT_ ELEMENTS)
CC_mJI_ GEOMETRY AT THE
BEGINNING OF THE INCREMENT
CALL ADD( REA(ICOR),REA(ICOR),REA(IXRL ),NDIMEN*NEIN3D)
IF( ISTEP.EQ.0 ) T H E N
_ HALF OF _
DIS_ TO OBTAIN
MID-INCREMENT GECMETRY
CALL AIX)SMU(REA(ICOR) ,C_E,REA(ICOR) ,HALF,REA(IXIRL),
& NDIMEN*NELNOD)




CALL ADD (REA(ICOR) ,REA(ICOR) ,REA(IXIRL) ,NDIMEN*_)
ENDIF
ELSE IF( MAXNFR.GT.NDIMEN ) T H E N
NUMBER OF DEGREES-OF-FREEDCM
IS GREATER THAN THE NUMBER OF
COORDINATES (BEAM AND SHELL
ELEMEm'S)
DO i0000 I=I,NELNOD





































IIXRL = IXRL + (I-I)*MAXNFR*IDP
IIXIRL = IXIRL + (I-I)*MAXNFR*IDP
COM_ GE_Y AT THE
BEGINNING OF THE INCREMENT
C
CALL ADD(REA(IICOR) ,REA(IICOR),
REA( IIXRL), NDIMEN )




CALL ADDSMU( REA(IICOR),ONE ,REA(IICOR),
HAUF,REA(nX RL) ,NDmEN)
E L S E I F( ISTEP.EQ.I ) THEN
USE TOTAL INCRE_RZ/XL






IF( IC.EQ.75 ) T H E N
UPnATE TRANSFORMATIC_S
DO 20000 I = i , NEIA[D










CALLNUL (TTRANS, 9 )
CALLTSH04N(VTRANS,TPRANS,ETRANS,CTRANS,REA(ICOR),I,
& MAXCRD,NELNOD,SIGN,IFLAG)













DO15000K = 1 ,MAXSTR
El= NELSTR* IDP * (NELSTR*(I - l)+(K - i))
CALLSHTRAN(REA(KDMI%Z}+KI),VTRANS,TI_U%NS,SIGN,NELSTR)
CONTINUE




DO16000J = 1 ,MAXSTR



























CALL_T( '_. ','D_','NS • ,' '_. ','_. ','_F ', 0 )C
ENDIF
ENDIFC
Note that the coordinate transformations necessary for the shell elements
take place in this subprogram.
The following subroutine INITII calculates pointers for the finite
element database:





















CALLED BY SUBROUTINE 'B[KWd_'
SUBROUTINE INITII




C ALiOCATES CORE FOR DATA INPUT AND ZEROES OUT CORE
C
ELEMENT ARRAY FOR NODAL ACCELERATION
_C BASE MOTION MAGNI_JDE AND PHASE
ELEMENT BETA _
POINTER TO BEAM SECTION PROPERTY SETS
POINTER FOR THE LAST ADDRESS
ELEMENT MATERIAL PROPER_/ ARRAY (LOCAL)
ELEMENT MATERIAL PROPERTY ARRAY (GLOBAL)
POINTER TO THE _ MCDAL FORCE
POINTER TO THE _ MDDAL H-FUNCTION
POINTER TO THE CCMPLEX MDDAL RESPC_SE
POINTER TO THE CC_PLEX NODAL FORCE VECTOR
POINTER TO ARRAY DEFINING THE LOCATIONS OF THE
ELEMENTS THAT ARE JUST ABOVE THE DIAGONAL
POSITIONS, FOR A GLOBAL ARRAY STORED IN PROFILE FORM
ELEMENT CONNECtiVITY ARRAY























































































POINTER TO THE ADDED DASHPOT DAMPING VALUES
DETERMINAbFPS ARRAY AT INTEGRATION POINTS
I_ DEFORMATION GRADIENT ARRAY
TOTAL DEFORMATION GRADIENT ARRAY
POINTER TO DIAGONAL CC_ OF GLOBAL STIFFNESS
ARRAY STORED IN PROFILE FORM
INCREMENTAL DISPIACEMENT ARRAY
ITERATION VECTOR FOR _ DISPLACEMENT
DISTRIBUTED I/]AD ARRAY
NODAL E_gtTRIX ARRAY ALI/3CATIC_
WORD LENGTH ( 1 REAL _DRD = IDP INTEGER _3RD )
DISTRIBUTED LOAD INPUT ARRAY
WORKING ARRAY FOR DYNAMICS






TOTAL NODAL EQUIVAI/KNT PLASTIC STRAIN BY LAYER
HIQ{ FREQUEhL-_ BOUND_ FOR POWER SHIFT
TOTAL GENERALIZED NODAL STRAIN
TOTAL GENERALIZED NODAL STRESS COMPOhU_




NODAL B_ (SHIFT TENSOR)
C_ BY LAYER
INCREF_FfAL NO[2_ PIASTIC STRAIN OCMPC_ENTS
BY LAYER
_ N0[_L STRAIN _
FOR SHELL ELEMENI_ BY IAYER






















































































FOR SHELL ELEMENTS BY LAYER
THERMAL STRAIN AT NODES
POINTER FOR THE BOUNDARY OC_
POINTER FOR THE BOUNDARY CONSTRAINT BUFFER
LAST ADRESS USED IN THE WORKING AREA
LINEPRINTER ID.NUMBER
POINTER TO D_ CC_4P(I%_qI_OF GLOBAL
_ISTENT MASS ARRAY STORED IN PROFILE FORM
NODAL ARRAY FOR LUMPED MASS MATRIX
POINTER TO THE ADDED MASS VAU3F_
POINTER TO UPPER TRIANG_/IAR PART OF GLOBAL
CC_SISTENT MASS ARRAY STORED IN PROFILE FORM
PERIC_3IC DISPIACEMENT INPUT ARRAY
ELEMENT O3NNECTIVITY
PERIODIC NODAL FORCE INPUT ARRAY
TOTAL NODAL BACKSTRESS (SHIFT TENSOR) COMPONENTS
BY LAYER
PERIODIC DISPIACEMENf PERIOD ARRAY
PERIODIC NODAL FORCE PERIOD ARRAY
FLAG FOR POST FILE GENERATIC_
FLAG FOR P_ LOADING
FLAG FOR PRINT OPTIC_ BUFFER
TOTAL NODAL PLASTIC STRAIN
BY LAYER
NODAL EACTIC_ FORCE ARRAY
RESIDUAL FORCE ARRAY
STRESS BOUNDARY CONDITION INDEX ARRAY
STRESS BOUNDARY CONDITION INPUT BUFFER
POINTER FOR THE LIST OF POWER SHIFT POINTS
NODAL TOTAL STRESS ARRAY
TOTAL _ STRESS _ FOR
SHELL EIZMENPS BY LAYER
SIZE PARAMETER FOR THE CURRENT WORKING STORAGE
















































C KIC_IG /STA5_8 /
POINIm_ FOR NODAL FORCE INTEGER VALUES
POINTER FOR NODAL FORCE REAL VALUES
POINTER ARRAY FOR NODAL TRANSFORMA.TIC_
NODAL COORDNATE TRANSFORMA.TI(3N BUFFER
THERMAL STRAIN ( TOTAL ) AT NODES
POINTER TO UPPER _ PARr OF GLOBAL
STIFFNESS ARRAY STORED IN PROFILE FORM
NO LONGER USED IN VERSION i.7 OR UP
HARMDNIC BASE MOTION NODE AND D.O.F. LIST
POINTER TO NODAL LIST OF BEAM SECTIONS
POINTER TOTHELIST OF D.O.F. WITH ADDED DAMPING
ELEMENT _3RK AREA FOR GENERALIZED INITIAL STRESS
GENERALIZED INITIAL STRESS AT INTEGRATION POINTS
HARMDNIC NODAL _ NODE AND D.O.F. LIST
ELEMENT _RK AREA FOR CREEP STRAIN INCREMENt
CREEP STRAIN INCREMENT AT INTEGRATION POINTS
ELEMENT _3RK AREA FOR GENERALIZED STRAIN
GENERALIZED STRAIN AT INI_GRATION PONTS

















































ELEMENT WORK AREA FOR GENERALIZED STRESS
ELEMENT WORK AREA FOR _ PLASTIC STRAIN
INC.PLASTC STRAIN AT INTEGRATI_ POINTS
ELEMENT _DRK AREA FOR INC.STRAIN
ELEMENT _DRK AREA FOR INC.STRESS
INC.STRAIN AT INTEGRATION POINTS
INC. STRESS AT INTEGRATION POINTS
ELEMENT WORK AREA FOR INC. THERMAL STRAIN
•_'_ STRAIN AT I_IC_ POINTS
POINTER TO THE LIST OF D.O.F. WITH ADDED MASS
EII24ENT WORK AREA FOR PIASTIC STRAIN
PIASTIC STRAIN AT _ION POINTS
POINTER FOR THE NUMBER OF MODES ON EACH SHIFT
POINTER TO THE LIST OF D.O.F. WITH ADDED STIFFNESS
InW _ BOUNDS FOR _ SHIFT
MAXIML_ NUMBER OF BEAM SECTIC_ PROPERTIES
MAXIML_ NUMBER OF INTEGRATION POINTS I ELEMENT
MAXIML_ NCMBER OF INTE(_ATI(_ IA_VERS / ELEMENT
MAXIMHM NUMBER OF NODAL D.O.F. I NODE
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF NODES I ELEMENPS
MAXIMHM NUMBER OF DIST. LOAD ENTRIES I ELEMENT
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STRESS COMP(R_2FfS I NODE
NUMBER OF D.O.F. WITH HARMDNIC BASE MOTION IMPOSED
NUMBER OF BOUNDARY CC_DITIC_S
NUMBER OF BEAM SECTIC_ PROPERTY SETS
NUMBER OF D.O.F. WITH ADDED DAMPING
NUMBER OF DUPLICATED NODAL POINTS
TOTAL NUMBER OF ELEMENI_
NOT USED IN VERSIC_ 2.0
NUMBER OF EIGENVALUES/EIGENVECTORS FOUND IN P-SHIF9
NOT USED IN VERSIC_ 2.0
NUMBER OF D.O.F. WI_H _C NCX]AL FORCES APPLIED
NOT USED IN VERSION 2.0























NUMBER OF OFFSETS FOR NEWEIGENVALUF_/EIGENVECTORS
NUMBER OF PRINT OPTIONS
NUMBER OF STRESS BOUNDARY CCIqDITI_
NUMBER OF POINTS FOR POWER SHIFT
NUMBER OF D.O.F. WITH ADDED STIFFNESS
NOT USED IN VERSION 1.7 AND UP
NOT USED IN VERSION i.7 AND UP
SUM OF PROFILE _ HEI6_TS FOR UPPER
PANT OF GLOBAL ARRAY STORED IN PROFILE FORM
NUMBER OF TYING CC_STRA/NT DATA SETS
NUMBER OF NODAL FORCE VECTOR INPUT




_ I _:_T_ I
o_ I _ I
1
2











o_J_ l _ I
I EIG_I I
1
o_ I _ I
ISPRI ,KSPRI ,I[_%SH ,KDASH ,IMASS ,KMASS
ICREAD, ILPRNT, JLPRNT, ICONSL, IPOSTF, ISCRAF,
I_, IRSTN_, JCREAD, IPVARS, IPSETS, IFILEX,
PI ,LINE ,LINE2
JEND ,JITER ,JTEMP ,JPRINT,JP ,JSUB ,
JINC ,JREST ,JSAVE ,JREDIM, JAUTO ,JPOST ,
JBACK ,JOPTIM, JCREEP,JDIST ,_,JDYN ,
NONISO,ITHERM, ITRIG ,IDYNM ,JREPOT,JTANGE,
JTHERM, JFORCE, JUTEMP, JUCOEF, JDISTS, JUHOOK,
JDERIV, JUBOUN, IDSTOP, _, JPIAST, JBAND ,
JFRDNT,JDEFOR,JEMBED, ITEST ,JDISP ,IFBFC_,
IFSCNT, IFLINE, IFPRNT, ICOMPS, I_, JEIGEN,
IFBODY, IFGRAV, IFCENT,JDAMP ,LDYN ,ISTAT ,
JFDSXX, JISTIF, JCENIM, JFINIT, JLARGE, JFOIf_,
JWKSLP, JPRES ,JCDUM2, JCDUM3
DAMPF(3)
IE(I_VC,I(_R_ ,IC_EG ,IMDENO, IDYNMD, ISTRT2,
IPTAR ,IPTBR ,IPTVED, IMDAM ,IOMEQ9
IMFOR0, IMDIS0, IMVEL0, IMFORI, IMDIS 1,IMVELI




1 ICNFOR, ICMFOR, ICMRES, ICHHFN, ICBHFN, ICBEXC,
2 ICCMAT
/ PERPAR / IPTYPE( 32),NPTYPE,NFVARS,NPSETS,JPERT ,
1 NPVCQN, NPP008, NPP009, NPP010 ,NPP011 ,NPP012
/ PERPTR / IMEANS,ISTDEV, IPDATA, IVI,fPE,ISKIP ,IREDEF,
1 IDINC0, IREAC0, IRESD0, IDGRP ,ISTIF0, IMASS0,
2 IPP013, I_, IOMEGP, I(]_q_, IETAK ,IZETAK
C(IMM[_ / PERDAT / IXCOOR, IXCHAR, IXFORC,KXFORC,IXDIST,KXDIST,
1 IXTEMP, JXTEMP, IXBEAM, IXFVEC, IXSPRI, KXSPRI,
2 IXPRES, IXPREF, IXP015, IXP016, IPWBEG, IPWEND
/ _ / IELPHI,IELTNM, IEPSMD, ISIfi_D,IHFN ,IHFC ,
1 IFBP ,ISPP ,ISFF ,ISQQ ,ICQQ ,ITNM ,
2 IPSF ,IPSD
_N / PULSES / IPUI_E,KPULSE,IPDTIM, IPDFOR
/ MAXIMA / MAXCRD,MAXNFR,MAXNOD,MAXSTR,MAXCHR,MAXPRS,
1 MAXLAY, MAXINT, MAXWRK, MAXNLV, NSUMAX, MAXCMP,
2 MAXBSP, MAX(_4R,MAXTEM, MAXEiM, MAXLWK, MAXDMr,
3 MAXFRN, MAXBET, MAXVAR, MAXSET, MAXEAN, MAXORD,
4 MAX025 ,MAX026 ,MAX027 ,MAX028 ,MAX029 ,MAX030
/ PARAM / NTYPE ,NELEM ,NNODE ,NBC ,NTIE ,NMAX ,
1 NTRAN ,NTRAC ,NFD ,NBAND ,NEXT ,NSUB ,
2 NPRINT,NPOST ,NSBC ,NDUP ,NSIZE ,NBSECT,
3 NSHIFT,NSBFGS,_ ,NSPRI ,NMASS ,NDASH,
4 NDYNMD,NSBNC ,NSUPER,NHARM ,NBASE ,NINC ,
5 NITER ,NPSPTS ,NFDPTS ,NPULSE ,NPDPTS ,NHARD ,
6 NSUM[_, NDIMEN, NM3_qT ,NPAR40 ,NPAR41 ,NPAR42,
7 NPAR43, NPAR44 ,NPAR45 ,NPAR46, NPAR47 ,NPAR48
CIRM3N / TMARCH / DALPHA, DBETA ,DGAMMA
/ PERIOD / JPEROD( 2 ) ,IPDISP,IPFORC,INDISP,INFORC
_N / SUBELM / ISUBEL, ISUBNP,ISIIBPT,NSDATA, ISUSTY, IEMBED
COMMON / SHIFT / ISHIFT,KSHIFT, IFREQ ,LFREQ ,NOFFST,NF(XR_
C(IMM[_ / SUBTYP / NSUCRD,NSUNFR,N_,NS[b-wlR,_,NSUPR ,
1 NSUINT,NSULV ,NSUTEM, NSUNDI,NSUSHR,NSUIDF
C(RMDN / BSECr / IBSECT,KBSECT
(XIMM[_ / START1 / IELPRM, ITYP ,INEL ,ICHA ,IPRES ,ISTRS ,
1 ISTRN ,ICOP ,IPRINT, IPOST ,IDIST ,ILEAN ,
2 IBPRES, IBNORM, IM3NIT, ISTl16, ISTl17, ISTl18
/ _ / INOD ,ITEM ,INLV ,IPOSU ,ITEMDF, IDUP
/ START3 / IKBC ,ITI ,ITR ,ITRAN ,ITRAC ,IEXT ,
1 ISBC ,ISBCR
/ START4 / IDINC ,IUIKE ,IFORCE,IRESID, IWTNOD, ISI(_O,
1 IEPSNO, IPSTRN, ICSTRN, ITSTRN, IISTRS, IISTRN,
2 IIPSTR, IICSTR, IITSTR, IPSTNO, ICSTNO, ITSTNO,
3 IISTNO, IISNNO, IIPSNO, IICSNO, IITSNO, IDMAT ,























IDYNV ,IDYNA ,IDSXI ,IDSX2 ,IDSITR, ISWELL,
,IPREF ,IDSX3 ,IYIELD,IDFINC,IDFTOT,
,IST444, IST445, IST446, IST447, IST448
,IREAC ,IES ,IAB ,IBQM ,ISRL ,
,ISKM ,ILAST ,IRLB ,IDINCP,IFORIN,
,IDAM ,IMASMP, IDIAG ,IUPTRI,ICCE/_,
,IMASUP, IST521, IST522, IST523, IST524
,ICOR ,ISIG ,IEPS ,IWNOD ,ISNOD ,
,IETM ,ICH ,IPP ,IXRL ,IXIRL ,
,IXK ,KPSTRN, KCSTRN, KTSTRN, KISTRS,
,KIPSTR, KICSTR, KITSTR, KPSTNO, KCSTNO,






/ START7 / ICC_ ,IKBCR
/ START8 / KGEPS ,KIGEPS
1 IGEPNO, IIGENO
2 KGEPNO, KIGENO
CCRM[_ I STARI9 / KEQCSI,KICMNO
1 KEQCST, KCMENO
I SUBSTR I NLVSUB( 10)
C(RM_ I MACHIN I IDP
_/ ERRORS / IERR
IMASNO, IMNOD ,IEQPST, IEQPSI, KEQPST, KEQPSI,
KDMAT ,KEMFAD, KTDSNO, KITDST, IXM ,IXC ,
IVELM ,IAELM ,IMASEL,KYIELD,IST647,IST648,
IST649, IST650 .IST65 i,IST652, IST653, IST654









DIMENSION R_3RK ( ISIZE ) , IWORK ( ISIZE )
C
DIMENSION YIELDC( 3 )
C





















MAXELM = NELEM + NDUP + NTIE
YIELDC(1) = 1.00D+36
YIELDC(2) = 0.00D+00










DO 1 I = 1 ,NTYPE
IC = I






























































= ITYP + MAXELM
=INEL + MAXNOD * MAXELM
=ICON + MAXNOD * MAXELM
IDIST = ICOP
IF( JFRONT .NE. 0 ) IDIST =IOOP + MAXELM
IF( JFRONT .EQ. 0 ) IDIST = ICOP + NSUMAX * NSUB * 3
IF( JDIST .GT. 0 ) IDIST = IDIST + MAXEU4
ILAST = IDIST + MAXELM
C
C **********************************************************************
C *** CORE AI//3CATION FOR BEAM SECTICXq PROPER/Y SETS ***
C **********************************************************************
C





KBSECT = IBSECT + NBSECT * MAXBSP * IDP
ILAST = KBSECT + NBSECT
IF (ILAST.EQ.2*(ILAST/2)) IIAST = ILAST + 1
C
ISHIFr = ILAST
IFREQ = ISHIFT + NSHIFT * IDP
LFREQ = IFREQ + NSHIFT * IDP
KSHIFT = LFREQ + NSHIFT * IDP









C *** COREAI//3CATIC_FORADDEDSTIFFNESS,DAMPINGANDMASS ***
C **********************************************************************
C











KSPRI = ISPRI + NSPRI * IDP
ILAST = KSPRI + NSPRI * 2
IF (ILAST.EQ.2*(IIAST/2)) ILAST = ILAST + 1
132 CC_FgINUE
IF ( NDASH .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 134
IDASH = IIAST
KDASH = IDASH + NDASH * IDP
ILAST =KDASH +NDASH * 2
IF (ILAST.EQ.2*(IIAST/2)) ILAST = IIAST + 1
134 CONTINUE
IF ( NMASS .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 136
IMASS = ILAST
KMASS = IMASS + NMASS * IDP
IIAST = KMASS +NMASS * 2




C *** CORE ALLOCATIC_ FOR PIK_E TOAD DEFINITIC_ ***
C **********************************************************************
C
IF( NPUISE .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 138
C
IPDTIM = IIAST





IPUI_E = IPDFOR + NPDPTS * IDP
KPUI_E = IPULSE + NPULSE * 2 * IDP
IIAST = KPULSE + NPULSE * 2




C CORE ALLOCATION FOR FLAGS AND COUNTERS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH GLOBAL
C ELEMENT FOR THE _ OF EMBEDDED SISKNJIARITIES BY MEANS OF
C _ MESH REPRESENTATIONS
C **********************************************************************
C
IF( JEMBED .GT. 0 )
IF( JEMBED .GT. 0 )
IF( JEMBED .GT. 0 )
IF( JEMBED .GT. 0 )
C
IF( JEMBED .GT. 0 )
IEMBED = ILAST
IEMBED = ILAST + NELEM
ISUBEL = IEMBED
ISUBEL = IEMBED + NELEM
ISUBNP = ISUBEL
ISU]ENP = ISUBEL + NELEM
ISUBPT = ISUBNP
ISUBPT = ISUBNP + NELEM
ISUBTY = ISUBPT
NSDATA = 34
ISUBTY = ISTIBPT + NELEM * NSDATA
C **********************************************************************
C *** CORE _ION FOR ELEMENT INTEGRATION POINT WORKING ARRAYS ****
C **********************************************************************
C
ICHAR = ISUBTY + MAXEI/_
IF (ICHAR.EQ.2*(ICHAR/2)) ICHAR = ICHAR + 1
IPRES = ICHAR + MAXCHR * NNODE * IDP
ISIG = IPRES + 2 * MAXPRS * NNODE * IDP
IEPS = ISIG +MAXLWK * IDP
KPSTRN = IEPS +MAXLWK * IDP
KCSTRN =KPSTRN +MAXLWK * IDP
KTSTRN = KCSTRN + _ * IDP
KEE4AT =KTSTRN +MAXLWK * IDP
KGEPS =KIIMA.T +MAXDMT * IDP
KIGEPS = KGEPS +MAXWRK * IDP
KGSIG = KIGEPS +MAXWRK * IDP
KIC_IG = KC_IG +MAXWRK * IDP
KGTDST = KIGSIG +MAXWRK * IDP




C ILAST = KISTRS+MAXCHR* IDP * MAXNOD
IPRINT = IIAST
_T = IPRINT+ 12 * NPRINT
IPOST = IM3NIT + 4 * NMDNIT
ILAST = IPOST
IF (IIAST.EQ.2*(ILAST/2)) _ = ILAST + 1C
C **********************************************************************




IWTNOD = INOD + MAXCRD * NNODE * IDP
IBPRES = IWTNOD + NNODE * IDP
C ***
I_NORM = IBPRES + JPRES * NNODE
ISI(I_O = IBNORM + JPRES * NNODE
IEPSNO = ISIGNO + MAXCMP * NNODE
IPSTNO = IEPSNO + MAXCMP * NNODE
IC.SThD = IPSTNO + MAXCMP * NNODE
ITSTM0 = ICSTNO + MAXCMP * NNODE
IISTNO = ITSTNO + MAXCMP * NNODE
* IDP
* IDP * 3
* IDP * MAXLAY
* IDP * MAXLAY
* IDP * MAXLAY
* IDP * MAXLAY
* IDP *MAXLAY
IISNNO = IISTNO+MAXCMP * NNODE * IDP * MAXLAY
IIPSNO = IISNNO +MAXCMP * NNODE * IDP * MAXLAY
IICSNO = IIPSNO +MAXCMP * NNODE * IDP *MAXLAY
IITSNO = IICSNO +MAXCMP * NNODE
ITDSNO = IITSNO +MAXCMP * NNODE
I_ = I_ +MAXCMP * NNODE
IIC_R_O = ICMENO +MAXCMP * NNODE
IGEPNO = IICMNO +MAXCMP * NNODE
IIGENO = IGEPNO +MAXSTR * NNODE
IGSINO = IIGENO +MAXSTR * NNODE
IIGSNO = IGSINO +MAXSTR * NNODE * IDP
IGTDNO = IIGSqkD +MAXSTR * NNODE * IDP
IE_TNO = IGTDNO +MAXSTR * NNODE * IDP
IPREF = I_ +MAXSTR * MAXSTR * NNODE * IDP
IYIELD = IPREF +NNODE * 3 * NONISO * IDP
IMASNO = IYIELD +NNODE * 3 * NHARD * IDP
* IDP * MAXLAY
* IDP * MAXLAY
* IDP * MAXLAY
* IDP * MAXLAY
* IDP * MAXLAY
* IDP
* IDP
IEQPSI = IMASNO +
IEQPST = IEQPSI +
IEQCST = IEQPST +
IEQCSI = IEQCST +
= IEQCSI +
ISWELL = IVSWTO +
NNODE * IDP
NNODE * IDP * MAXLAY
NNOOE * IDP * MAXLAY
NNODE * IDP * MAXLAY
NNODE * IDP *MAXLAY















ITEM = ISWELL +
ITEMDF = ITEM +





* IDP * MAXLAY
* IDP * MAXIAY




IDFTOT = INLV +NNODE*MAXNFR
IDFINC = IDF_OT +NNODE*NDIMEN*NDIMEN*IDP
ILAST = IDFINC + NNODE*NDIMEN*NDIMEN*IDP
SMALL DEFORMATIONANALYSIS






IEXT = IKBCR+NBC * IDP
ITI = IEXT + 3 * NEXT
ITR = ITI + 3 * NTIE * (NMAX+I)
IF (ITR.EQ.2*(ITR/2)) ITR = ITR + 1
ITRAN = ITR +NTIE * NMAX * IDP
ITRANR = ITRAN + 3 * NTRAN
IF (ITRANR.EQ.2*(ITRANR/2)) ITRANR= ITRANR+I
ITRAC = ITRANR + NTRAN * IDP
ITRACR = ITRAC +4 * NTRAC
IF (ITRACR.EQ.2*(ITRACR/2)) ITRACR= ITRACR+I
ISBC
ISBCR
= ITRACR + 2 * NTRAC * IDP








ILAST = ISBCR + NSBC * IDP
IDUP =ILAST
ILAST = IDUP + 2 *NDUP
IF (IIAST.EQ.2*(ILAST/2)) ILAST= IIAST + 1
C
C *** IF_C (_) NODAL IOADSARE SPECIFIED, ADD... **********
C
IHARM = ILAST
KHARM = IHARM + 2 * NHARM * IDP
ILAST = KHARM + 2 * NHARM
IF (ILAST.EQ.2*(ILAST/2)) ILAST= ILAST + 1
C
C *** IF HARMONIC (_) BASE _CITATIONSARE SPECIFIED, ADD. *****
C ""
IBASE =ILAST
KBASE = IBASE + 2 * NBASE * IDP
ILAST = KBASE + 2 * NBASE
IF (IIAST.EQ.2*(IIAST/2)) ILAST = IIAST+ 1
I_S = ILAST
ICMEG = I6_S + 2 * NSBNC * IDP
IIAST = ICMEG + 2 * NSBNC * IDP
C
C **********************************************************************
C *** CORE _ION FOR MODAL SUPERPOSITION ANALYSIS ***
C **********************************************************************
C
IF ( LDYN .NE. 2 .AND. NPSETS .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 180
C
IMDAM = ILAST
IC_/_D = IMDAM + NDYNMD * IDP
IMFOR0 = IC_4EGD + NDYNMD * IDP
I_3IS0 = IMFOR0 + NDYNMD * IDP
IMVEL0 = IMDIS0 + NDYNMD * IDP
IMFORI = IMVEL0 + NDYNMD * IDP
IMDISI = IMFORI + NDYNMD * IDP
IMVELI = IMDISI + NDYNMD * IDP
IIAST = IMVELI + NDYNMD * IDP
C
C












= ICMFOR+ 2 * NSUPER* IDP
= ICMRES+ 2 * NSUPER* IDP
= ICHHFN+ 2 * NSUPER* IDP
= ICBHFN+ 2 * NSUPER* IDP
= ICCMAT+ 2 * NBASE * IDP * 2 * NBASE* IDP




IHFN = IMDAM + NSUPER * IDP
IHFC = IHFN + NSUPER* 2 * IDP
IPSF = IHFC + NSUPER* 2 * IDP
IPSD = IPSF + NPSPTS * IDP
IFBP = IPSD + NPSPTS * IDP
ISPP = IFBP + NFDPTS * IDP
ISFF = ISPP + NSUPER* NSUPER* IDP
ISQQ = ISFF + NSUPER* NSUPER* IDP
ICQQ = ISQQ + NSUPER* NSUPER* IDP
ISIGMD= ICQQ + NSUPER* NSUPER* IDP
IEPSMD= ISIQ4O + NSUPER* NNODE* IDP
IELPHI = IEPSMD+ NSUPER* NNODE* IDP
IELTNM= IELPHI + MAXNOD* IDP
= IE33TNM+ MAXNOD* IDP
IIAST = ITNM + NSUPER* NNODE* IDP
* 2
* 2
* MAXCMP * MAXLAY









IELV = ICCE/_ + MAXNFR*NNODE
ICOR =IELV +MAXNLV
IF (ICOR.EQ.2*(ICOR/2)) ICOR= ICOR+I
C




CICH = IE'IM + MAXLAY * MAXNOD * IDP
IPP = ICH + MAXCHR * IDP
IWTNOD = IPP + MAXPRS * IDP
ISNOD = IWTNOD + MAXNFR * NNODE
IF(ISNOD.EQ.2*(ISNOD/2)) ISNOD = ISNOD + 1



































= IENOD + MAXCMP * MAXNOD * IDP * MAXL_Y
= KPSTNO + MAXCMP * MAXNOD * IDP * MAXLAY
= KCSTNO + MAXCMP * MAXNOD * IDP * MAXLAY
= KTSTNO + MAXCMP * MAXNOD * IDP * MAXLAY
= KISTNO + MAXCMP * MAXNOD * IDP * MAXLAY
= KISNNO + MAXCMP * MAXNOD * IDP * MAXLAY
= KIPSNO + MAXCMP * MAXNOD * IDP * MAXLAY
= KICSNO + MAXCMP * MAXNOD * IDP * MAXLAY
= KITSNO + MAXCMP * MAXNOD * IDP * MAXLAY
= KTDSNO + MAXCMP * MAXNOD * IDP * MAXLAY
= KEQPST + MAXNOD * IDP * MAXLAY
= KEQPSI + MAXNOD * IDP * MAXLAY
= KEQCSI + MAXNOD * IDP * MAXLAY
= KIOMNO + MAXSTR * MAXNOD * IDP
= KSWLNO + MAXNOD * IDP
= _ + MAXNOD * IDP
= KTDFNO + MAXNOD * IDP
= KDMTNO +MAXSTR* MAXSTR* MAXNOD. iDP
= KGEPNO + MAXSTR * MAXNOD * IDP
= KIGENO + MAXSTR * MAXNOD * IDP
= KGSINO + MAXSTR * MAXNOD * IDP
= KIGSNO + MAXSTR * MAXNOD * IDP
= KGTDNO + MAXSTR * MAXNOD * IDP















+ MAXNLV * IDP
+ MAXNLV * IDP
+ MAXNLV * IDP * IDYNM
+ MAXNLV * IDP * IDYNM
+ MAXNLV * IDP
+ MAXNLV * MAXNLV * IDP
+ MAXINT * IDP
+ MAXNLV * MAXNLV * IDP * IDYNM
+ MAXNLV * MAXNLV * IDP * IDYNM
+ MAXBET * IDP
+ NNODE * MAXNFR * IDP
+ NNODE * MAXNFR * IDP * IDYNM




C *** PERIODIC LOADING ARRAYS ****************************************
C
NPDISP = JPEROD( 1 )






IPFORC = IPDISP +NPDISP* IDP *IDYNM
INDISP = IPFORC +NPFORC* IDP *IDYNM
INFORC = INDISP +NPDISP *IDYNM
ILAST = INFORC +NPFORC *IDYNM
IF (IIAST.EQ.2*(ILAST/2)) IIAST = IIAST + 1
IF ( NHARM .EQ. 0 .AND. NBASE .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 320
ICNFOR = IIAST












IFORCE = IRL + NNODE * MAXNFR * IDP * 2
IF( IFSCNT .NE. 0 ) IFORCE = IFORCE + NNODE * MAXNFR * IDP
IDINC = IFORCE + NNODE * MAXNFR * IDP
IRESID = IDINC + NNOOE * MAXNFR * IDP * 2
IREAC = IRESID + NNODE * MAXNFR * IDP * 2
IF( _ .NE. 0 ) IREAC = IREAC + NNODE * MAXNFR * IDP
IF( IFSCNT .NE. 0 ) IREAC = IREAC + NNODE * MAXNFR * IDP
IRLB = IREAC + NNODE * MAXNFR * IDP
IDINCP = IRLB + NNODE * MAXNFR * IDP
IFORIN = IDINCP + NNODE * MAXNFR * IDP
= IFORIN + NNODE * MAXNFR * IDP
= IBTLC
= IEC_qVC + NSBNC * NNODE * MAXNFR * IDP *2
= IBTLC + NNODE * MAXNFR * IDP *IDYNM
= IDSITR + NNODE * MAXNFR * IDP *IDYNM
= IDSXl + NNODE * MAXNFR * IDP
= IDSX2 + NNODE * MAXNFR * IDP *IDYNM
















IF ( ILAST .EQ. 2*(ILAST /2)) ILAST = ILAST + 1
IF ( NPSETS .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 680
ARRAYS NEEDED IN ANYTYPE OF PERTURBATION ANALYSIS ***************
IMEANS = IIAST
ISTDEV = IMEANS + NPVARS*IDP
IPDATA = ISTDEV + NPVARS*IDP
IVI"/PE = IPDATA + NPVARS*NPSETS*IDP
ILAST = IVTYPE + NPVARS
IF ( IIAST .EQ. 2*(IIAST /2)) ILAST = ILAST + 1
ARRAYS USED FORTHE P_STATIC **--*********************
IDINC0 = ILAST
IREAC0 = IDINC0 +NNODE*MAXNFR*IDP
IRESD0 = IREAC0 +NNODE*MAXNFR*IDP
ILAST = IRESD0 +NNODE*MAXNFR*IDP
ARRAYS USED FORTHE PER_ORBEDEIGENVALUE PROBLEM*****************
IDGRP = IIAST
HAST = IDGRP + 2*NSHNC























2*(IXDIST/2)) IXDIST = IXDIST+I
+ IPTYPE( 4)*NNODE*2*MAXPRS*IDP
+ IPTYPE( 4)*NELEM



























= ILAST + 2 * NNODE + 16
= ILASTI - ITYP + 1
= IIASTI - ISIZE
CALL LINES(4,4)
WRITE(ILPRNT,2001) IIASTI
2001FORMAT(//,2X,47HNUMBEROF_3RDS NEEDED IN BIANK_FORDATA,
*6H INPUT,I8,/,2X,43H*******************************************,
***********************
IF(NSHORT .GT. 0) GO TO 900
C
C **********************************************************************
C ** INITIALIZE DATA INBLANK_ANDCONTINUEEXECUTIC_ **
C **********************************************************************
C






SPECIAL INITIALIZATIC_ FOR YIELD FUNCTION ARRAY
ISTARr = IYIELD
IEND = IYIELD + NNODE * 3 * NHARD * IDP
ISTEP = 3 * NHARD * IDP
DO 800 INDEX = ISTART, IEND, ISTEP






2005 FORMAT(//,2X,'INCREASEBLANKCOMMONA DISIZE WITH',I8,' _RDS')C




The follc_ing SUBROtrfINE INIT2 calculates pointers for the global
arrays:
C=_=INITI2 CALLED BYSUBROUTINE 'STRLL_'












_ / AU_M /
1
2













ICREAD, ILPRNT, JLPRNT, ICC_KL, IPOSTF, ISCRAF,
IPLOTB, IRSTRT, JCREAD, IPVARS, IPSETS, IFILEX,
PI ,LINE ,LINE2
JEND ,JITER ,JTEMP ,JPRINT,JP ,JSUB ,
JINC ,JREST ,JSAVE ,JREDIM, JAUTO ,_ ,
JBACK ,JOPTIM, JCREEP,JDIST ,JC(_ST,JDYN ,
NC_-ISO,ITHERM, ITRIG ,IDYNM ,JREPOT,JTANGE,
JTHERM, JFORCE, _, JLKDEF, JDISTS, JUHfX3K,
JDERIV, JUBOUN, IDSTOP, INTSTR, JPLAST, JBAND ,
_,JDEFOR, JEMBED,ITEST ,JDISP ,IFBFGS,
IFSCNT, IFLINE, IFPRNT, ICCMPS, IPCC_J, JEIGEN,
IFBODY, IFGRAV, IFCENT, JDAMP ,LDYN ,ISTAT ,
JFDSXX, JISTIF, JCENIM, JFINIT, JLARGE, _,
JWKSLP, JPRES ,JUDUM2, JCDUM3
IPTYPE( 32) ,NPTYPE,NFVARS,NPSETS,JPERT ,
NPVSX3N,NPP008 ,NPP009 ,NPP010 ,NPP011 ,NPP012
NESSUS
NESSUS






































o_ l _c_ l
IMEANS, ISTDEV, IPDATA, IVTYPE, ISKIP ,IREDEF,
IDINC0, IREAC0, IRESD0, IDGRP ,ISTIF0, IMASS0,
IPP013, ICMEG0, IOMEGP, IOMEGK, IETAK ,IZETAK
JPEROD( 2 ),IPDISP, IPFORC, INDISP, INFORC
IEG_VC,IGNMS ,ICMEG ,IMOENO, IDYNMD,I_,
IPTAR ,IPTBR ,IPTVED,IMDAM ,IC_EGD
IERR
MAXCRD, MAXNFR, MAXNOD, MAXSTR, MAXCHR, MAXPRS,
MAXLAY, MAXINT, MAXWRK, MAXNLV, _, MAXCMP,
MAXBSP, MAXGMR, MAXTEM, MAXELM, MAXLWK, MAXEP_,
MAXFRN, MAXBET, MAXVAR, MAXSET, MAXEAN, MAXORD,
MAX025,MAX026 ,MAX027 ,MAX028,MAX029 ,MAX030
NTYPE ,NELEM ,NNODE ,NBC
NTRAN ,NTRAC ,NFD ,NBAND
NPRINT,NPOST ,NSBC ,NDUP
NSHIFT, NSBFGS, NGMRS ,NSPRI
NDYNMD, NSBNC ,NSUPER, NHARM
NITER ,NPSPTS, NFDPTS, NPUI_E
_, NDIMEN, NMONIT, NPAR4 0









IELPRM, ITYP ,INEL ,ICHAR ,IPRES ,ISTRS ,
ISTRN ,ICOP ,IPRINT, IPOST ,IDIST ,ILEAN ,
IBPRES, IBNORM, IM_fIT, ISTII6, ISTII7, ISTII8
IKBC ,ITI ,ITR ,ITRAN ,ITRAC ,IEXT ,
ISBC ,ISBCR
IRL ,IREAC ,IES ,IAB ,
IBTLC ,ISKM ,IIAS9 ,IRLB ,
IOP ,IDAMMr, IMASMr, IDIAG ,
IMASDI, IMASUP, IST521, IST522,
IDINC ,IUIU9 ,IFORCE,IRESID,
IEPSNO, IPSTRN, IC.qTRN,ITSTRN,
IIPSTR, IICSTR, IITSTR, IPSTSD,
IISTNO, IISNNO, IIPSNO, IICSNO,
IDMIT_, IEQCST, IOMENO, IIOMhD,
IDYNV ,IDYNA ,IDSX1 ,IDSX2 ,
IEQCSI,IPREF ,IDSX3 ,IYIELD,

















C *** _ THE REVERSE _MTY TABLE *************************
C
IBEG = INEL
IEND = IBEG + NELEM*MAXNOD
C






DO130 NN = i, NNODE
NF=0
DO120 IN = IBEG, IEND
IF (IWO_(ZN) .EQ._ ) B_ = B_+I
120 CC_
IF (MAXEAN .LT. NF ) MAXEAN = NF
130 CONTINUE
C
C ... AI/_OCATE SPACE FOR THE REVERSE CONNECTIVITY TABLE
C
ILEAN = ILAST




C ... _ THE REVERSE CONNECTIVITY TABLE
C
DO 160 NN = i, NNODE
NF=0
IN= INEL- 1
DO 150 IE = i, NELEM
DO 140 IJ = i, MAXNOD
IN = IN+I
























=IAB + (4*NBAND + 2)*IDP
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= ( NFD + N_ ) * IDP
= NFD + NSUMCH
IIAST = IIAST + IH
IOP = IIAST
IF(MDD(IOP,2) .EQ. 0) IOP =IOP + 1
IF( JDYN .EQ. 1 ) THEN
ENDIF
IESIZE = ( MAXNFR * MAXNOD )**2 * IDP
IDAMMT= IOP
IMASHP= IDAMMT + IESIZE
ILAST = IMASMT + IESIZE
IF( JEIGEN .EQ. 1 ) THEN
ENDIF
IMASDI =IOP
IMASUP = IMASDI + NFD * IDP
IPTAR = IMASDI + IH
IPTBR = IPTAR +NSBNC * NFD * IDP
IPTVED = IPTBR + NSBNC * NFD * IDP
ILAST = IPTVED + NSBNC * NFD * IDP
IF( IFBFGS .EQ. 1 ) THEN
IPTAR =IOP
IPTBR = IPTAR + NFD * NSBFC_ * IDP
IIAST = IPTBR + NFD * NSBFC_ * IDP
ENDIF
C
C *** ADDITIONAL AI//3CATION FOR THE EIGENPROBLEM PERTURBATION **********
C

















IMASS0 = ISTIF0 + IH
IC_EG0 = IMASS0 + IH
IOMEGP = IC_EG0 +NDYNMD * IDP
ILAST = IC_4EGP +NDYNMD * IDP
CHECK _3W MANY PER_/RBATION TERMS THERE IS ROOM IN CORE FOR
ITERM = (I+2*NFD) *NDYNMD*IDP
ILEFT = ISIZE-ILAST
IF ( ILEFT .LE. 0 ) ILEFT = 0
MAXORD = ILEPP/ITERM
IF ( MAXORD .GT. (NITER+2)) MAXORD = NITER+2
IF ( MAXORD .LE. 2 ) MAXORD = 3
IN EITHER CASE GO ON AND ESTIMATE THE MINIMAL REQUIREMEh'PS
ICMEGK = IIAST
IETAK = IC_EGK + NDYNMD*MAXORD*IDP
IZETAK = IETAK + NFD*NDYNMD*MAXORD*IDP
IIAST = IZETAK + NFD*NDYNMD*MAXORD*IDP
CONTINUE
CHECK AGAINST THE SIZE OF BLANK (XIMMI3NAVATTAWfR *****************
CALLLINES ( 7 , 7 )
WRITE(ILPRNT,2000) NFD , NBAND
2000 FORMAT(//,2X,2_ CN SYSTEM MATRIX,/,
* 2X, 2IH*********************,//,
* 5X,16HNUMBER OF D.O.F.,II5,/,
* 5X, 16HHALF-_DTH ,I15)
C
CALL LINES ( 4 , 4 )
IIASTI = ILAST + 16
NPX = IIASTI- IADRES + 1
WRITE (ILPRNT, 2001) ILASTI
2001 FORMAT(//,2X,44HTOTAL NUMBER OF WORDS NEEDED IN BIANK CC_9_IN,I8,/,
*2X, ******************************************************* )
NS_3_P = ILASTI - ISIZE
IF ( NSH0_P .LE. 0 ) GO TO 200
C
C *** _3RKING STORAGE NOT SUFFICIENT I
C
IERR = IERR + 1
S_S'i'_qS' MANUAL MHOST Version 4.2
Page : 79
CALLLINES ( 3 , 3 )
WRITE(ILPRNT,2005) NSHOR_
2005 FORMAT(//,2X,35HINCREASEBLANKCOMMONA DIBLK WITH,I8,6H _DRDS)





CALL NUL T ( RK( ADRES) , NPX )
REFJRN
END
The following SUBROUTINE INITSE defines the pointers for the subelement
data storage:
C=SUBROUTINE=INITSE CALLED BY SUBRfXTfINES 'SUBEIN' ,'SUBDIV'
SUBROUTINE INITSE
1 (IWORK ,R_3RK ,ISIZE ,KEMBED,KSUBEL,KSUBNP,KSUBTY,NNODE ,














/ SUBTYP / NSUCRD,NSUNFR,NSUNOD,NSUSTR,_,_,
1 NSUINT,NSULV ,NSUIAY,NSUNDI ,NSUSHR, NSUIDF
_N / ALGEM / ICREAD,ILPRNT,JLPRNT, I_,IPOSTF,ISCRAF,
1 IPLOTB, IRSTRT, JCREAD, IPVARS, IPSETS, IFILEX,










ALLOCATES CORE STORAGE FOR THE SUBELE_Z_f MESH ASSOCIATED




















































SINGLE PRECISIC_ REAL WORK SPACE
TOTAL SIZE OF THE WORKING ARRAY
THE FLAGS INDICATING THE PRESENCE OF SUB-
ELEMENT DIVISION
= I FOR UNIFORM 2X2 _ GRID
= i0 FOR USER DEFINED _ GRID
< 0 _ MESH DEFINED BUT THE CORE IS NOT
NUMBER OF _
NUMBER OF NODES IN THE _ NODES
TYPE
NUMBER OF NODES IN THE GLOBAL MESH
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN THE GLOBAL MESH
ERROR _ ( IF IERR .GT. 0 ) _ THE JOB
SHOULD QUIT
ARRAY FOR SUH_LEMENT ARRAY POINTERS
NUMER OF ENTRIES PER ELEMENT FOR THE
POINTER ARRAY
_ FOR THE CURRENT _
LAST ADDRESS OF THE WORKn_ STORAGE ( UPDATED IN
THIS ROUTINE )
RATIO OF THE REAL / INTE(_R WOP_
PO_

















I TOTAL NODAL DISPIACEMENT
I _ NODAL DIS_
I CORRECTIG_AL hDDAL DISPLACEMENT
I TOTAL NODAL STRAIN
I TOTAL NODAL STRESS
I TOTAL NODAL PIASTIC STRAIN
I TOTAL kDDAL CREEP STRAIN
I TOTAL NODAL THERMAL STRAIN
I GENERALIZED NODAL STRESS (TOTAL)










































I LUMPED MASS COEFFICIENT FOR
I NODAL MATERIAL TANGENT
I NOE_L TEMPERATURE
I TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE
I E_ET/VAI2_T PLASTIC STRAIN (TOTAL)
I E_ErZVAI/_qrPLASTIC STRAIN (INCREMENT)
I EQUIVALENT CREEP STRAIN (TOTAL)
I BQIrlWAI22_TCREEP STRAIN (INCREMENT)
I TOTAL SHIFT TENSOR
I INCREMENTAL SHIFT TENSOR
I TVSEWL
I SWELL
I GENRALIZED INITIAL STRESS










i (IWORK ,KSUBTY, IERR )
C
IPOINT( i ) --hAST
IPOINT( 2 ) = IPOINT( 1 ) + NSUNOD * KSUBEL
IPOINT( 3 ) = IPOINT( 2 ) + NSUCRD * KSUBNP * IDP
IPOINT( 4 ) = IPOINT( 3 ) + NSUCRD * KSUBNP * IDP
IPOINT( 5 ) = IPOINT( 4 ) + NSUNFR * KSUBNP * IDP
IPOINT( 6 ) = IPOINT( 5 ) + NSUNFR * KSUBNP * IDP
IPOINT( 7 ) = IPOINT( 6 ) + NSUNFR * KSUBNP * IDP
IPOINT( 8 ) = IPOINT( 7 ) + NSUCMP * KSUBNP * IDP
IPOINT( 9 ) = IPOINT( 8 ) + NSUCMP * KSUBNP * IDP
IPOINT( i0 ) = IPOINT( 9 ) + NSUCMP * KSUBNP * IDP
IPOINT( ii ) = IPOINT( i0 ) + NSUCMP * KSUBNP * IDP
IPOINT( 12 ) = IPOINT( ii ) + NSUCMP * KSUBNP * IDP




IPOINT( 14 ) = IPOINT( 13 ) + NSUSTR* KSUBNP* IDP
IPOINT( 15 ) = IPOINT( 14 ) + NSLKD_* KSUBNP* IDP * NSULAY
IPOINT( 16 ) = IPOINT( 15 ) + NSUCMP* KSUBNP* IDP * NSULAX
IPOINT( 17 ) = IPOINT( 16 ) + NSUCMP* KSUBNP* IDP * NSULAY
IPOINT( 18 ) = IPOINT( 17 ) + NSUCMP* KSUBNP* IDP * NSULAY
IPOINT( 19 ) = IPOINT( 18 ) + NSIKD_ * KSUBNP * IDP * NSULAY
IPOINT( 20 ) = IPOINT( 19 ) + NSUSTR * KSUBNP * IDP
IPOINT( 21 ) = IPOINT( 20 ) + NSUSTR * KSUBNP * IDP
IPOINT( 22 ) = IPOINT( 21 ) + KSUBNP * IDP
IPOINT( 23 ) = IPOINT( 22 ) + NSUSTR * KSUBNP * IDP * NSUSTR
IPOINT( 24 ) = IPOINT( 23 ) + KSUBNP * IDP
IPOINT( 25 ) = IPOINT( 24 ) +
IPOINT( 26 ) = IPOINT( 25 ) +
IPOINT( 27 ) = IPOINT( 26 ) +





IPOINT( 29 ) = IPOINT( 28 ) + KSUBNP * IDP
IPOINT( 30 ) = IPOINT( 29 ) + N_ * KSUBNP * IDP * NSULAY
IPOINT( 31 ) = IPOINT( 30 ) + NSUCMP * _X;BNP * IDP * NSULAY
IPOINT( 32 ) = IPOINT( 31 ) + KSUBNP * IDP
IPOINT( 33 ) = IPOINT( 32 ) + KSUBNP * IDP
IPOINT( 34 ) = IPOINT( 33 ) + NSUSTR * KSUBNP * IDP
KIAST = IPOINT( 34 ) + NHARD * KSUBNP * IDP * 3
C
CAT/.,NULINr( _RK( ILAST ) , _ _ ILAST + 1 )C








The follc_ing SUBROUTINE SUBFEM accesses the arrays defined by the
subelement pointer analysis:
C=_=SUBFEM CALLED BY SUBROUTINE 'ASSEM4'
SUBROUT_E SUBFEM
1 (R_DRK ,IWORK ,ISIZE ,IPOINT, IELEM ,NSUBEL,NSUBNP,NSUBTY,












/ ALGEM / ICREAD, ILPRNT,JLPRNT, ICONSL, IPOSTF,ISCRAF,
1 IPIDI_, IRSTRT, JCREAD, IPVARS, IPSETS, IFILEX,
2 PI ,LINE ,LINE2































_ I ELEMEN I IC
1 JRHLE












,_. NEINDD, NELSTR, NELCHR, NELPR ,
,NELLV .NELLAY, NDI ,NSHEAR, NEI/D_
,IEL .IDF ,JLAW ,IPATH ,IASSEM,
,JCARI' ,JEL009, JEL010, JEL011, JEL012
,NSUNFR, NSUNOD, NSUSTR, NSUCHR, NSUCMP,
,NSULV ,NSULAY,NSUNDI ,NSUSHR,NSUIDF
cuer_ I TRANSF I CI_ANS 9),XJACOB( 9)
I IfXBIN I JLOUB ,JINTER, JEXTRA, JWEIGH,JSUBRE,JISTRN,
.JHRGLS, JGRAM ,LOUB03, LOUB04, IOUB05
.MAXNFR, MAXNOD, MAXSTR, MAXCHR, MAXPRS,
,MAXINT, MAXWRK, MAXNLV, NSUMAX, MAXCMP,
,MAXQ4R, MAXTEM, MAXELM, MAXLWK, MAXDMT,
,MAXBET, MAXVAR, MAXSET, MAXEAN, MAXORD,
,MAX026, MAX027, MAX028, MAX029, MAX030
,NELEM ,NNODE ,NBC ,NTIE ,NMAX ,
,NTRAC ,NFD ,NBAND ,NEXT ,NSUB ,
,NPOST ,NSBC ,NDUP ,NSIZE ,NE.qECg,
,NSBFC_,NQ_S ,NSPRI ,NMASS ,NII%.qH,
,NSBNC ,NSIIPER,NHARM ,NBASE ,NINC ,
,NPSPTS, NFDPTS, NPLKA_, NPDPTS, NHARD ,
,NDIMEN,_,NPAR40, NPAR41, NPAR42,
,NPAR44, NPAR45, NPAR46, NPAR47, NPAR48
1 JUITER













/ ERRORS / IERR
/ MACHIN / IDP
I TIME I TIMINC,TOTINC,RUNTIM
I START1 / IELPRM, ITYP ,INEL ,ICHAR ,IPRES ,ISTRS ,




2 IBPRES,IHNORM,_T, ISTII6, ISTII7, ISTII8
/ _ / INOD ,ITEM ,INLV ,IPOSU ,ITEMDF,IDUP
/ START3 / IKBC ,ITI ,ITR ,ITRAN ,ITRAC ,IEXT ,
1 ISBC ,ISBCR
/ START4 / IDINC ,IU/OT ,IFORCE,IRESID, IWTNOD, ISIGNO,
1 IEPSNO, IPSTRN, ICSTRN, ITSTRN, IISTRS, IISTRN,
2 IIPSTR, IICSTR, IITSTR, IPSTNO, ICSTNO, ITSTNO,
3 IISTNO, IISNNO, IIPSNO, IICSNO, IITSNO, IDMAT ,
4 IDMYhD, IEQCST, IOMENO, IIOMNO, ITDSNO, IVBWID,
5 IDYNV ,IDYNA ,IDSXl ,IDSX2 ,IDSITR, ISWELL,
6 IEQCSI,IPREF ,IDSX3 ,IYIEID, IDFINC,IDFTOT,
7 IST443, IST444, IST445, IST446, IST447, IST448
/ START5 / IRL ,IREAC ,IES ,IAB ,IB_M ,ISRL ,
1 IBTLC ,ISKM ,ILAST ,IRLB ,IDINCP, IFORIN,
2 IOP ,IDAM ,IMA.qMT,IDIAG ,IUPTRI, ICCK/_,
3 IMASDI, IMASUP, IST521, IST522, IST523, IST524
/ START6 / IELV ,ICOR ,ISIG ,IEPS ,IWNOD ,ISNC_ ,
1 IENOD ,IEIM ,ICH ,IPP ,IXRL ,IXIRL ,
2 IXP ,IXK ,KPSTRN, KCSTRN, KTSTRN, KISTRS,
3 KISTRN, KIPSTR, KICSTR, KITSTR, KPSTNO, KCSTNO,
4 _, KISTNO, KISNhD, KIPSNO, KICSNO, KITSNO,
5 _, IMNOD ,IEQPST, IEQPSI,KEQPST, KEQPSI,
6 KIIMAT ,KDMTNO, KTDSNO, KITDST, IXM ,IXC ,
7 IVELM ,IAELM ,IMASEL,KYIEI/),IST647,IST648,
8 IST649, IST650, IST65 i,IST652, IST653, IST654
/ START7 / ICON ,IKBCR ,ITRACR, ITRANR, IBETA ,IDET
CCRM3N / START8 / KGEPS ,KIGEPS,KC_IG ,KIC_IG,KG_T_f,
1 IGEPNO, IIGEN0, IC_INO, IIGSkD, IGTDNO,
2 KGEPNO, KIGENO, KC_ IAD,KIGSNO, KGTDNO
/ _ / KEQCSI,KI(RNO,KSWI/_,_,KTDFNO,KINdMMY,
1 KEQCST, _, KVSWID, IST9 i0, IST9 ii, IST912





DIMENSION RgDRK (ISIZE) ,IWORK (ISIZE) ,ISLV ( 1 )








































































































































z mQUrVALm CREEP STRAIN (Z AL)
I mCUrVAUm CREEPSTRA 
I TOTAL SHIFT TENSOR
I I_ SHIFT TENSOR
I TVSEWL
I SWELL
I GENRALIZED INITIAL STRESS
I YIELD STRESS DEFINED AT NODES
I
C
= NSUSEL( IEU_M )
F_ = D_( IELEM )








C INITIALIZE HERE THE NUMBER OF INTEGRATION POINTS / ELEMENT TOBE




IF(JWEIG_ .GE. 2) IGAL_ = 3
IF(JWEI_ .GE. 4) IGAUS = 2
ITRANS = 0







C *** SET UP CCNfROL VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH THE 'VARIATIONAL'
C *** STRAIN RECOVERY AND THE NODAL 'RESIDUAL' CAI£IEATI(_ FOR THE
C *** _ LAGRANGIAN TYPE ITERATION
C *** S.N. 12-09-83/01-31-84/03-21-84
C 9r**
C *** JINTER = 1
C *** = 2 'FULL' INTEGRATION ***
C *** = 3 'TRAPEZOIDAL' INTEGRATION ***
C *** = 4 'SELECTIVE' GAUSS INTEGRATION ***
C 9:** **9:
C *** JEXTRA = 1 'FULL' INTEGRATION FOR THE RESIDUALS ***














'RI_' INTEGRATION FOR THE RECOVERY PROCESS ***
_: _ VARIAELE FOR THE 'RECOVERY' INTEGRATION
= 1
IF ( JINTER .EQ. 2 ) JCgkI_ = 0
IF ( JINTER .EQ. 3 ) JGAUS = 2
IF ( JINTER .EQ. 4 ) JGAUS = 3
JTRANS = 0
IF ( JWEIQ{ .EQ. 3 ) JTRANS = 1
C
KGAIJS: CONTROL VAR/_ABLE FOR THE 'RESIDUAL' INTEGRATION
KGAUS = 0
IF ( JEXTRA .EQ. 2 ) KGAUS = 1
IF ( JWEIGH .GE. 2 ) KGAUS = 3
INTRSD -- NELINT
IF ( JEXTRA .EQ. 2 ) INTRSD = 1
KTRANS = 0
IF ( JWEI_ .EQ. 3 ) KTRANS = 1
C **********************************************************************
C ARRANGE _ POINTERS FOR THE GIJ3BAL WORKAREA
C **********************************************************************
C
J CC_R_ = IPOINT( 1 , IELEM )
J PCORD = IPOINT( 2 , IELEM )
J ECORD = IPOINT( 3 , IELEM )




































IPOINT ( 5 , IELEM )
IPOINT( 6 , IELEM )
IPOINT( 7 , IELEM )
IPOINT( 8 , IELEM )
IPOINT ( 9 , IELEM )
IPOINT( 10 , IELEM )
IPOINT( ii , IELEM )
IPOINT( 12 , IELEM )
IPOINT( 13 , IELEM )
IPOINT ( 14 , IELEM )
IPOINT ( 15 , IELEM )
IPOINT( i6 , IELEM )
IPOINT ( 17 , IELEM )
IPOII_( 18 , IE_._ )
IPOINT( 19 , IELEM )
IPOINT( 20 , IELEM )
IPOINT( 21 , IELEM )
IPOINT( 22 , IELEM )
IPOINT( 23 , IELEM )
IPOINT( 24 , IELEM )
IPOINT( 25 , IELEM )
IPOINT( 26 , IELEM )
IPOINT( 27 , IELEM )
IPOINT( 28 , IELEM )
IPOINT( 29 , IELEM )
IPOINT( 30 , IELEM )
IPOINT( 31 , IELEM )
IPOINT( 32 , IELEM )
IPOINT( 33 , IELEM )






i ( r RK, KSUBTY, IERR)
IASSEM = 0
CAIL SUBAIC
1 ( WORKSP,ISTIFF,IEISI_,IIOADV, IELOAD,ISIZE ,KSUBNP,KSUBEL,
2 NSUNFR, NSUNOO, NSUSTR, NSUINT, IEBETA, IELDET, IEIC,OR, IELDMP,
3 KLAST ,ILAST ,IDP ,NSUCRD, IELTDS,IELIDS,IELGID,JELGTD,
4 JEi/IMT,KGSIZE, KESIZE, JELEPS, JELTMP, _, JELSTR, IELSTR,
5 JSUCHR, NSUCHR, JREACf, JRES ID)
CAIL SMASTR
i ( R_3RK ,I%_RK ,ISLV ,CTRANS,IELEM ,IC , 0 )
IF( JINC .GE. i .AND. JITER .GE. I ) GO TO 7900
C
C **********************************************************************




CALL NUL( _ORK(JLUMPM) , KSUBNP )
C
C















(ISUBEL ,I_3RK (JCC_),RHORK (JPCORD),R_3RK (JDMATX),
WORKSP (IELCOR) ,WORKSP (IEI/IMT),KSUBEL ,KSUBNP ,
NSUNOD ,NSUSTR ,NSUCRD ,NSUNFR ,
Rg;ORK (JDISPI) ,RS_ORK (JDISPL) ,WORKSP(IELIDS) ,_RKSP(IELTDS),
,JCC_NC ,R_DRK (JTDSTR),_3RKSP(IELGTD),




_DRKSP (IELCOR), NStKIRD ,ISUBEL
R_DRK (JPCORD) ,NSUCRD ,CTRANS















C (I) TOTALNUMBEROF ITERATIONSANDCONVERGENCETOLERANCEARESAMEAS
C T_3SEDEFINED FOR THE GLOBAL MESH
C (II) IN CASE OF NO CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED (IF NOT DIVERGE), THIS
C R3UYINE REFHRNS NORMALLY TO THE MAIN FINITE ELEMENT SOLUTION
C WITH A LITILE WARNING MESSAGE
C
C **********************************************************************






















































































i (mORE (JECORD),NEUron ,Z_SOaNP ,mORE (KTDFNO),
2 1 ,_ ,mORK (JTMPDF))
CALLSUBT
1 (_omu_P(_) ,mORE (JGSTR_),Z_0RK (JTOSTR),KSUm_*_USTR )
CmLL STRESS
1 (mORK (JSTRAN) ,RWORK (JSTRNI) ,mORK (JSTRST) ,RWORK (JSTRSI),
2 mORK (JCREPT),RWORK (JCREPI),mORK (JTPIAS),RWORK (JPIASI),
3 mORK (JTHERT) ,R_0RK (JTHERI) ,R_DRK (JTEMPR) ,_ORKSP(J_),
4 _ ,NSULAY ,NSLKN-_ ,NSUNOD ,
5 KSUBNP ,NSUNDI ,NSUSHR ,JLAW ,
6 mORK (JEQPST) ,RWORK (JEQPSI) ,KLAW ,R_ORK (JIIMATX),
7 JMATRX ,JTEMP ,JCREEP ,JITER ,
8 JINC ,NONISO ,mORK (JTMPDF),RKORK (JEQCST),
9 R_ORE (JTVSWL),R_ORK (JTDSTR),JCf_ST ,RWORK (JUMEGT),
+ mORK (JC_Y__I),ITHERM ,TIMINC ,RUNTIM ,
1 mORK (JGSTRN) ,R_DRK (JGSTNI) ,R_ORK (JGSTRS) ,RKORK (JGSTRI),
2 LAY ,NSUCMP ,LBACK ,R_DRK (JSWELL),
3 mORE (JEQCSI) ,RWORK (JPCORD) ,NSUCRD ,JPIASr ,
4 ICIX4PS ,R_DRK (IPREF),RWORE (JYIELD),NHARD ,
5 JIROGK , 1 ,JWKSLP )
CALL ADD
1 (_ORK (JTOSm) ,mORE (JTDSTR),WOm_P(JTZXmK),_XSTR*KSUmm )
C
C **********************************************************************




NSTOPS = NITER + 1
C








IF ( ISITER .GT. 1 ) GO TO 5001
























,IWORK (JCONNC) ,RWORK (JPCORD),RNORK (JIIMATX),
,_0RKSP (IEI/IMP),KSUBEL ,KSUBNP ,
,NSUSTR ,NSUCRD ,NSUNFR ,
,R_DRK (JDISPL), T_3RKSP(IELIDS ),_DRKSP (IELTDS),
,JCONNC ,RWORK (_) ,WORKSP(IEIETD),
,WORKSP (IELSTR) )
,_3RKSP (IELDET) ,_0RKSP (IEI.COR),_RKSP (IELTDS),
,R_DRK (ICHAR) ,IGAUS ,ITRANS ,
)
,_3RKSP (IELGTD), NSUINT ,NSUNOD
)
IF( ISITER .EQ. 1 )
1 (WORKSP (IEISgF),_ORKSP (IELOAD)
2 WORKSP (IELDET), NSUSTR
3 NSUIDF ,MEITER
4 1 ,LBACK
IF( ISITER .EQ. 1 ) CALL SYSEQN
1 (WDRKSP (ISTIFF) ,_0RKSP (II/3ADV)













,WORKSP (JELGID) ,_3RKSP (IEBETA),
,NSUINT ,NSULV ,
,WORKSP (JELDMT), 1
, 0 , 0 )
,WORKSP (IEISTF) ,_ORKSP (IELflAD),
,NSUNFR ,KSUBNP ,
,KESIZE ,ISUBEL )
C 0 N T I N U E
(X3NgINUE
CALL SqB.q3L
1 (WORKSP(ISTIFF) ,_3RKSP(_) ,KGSIZE ,R_3RK (JDISPC),
2 NSUNFR ,KSUBNP ,R_3RK (JDISPI) ,NELNFR ,
3 NELNOD ,NSUNOD ,KEMBED ,ISITER ,
4 W[]RKSP(JREACT), KSUBEL )
CALL ADD
i (_RK (JD_SPI),_RK (JDISPX),_ (JDISPC),NSUNFR*KSUSNP)
CALL PJOOP
1 (I_KDRK (JDISPI), 'DISINC' ,NSUNFR*KSUBNP)
CALL PJOOP
1 (Rg_DRK (JDISPC), 'DISCOR' ,NSUNFR*KSUBNP)

















DO 5100 ISUBEL = 1 , KSUBEL
CALL SUBELV
I ( IWORK , KSUBTY , IERR )
CALL SNODEL
i (ISUBEL ,I_3RK (JCONNC)
2 _3RKSP (IELCOR) ,_3RKSP (IEIIIMT)
3 NSUNOD ,NSUSTR
4 _9ORK (JDISPI),R_3RK (JDISPL)
5 _ ,JCONNC
6 R_DRK (JGSTRI) ,WORKSP(IELSTR)
CALL SUBDER
1 (WORKSP (IEBETA) ,_DRKSP (IELDET)
2 WORKSP(IELIDS) ,_3RK (ICHAR)
3 CTRANS )
CALL STRAIN
1 (R_3RK (_) ,WORKSP(JELEPS)
2 NSUSTR ,NSUINT
3 NSUIDF ,KSUBNP
4 RWORK (KCONNC) ,JGAUS
5 R_3RK (JTHERI),_3RK (ICHAR)
6 NSUSTR ,KSUBTY




, RK (JPCORD), RK
,KSUBEL ,KSUBNP ,
,NSUCRD ,NSUNFR ,





















(RDR)RK (JSTRAN) ,RD_ORK (JS--_I_-I),RDDRK (JSTRST) ,RDDRK (JSTRSI),
RD_ORK (JCREPT),RDR3RK (JUREPI),RD_RK (JTPLAS),RDR3RK (JPIASI),
RWORK (JTHE_) ,R_3RK (JTHERI) ,R_3RK (JTEMPR) ,WORKSP(JSUCHR),
NSUSTR ,NSULAY ,NSUCHR ,NSUNOD ,
KSUBNP ,NSUNDI ,NSUSHR ,JLAW ,
















































,R_DRK (JIMPDF) ,R_3RK (JEQCST),
,JCC_ST ,R_DRK (JOMEGT),
,TIMINC ,RUNTIM ,





















, RK (JPCORD), RK (JDMATX),
,KSUBEL ,KSUBNP ,
,NSUCRD ,NSUNFR ,
,WORKSP (IELIDS), WORKSP (IELTDS ),
,R_3RK (JTDSTR), _3RKSP (IELGTD),
)







,NSUNOD ,NSUSTR ,NSUNFR ,
,WORKSP(IEI/3AD),_3RKSP(IEBETA),KESIZE
KSUBNP ,R_3RK (JDISPI),KC_IZE ,I_ ,
CTCLER ,WORKSP(IELDET),IWORK (_),ILPRNT ,
IC_ ,KSUBEL ,M_ITER ,ENGTOT ,
WORKSP(JREACT),WORKSP(JRESID))
C 0 N T I N U E
CALL SUBCHK
1 (_3RE (JDISPC),R_3RK (JDISPI),KGSIZE ,DISTOR ,
2 ISITER ,ICCNVG )
C
C **********************************************************************








IF( JSUBRE .EQ. 0 )
i (IC ,I_RK (IMP)














,HORKSP ,R_3RK (IBETA) ,
,RWORK (_) ,NELSTR
,NELNOD ,KSUBNP ,
,R_3RK (IREAC) ,IWORK (IELV) ,






























,R_3RK (JGSTRI) ,_3RKSP(JTDWRK) )
0 ) CALL SUBGLD
,R_3RK (JSTRST) ,RHORK (JSTRSI),
,NSUSTR ,_ ,











Most of the variables used as either counters or pointers are
documented in the Fortran source program. In this section, _ discuss the
counter and pointer variables stored in the common blocks:
START 1
Stores pointers for storing global data and scme of the element data.
Variables are:
IELPRM Pointer to the array storing the element parameters for all
element types used in the present mesh.
ITYP Pointer to the element type identifier array.
INEL Pointer to the element connectivity array.
ICHAR Pointer to the nodal material property data array.
IPRES Flag for pressure loading.
IPRINT Pointer to the line printer output control data array.
IBPRES Pointer to the nodal pressure definition array.
I_NORM Pointer to the nodal array storing the components of the
nodal point normal.
STA_2







Pointer to the nodal coordinate definition array.
Pointer to the nodal total temperature array.
Pointer to the nodal incremental temperature array.
Pointer to the array storing the duplicate node input data.
Stores the pointers for the global nodal constraint and loading data
arrays. Variables are:










Pointer to the integer array for defining the tying
equations.
Pointer to the real array for defining the tying equations.
Starting address of the array for nodal coordinate
transformation input.
Starting address of the integer array for storing nodal
stress boundary condition data input.
Pointer to the real array for the prescribed nodal stress
values.
START 4














Pointer to the incremental displacement array.
Pointer to the total displacement array.
Pointer to the total load vector due to the mechanical
loading.
Pointer to the residual vector.
Not used in version 4.2.
Pointer to the total nodal stress array.
Pointer to the total nodal strain array.
Pointer to the total nodal plastic strain array.
Pointer to the total nodal creep strain array.
Pointer to the total nodal thermal strain array.
Pointer to the incremental nodal stress array.




IIPSNO Pointer to the incremental nodal plastic strain array.
IICSNO Pointer to the incremental nodal creep strain array.
IITSNO Starting address for the incremental _ strain defined
at nodes.
IEMI_O Starting address for the material tangent arrays defined at
nodes. In case of shells, the constitutive resultant array
is stored.
IOMENO Starting address for the total shift tensor defined at
nodes. This array is used for the kinematic hardening and
the unified viscoplastic constitutive models.
ITDSNO Starting address for the total initial stress temas due to
the initial strain terms defined at nodes.
IDYNA Starting address for the total nodal acceleration array.
IDYNV Pointer to the total nodal velocity array. IDYNA and IDYNV
are defined only when the transient analysis option is
invoked.
IPREF Pointer to the material orientation vector for anisotropic
material response defined at a node.
IDFINC Pointer to the nodal array for the incremental deformation
gradient. This array is allocated and used for finite
deformation analysis.
IDFZOT Pointer to the nodal array for the total deformation
gradient.
IYIELD Pointer to the array used to define nodally the strain
hardening slope table.
STAir 5
Stores pointers for global arrays. Variables are:
IRL Starting address for a vector storing the nodal loads
including the residual.




IES Starting address for the space of banded global stiffness
matrix. Not used in Version 4.2.
IAB Starting address for the space to pull a row of the global
stiffness array.
ILAST Pointer to the last _Drd used in the blank cc_mon
_rkspace.
IDIAG Pointer to the array for diagonal entries of the global
stiffness array stored in profile fo_n.
IUPTRI Pointer to the array storing the upper triangular part of
the global stiffness array in profile form.
ICCLPT Pointer to the integer array storing the column height for
each degree of freedom of the global stiffness matrix in
profile form.
IMASDI Pointer to the space reserved for the diagonal entry of the
global mass matrix. This space is allocated only when the
modal analysis option is invoked.
IMASUP Pointer to the upper triangular entries of the mass matrix
stored in profile form.
STARt 6
Stores pointers for the element workspace. Variables are:
IELV Starting address for the connectivity array of the element
being processed.
ICOR Starting address for the nodal coordinate array for the
current element.
ISIG Starting address for the element total stress array at
integration points.
IEPS Starting address for the element total strain array at
integration points.
IXRL Starting address for the total nodal displacement array


















Starting address for the incremental nodal displacement
array.
Starting address for the workspace to store the element
load vector.
Starting address for the _rkspace for the element
stiffness array.
Pointer to the nodal plastic strain array for the current
element.
Pointer to the nodal creep strain array for the current
element.
Pointer to the nodal thermal strain array for the current
element.
Pointer tothenodal incr_nental stress for thecurrent
element.
Pointer to the nodal incremental strain for the current
element.
Pointer to the nodal incr_nental plastic strain for the
current element.
Pointer to the nodal incr_nental creep strain for the
current element
Pointer to the nodal incr_nental themnal strain for the
current element.
Pointer to t/he element material tangent array defined at
the integration points for the current element.





to the nodal array for the initial stress due to
strains such as thezmal and creep effects defined
current element.
Pointer to the element initial stress vector.
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START7
Stores more pointers for global and element arrays. Variables are:
ICON Not used in Version 4.2.
IKBCR Starting address for a double precision real array storing
the prescribed displacement values.
ITRANR Starting address for a double precision real array storing
the angle of rotation for the user specified nodal
coordinate trans fozmations.
ITRACR Starting address for a double precision real array storing
the values of user specified nodal concentrated loads.
ITRANR Starting address for a double precision real array storing
the values of user specified nodal coordinate
trans formations.
IBETA Starting address for a double precision real array storing
the strain displacement matrix at integration points of the
current eles_nt.
IDET Starting address for a double precision real array storing
the detexmdnant of the Jacobian for isoparametric mapping
at integration points of the current element.
STAir 8
Stores pointers for the resultant quantities. Variables are:
KGEPS Pointer to the strain resultant array at element
integration points.
KIGEPS Pointer to the incremental strain resultant array at
element integration points.
KGEPS Pointer to the strain resultant array at element
integration points.
KIGEPS Pointer to the incremental strain resultant array at
element integration points.







Pointer to the incremental stress resultant array at
element integration points.
Pointer to the total resultant for initial stress at
element integration points.
IGEPNO Pointer to the global array for the strain resultants.
IIGENO Pointer to the global array for the incremental strain
resultants.
IGSINO Pointer to the global array for the stress resultants.
IIGSNO Pointer to the global array for the incr_nental stress
resultants.
IGTDNO Pointer to the global array for total resultants of initial
stress.
KGEPNO Starting address for the nodal array of strain resultants
of the current element.
KIGENO Starting address for the nodal array of incremental strain
resultants of the current element.
KGSINO Starting address for the nodal array of stress resultants
of the current element.
KIGSNO Starting address for the nodal array of incr_nental stress
resultants of the current element.
KGTDNO Starting address for the nodal array of total resultant for
initial stresses of the current element.
S_U_9
Stores pointers for creep related quantities. Variables are:
KEQCSI Pointer to the equivalent incremental creep strain at nodes
of the current element.
KEQCST Pointer to the equivalent total creep strain at nodes of
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3.0 THE FILE SYSTEM
This chapter is devoted to a discussion of the file syst_n for
supporting a series of structural analyses by the MPK3ST program. In the
next section, the overview of this file syste_ is presented follow_d by a
detailed discussion on the user interface (input and output files), restart
file, and post-processing data file.
3.1 Overview
The MHOST program is a batch processor and when execution is initiated
the user does not need to interact with the program until the Fortran STOP
start is executed (or an execution error is detected by the operating
system). Under an interactive operational enviror_ent, the code produces
a summary of the execution log on the temninal screen. Note that the same
information is written on the main output file.
The file syst_n is cGmposed of three parts: the standard input and
output files referred to as the user interface; the restart file; and the
post processing data file. The main report part is referred to as Fortran
unit number ILPRNT (see Block Data Subprogram, ccm_on block ALGEM) which
consists of the input data echo print (card image print out), the input data
as it is interpreted by the MHOST code, and the summary of execution such as
the usage of memory and time consumed by CPU. The analysis result part is
referred to as Fortran unit number JLPRNT. To make this logical distinction
clear, separate header records and page counters are provided to these
units.
The user interface files are the standard input file, the log file and
the line printer output file. All the instructions to accQmplish the
analysis task are written in the input file. The MPDST program assumes that
the input file is a card image file. That is, the input file is a
sequentially accessed, formatted file, and the record length is fixed to 80
bytes. Under most operating systems (perhaps IHM systems are the only
exceptions), it is not necessary to declare explicitly the record length.
As shown in the next section, records are individually read into the read
buffer as 80 separate characters and the user interface routine decodes each
line.
The output file is assumed to contain 132 bytes/record which is the
standard width for most line printers (as %_ii as other printers driven in
the same manner as the line printer). Again, except for IBM systems, this




printer file is logically separated into two parts. As the default setting,
the code is delivered with the sameFortran unit number.
The log file is the standard output unit on which the syst_u's messages
are printed. This file is defined as Fortran unit I_ and is handled in
a manner which depends on the ccmlouter systems default value for interactive
tenainal output.
Typically, on PRIME systems, ICONSL is the unit number I (one) and
under the UNIX enviro_t, unit number 6 (six) is assigned to I_.
The restart file is a sequentially accessed binary file. The record
length is fixed to 256 bytes/record. The contents of ccmlnon block and the
work space are written and read by the MHOST code. This file is referred to
as Fortran unit number IRSTRT. The unit number 8 (eight) is assigned as
default value when the MHOST code is delivered.
The post-processing file is a sequentially written fozmatted file. A
record length of 80 bytes is implicitly assumed but not necessarily declared
explicitly when the file is opened (under most operating system_). Except
for minor differences in the format to write nodal stresses and strains,
construction of this file is ccmpatible with the post-processing file output
of the MARC general purpose finite element package version KI. Any
_ially available finite element post-processing package can easily be
modified to read this file. The TAT interactive finite element pre- and
post-processing package available from MARC is shipped with the M_3ST post-
processing interface as a standard feature.
3.2 User Interface
The free fozmat reader is written in Fortran 66 to interpret data
ccming in through the input data file in a line-by-line manner. Two
utilities are available. One is the keyword interpreter SUBROUTINE KEY and
another is the free fozmat numeric data reader SUBROUTINE FREFOR:
C SUBROUTINE KEY































/ ALGEM / ICREAD,ILPRNT,JLPRNT,ICC_KL, IPOSTF,ISCRAF,
1 IPLOTB, IRSTRT, JCREAD, IPVARS, IPSETS, IFILEX,
2 PI ,LINE ,LINE2
















































































/ ALGEM / ICREAD, ILPRNT,JLPRNT, ICC_SL, IPOSTF,ISCRAF,
1 IPLOTB, IRST_F, JCREAD, IPVARS, IPSETS, IFILEX,
2 PI ,LINE ,LINE2






















































CALL STRING(IERR, JKE ,i)

















IF( ICOL.LE. 71 .OR. (ICOL. LE. 76 .AND..NOT.I/LEA) )
JKEY=-I
CALL STRING (IERR, JKEY, 1)





















An example of usage of the above utilities is the parameter data reader
SUBRDUTINE [_TINI:
C ... SUBROUTINE DATINI ... CALLED BY SUBROUTINE 'H O S T' OR 'F E M'
C
DATINI
1 (RWORK ,IWORK ,ISIZE ,VERSNO,M[_FfH ,JDATE ,NELEM ,NNODE ,



















JINTER, JEXTRA, JWEIGH, NSTRBC, NTYPE
NSUB ,ISgAT ,IDYNM ,ITEST ,JOPTIM
NDYNMD, IDYNMD, _, I_HERM, JCONST
JTHERM, DALPHA, DBETA ,DGAMMA, JEIGEN
JDISTS, _, JDERIV, JUBOUN, JPEROD
BTCLER, CTfZ]_, JPOST ,INTSTR, JBAND
JEMBED ,NBSECT, JDISP ,NSHIFT, NSUPER
NDASH ,NMASS ,NSBFGS,IFSCNT,IFLINE,IFPRNT,NHARM
NBASE ,_ ,ICCMPS, NPDPTS, NPUI_E, IP(X]ZJ,NSSPTS
NPSPTS ,NFDPTS,LDYN ,JFDSXX,JISTIF,JCENTM,NHARD
JLARGE, JFUif_, JWKSLP, JISTRN, JCITER, JHRGLS, NDIMEN
JPRES ,NM_IT)

































DIMENSION R_DRK (ISIZE) ,I_3RK (ISIZE)
DIMENSION NFRSUB(MAXSUB) ,NLVSUB(MAXSUB)
DIMENSION NAME ( 4, 72) ,NN ( 6)
DIMENSION NAME1 ( 4, 34) ,NAME2 ( 4, 36)
DIMENSION NAME3 ( 4, 2)
DIMENSION JPEROD ( 2)
C
EQUrVALENCE(NAME( I, I),N MEI(i, i))
EQUIVALENCE (NAME( 1,35),NAME2( i, i))




/ ALGEM / ICREAD, ILPRNT,JLPRNT, ICONSL, IPOSTF,ISCRAF,
1 IPLOTB, IRSTRT, JCREAD, IPVARS, IPSETS, IFILEX,
2 PI ,LINE ,LINE2
/ COUNT / LININC,LINIOT,NOECHO





COIlEII / I_:LI_PS / IERR
CCRMC_ / FREE / _ ( 80),IBEGIN( 16),ILENGT(














* /IHE, IHL, IHE, IHM,
* IHT, IHY, IHI, IHN,
* IHP, IHO, IHS, IHT,
* IHE, IHX, IHT, IHE,
* IHP, IHR, IHI, IHN,
* IHS, IHT, IHR, IHE,
* IHT, IHE, IHS, IHT,
* IHT, IHR, ].HA,IHC,
* IHM, 1113,IHD, IHA,
* IHC, IH0, IHN, IHS,
* IHR, IHE, IHP, I_D,
* IHS, IHC,IHH, IHE,
DATA NAME2
* /IHU, IHC, IH0, IHE,
* IHU, IHD, IHE, IHR,
* IHB, IHA, IHN, IHD,
* IHE, IHM, IHB, IHE,
* IHD, IHI, IHS,IHP,
* IHS, IHP, IHR, IHI,
* IHS, IHE, IHC, IHA,
* IHB, IHA, IHS, IHE,
* IHC, 1113,IHN, IHJ,
* IHN, IH0, IHE, IHC,
* IHC, IHE, IHN, IHT,
* IHL, IHA, IHR, IHG,
DATA NAME3
* /IHH, 1113,IHU, IHR,
IHN, IHO, IHD, IHE,
IHT, IHR, IHA, IHN,
IHS, IHU, IHB, IHS,
IHP, IHR, IHE, IHS,
IHR, IHE, IHS, IHT,
IHE, IHN, IHD, IH ,
IHD, IHY, IHN, IHA,
IHC, IHR, IHE, IHE,
IHB, IHU, IHC, IHK,
IHD, IHI, IHS, IHT,
IHT, IHA, IHN, IHG,
IHU, IHF, IHO, IHR,
IHB, IHO, IHU, IHN,
IHF, IHO, IHR, IHC,
IHT, IHE, IHM, IHP,
IHL, IH0, IHU, IHB,
IH0, IHP, IHT, IHI,
IHA, IHN, IHI, IHS,
i_9, IHH, IHE, IHR,
IHD, IHU, IHP, IHL,
IHU, IHT, IHH, IHE,
IHU, IHT, IHE, IHM/
IHU, IHP, IHR, IHE,
IHU, IHB, IH0, IHU,
IHF, IHR, 1113,IHN,
IHG, IHM, IHR, IHS,
IHS, IHH, IHI, IHF,
IHD, IHA, IHS, IHH,
IHL, IHI, IHN, IHE,
IHC, IH0, IHM, IHP,
IHS, IHH, IHO, IHC,
IHP, IHE, IHR, IHT,
IHH, IHA, IHR, IHD,
IHF, IHO, IHL, IHL,
IHU, IHH, 1113,liD,
IHP, IHE, IHR, IHI,
IHD, IHE, IHF, IHO,
IHB, IHE, IHA, IHM,
IHB, IHF, IHG, IHS,
IHM, IHA, IHS, IHS,
IHH, IHA, IHR, IHM,
IHP, IHU,IHL, IHS,
IHP, IH0, IHW, IHE,
IHS, IHT, IHI, IHF,
IHF, IHI, IHN, IHI,
IHW, IHK, IHS, IHL/



































































































COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIC_ OPTICN FLAGGED WITH
THE NUMBER OF POINTS SUBJECTED TO THIS OPER.
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF NODAL FORCE DATA
FLAG THE POST PROCCESSING TAPE GENERATION
OPTION
FIAG THE SUBSIR_ OPTI(_ WITH THE NUNBER
OF SUBSI_UClLrRES
FLAG THE NfX3AL P_ DEFINITION OPTION
FLAG FOR THERMAL LOADING
FLAG FOR PRINT
FLAG FOR RF2rART RUN
SET UP NUMERICAL INTEGRATICN
FLAG FOR STRESS BOUNDARY CC_DITIONS
.....OBVIOUS ..............
(RESERVED)
INVOKE TRANSIENT TIME INTEGRATION
FLAG THE BAND-WIDTH OPTIMIZATION
FLAG THE DISTRIBUTED LOADING




TEMP_ DEPENDENT ELASTICITY OPTIC_
_I_W3TIVE EQUATIC_ SELECTION




USER SUBMI_INE 'UTHERM' OPTIC_
INTEGRATIC_ SCHEME OPTI(_TIME
USER SUBROUTINE 'UFORCE' OPTIC_
USER SUBKI_INE 'UTEMP' OPTICN
USER SUBROUTINE 'UCOEF' OPTIC_
USER SUBRDUTINE 'UPRESS' OPTI_
USER SUBROUTINE 'UHOOK' OPTION
USER S[BRfYJTINE 'UDERIV' OPTIC_
USER SJBROI_INE 'UKXJN' OPTI(_
PERIODIC LOADING CO_K)ITIC_ OPTICN FOR THE
BAND SOLVER (DEFAULT)
SCLUTION SUBSYTEM ( OPTIONAL )
EIGENVALUE EXTRACTION FOR THE STIFFNESS
MESH ANALYSIS OPTION















































































































*HOUR (GLASS__) AS THE NAME INDICATES



































































JPEROD (i) = 0



















1000 FORMAT (20A4 )
C
CALL HEAD
1 (VERSNO,MDNTH ,JDATE ,ILPRNT, ICONSL)
C CALL HEADER
C 1 (VERSNO,M[_ZfH ,JDATE ,ILPRNT, ICONSL, 2 )
CALL LINES (70,0)
WRITE(ILPRNT, i001) TITLE









C *** KEY-WORD INTERPRETER *********************************************
C










































IF(JSUB.NE.2) GO TO 998
DO 108 J = I,NSUB


























IF(JINTER.LT.I.OR.JINTER.GT.4) JINTER = 2
IF(JEXTRA.LT.I.OR.JEXTRA.GT.3) JEXTRA = 1
IF(JWEI_.LT.I.OR.JWEIGH.GT.5) JWEIGH = 1
IF(JGRAM .LT.0.OR.JGRAM .GT.I) JGRAM = 0
C
C --- SPECIAL TRICKS FOR INITIAL STRAIN AND CONSISTENT MASS ITERATION --
C
C IF( NN( 6 ) .NE. 0 ) JISTRN = 1












C OPTIC_ 17 : *TEST FOR THE INTERNAL USE AT MARC DEVELOPMENT











C OPTION 18 : *DYNA - TRANSIENT TIME INTEGRATIC_ PARAMETER




J-DYN =NN( i )









































IF( NN( 1 ) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 2101
NCREEP =NN( 1 )
CALL FREFOR
i (1WORK(ILA_I) , RI_DRK(ILAS_I) , 0 , 3 , 0 , IERR , JKEY )
J = IIAST + 1
IF(RgX)RK(J) .NE. 0.0 ) CALL COPYSD (RgX)RK(J) , A_JLER , 1 )
J = ILAST + 2




J = ILAST + 3


















NS]_]C =NN( 2 )
Ih-IS'I'R=NN(3 )
IF (NDYNMD .EQ. 0 )






NSBNC = NDYNMD* 2
MDYNMD = NDYNMD + 8





CALL NULINr(NN, 4 )
JKEY = 0
CALL FREFOR(NN,NN, 1,0,0,IERR,JKEY)








IF( NDYNMD.EQ. 0 )




NSBNC= 2 * NDYNMD












JRm=OT = i )
























CALL COPYSD (R_3RK(IIAST+I) ,DALPHA, I)























































IDYNMD = NN( 1 )
NDYNMD = NN( 2 )
NSBNC = NN( 3 )
INTSTR= NN( 4 )
IF ( NDYNMD .EQ. 0 ) NDYNMD = 1
NSBNC = 2 * NDYNMD
MSBNC = 8 + NDYNMD

















NSHIFT= NN( 1 )
0 ) NSHIFT : 1
IFBFGS = 1
NSEPGS = i0















IF (NBASE .EQ. 0) NBASE = i
CALL FREFOR(IWORK(ILAST+I),R_3RK(IIASI_I) ,0,1,0,IERR,JKEY)




















C WRITE(ILPRNT,6000) 61, 'SHOC'
C WRITE (ICC_SL, 6000) 61, 'SHOC'
IERR = IERR+I
NSSPTS = NN(1)












IF ( NPSPTS .EQ. 0 ) NPSPTS = I0
















WRITE (ILPRNT, 6000) 63, 'PERT'
WRITE (ICC_SL, 6000) 63, 'PER_'
IERR = IERR+I









































IF (NMDNIT .LT. I) NM[3TIT = 1
GO TO 998
C
C *** NORMAL EXIT BY READING '*END' CARD *******************************
C
16 CONTINUE
IF( LOECHO .NE. 0 ) NOECHO = 1
C
C *** A FEW POSSIBLE CONTRADICTIONS IN PARAMETER DATA ARE CHECKED HERE
C
IF( IFBFGS .EQ. 1 .AND. IFSCNT .EQ. 1 ) CALL QUIT
'N DE' 'TECT','ED ' 1 )1 ('CONT', 'RADI ','CTIO' , ,
C
C
IF( IFBFGS .EQ. 1 .AND. IPO3NJ .EQ. 1 ) CALL QUIT
'N DE' 'TECT' 'ED ' i )1 ('CONT', 'RADI ','CTIO', , , ,

















'RADI' 'CTIO' 'N DE' 'TECT' 'ED ' 1 )1 ('CONT', , , , , ,
IF ( JFINIT.LT. JIARGE ) CAIL QUIT
'I ST' 'ARTS' ' B4 ' '*LAR' 'GE ' 0 )& ('*FIN', , , , , ,
IF( JIARGE.EQ.999999 ) T H E N
IF( _.NE.999999 ) CALL QUIT
'T NO' '*LAR' 'G ' ' ' 0 )& ('*F_L', 'L BU', , , , ,
IF( JFINIT.NE.999999 ) CALL QUIT
'I BU' 'T NO' '*LAR' 'G ' ' ' 0 )& ('*FIN', , , , , ,
ENDIF
IF( JLARGE.NE.999999 .AND. JISTIF.EQ.999999 ) CALL PRg_d_N
& ( 'LARGE DISPL OPTION WIT_0UT INITIAL STRESS OPTION')
R E T U R N
CONTINUE
WRITE( IOC_SL, 9000 )
CALL QUIT( 'INPU', 'T , , , , , , , , , _,I ! I I I
.L)
FORMAT(/,IX,23H***ERROR*** OPTION ,I2,3H *,A4,11H NOT ACIqVE)
FORMAT(//,28H ********** ERROR **********,/,14HNO INPUT FILE,//)
S T O P
END
An example of atypical bulk data reader is the subprogram to read and
store the nodal coordinates:
C=SUBROUTINE=COORIN CALLED BY SUBROUTINE 'DATIN2'
SUBROUTINE COORIN





C READ IN C00RDINATE DATA
C
C IERR ERROR FLAG





















CALL LINES( 1 , 1 )
NO SPACE RESERVED FOR COORDINATE,
IERR = IERR + 1
C
C *** CHECK THE_OFDATAENTRIES *********************************
C
208(XX_INUE
IF ( NCRD .EQ. 0 ) NCRD = MAXCRD
C
C ***M[_RD: COUNTER OFTHENUMBEROF_COORDINATEDATAENTRIES ****
C
MZRD =NCRD





IF ( NCRD .LE. MAXCRD ) GO TO 607
CALLLINES( 1 , I )
WRITE (ILPRNT, 9208) NCRD,MAXCRD
9208 FORMAT(2X,47H***ERROR*** NUMBER OF COORDINATE DIRECTIC_S,I5,
*I3H GREATER THAN, I5)
IERR = IERR + 1
C
C *** READ NqIMERIC DATA LINE *******************************************
C






IOOUNT = ICOUNT + i
NULINr (INT (ILAST+I), I,E:RD+I)
CALL FREFOR(INT(ILAST+I) ,REA(ILAST+I), I,NCRD,0, IERR,JKEY)
C
C *** IF THE CURRENT LINE IS THE _RD DATA THEN REqIP/_ **************
C
IF ( JKEY .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 108
C
C **********************************************************************





TNEW = REA( 5)
C
C *** IF THICKNESS IS NOT GIVEN THE LAST NC_ZERO VALUE IS TAKEN ********
C
IF ( TNEW .EQ. 0.D0 ) TNEW = TOLD
C
C *** RANGE CHECK ******************************************************
C
IF ( K .GT. 0 .AND. K .LE. NI_)DE ) GO TO 308
C
C *** ERROR MESSAGES ***************************************************
C
CALLLINES( 1 , 1 )
IF ( K .LE. 0 ) WRITE(ILPRNT,9601) K






IF ( K .GT. NNODE ) WRITE(ILPRNT,9701) K, NNODE
9701 FORMA_T(2X,27H***ERROR*** I_DENUNB_,I5,13H__'It_,I5)
C
IERR = It_kR + i
308 CONTINUE
C
C *** THICKNESS DATA CHECKFORSHELLELEMENTS **************************
C
IF ( MAXCRD .NE. 7 .OR. ICHECK .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 8000
IF ( ICOUNT .NE. 1 .OR. TNEW .NE. 0.D0 ) GO TO 8000
C
C *** ERROR MESSAGE FOR THE THICKNESS NOT DEFINED ********************
C
CALL LINES( i , i )
WRITE(ILPRNT,9753)
9753 FORMAT(2X,'***ERROR*** SHELL THICKNESS NOT SPECIFIED IN THE ',
1 'FIRST DATALINE,)
IERR = IERR + 1
C
C *** ADRESSES FOR THE CURRENT (K-TH) NODAL COORDINATES ****************
C
8000 CCNrINUE
IS2 = IS1 + K*MAXCRD*IDP
IS3 = IS2 + 6 *IDP
C
C *** STORE THE COORDINATE DATA ****************************************
C
CALL COPYSD (REA(ILAST+2) , REA(IS2) , MCRD )
C
IF ( MAXCRD .NE. 7 ) GO TO 408
C




















The restart file is designed to store all the information necessary to
resume execution of an incremental analysis or to use the final result stored
in the file for starting a new set of calculations. The alteration of certain
parameter data is supported by the following SUBROUTINES: SAVER to write and
RE_qTRT to read the restart file:
C ... SUBRCKYgINE SAVER ... RESTARt FILE WRITER
C








C IWORK : INTEGER WORKSPACE
C R_DRK : REAL WORKSPACE









CCMM[_ I ADDVAL I
CC_M_ I ALGEM I
1
2








ISPRI ,KSPRI ,IDAS"H ,KDASH ,IMASS ,KMASS
ICREAD, ILPRNT, JLPRNT, ICONSL, IPOSTF, ISCRAF,
IPLOTB, IRSTRT, JCREAD, IPVARS, IPSETS, IFILEX,
PI ,LINE ,LINE2




JEND ,JITER ,JTEMP ,JPRINT,JP ,JSUB ,
JINC ,JREST ,JSAVE ,JREDIM,_ ,JPOST ,
JBACK ,JOPTIM, JCREEP,JDIST ,JCONST,JDYN ,











JDERIV,JUBOUN,IDSTOP, _, JPLAST, JBAND ,
JFRONT,JDEFOR,JEMBED, ITEST ,JDISP ,IFBFGS,
IFSCNT, IFLINE, IFPRNT, ICC_PS, IPCC_U, JEIGEN,
IFBODY, IFGRAV, IFCENT,JDAMP ,LDYN ,ISTAT ,
JFDSXX, JISTIF, JCENIM, JFINIT, JIARGE, JFOLC_,
+ JWKSLP, JPRES ,JCDUM2, J_
/ CC_PND / NXSTAT,NXSOLV, NXINTG,NXMDDL,NXBCKL,NXSUPR,
1 NXREQN, NXDHMI, NXDUM2, NXDUM3, NXDUM4
/ COUNT / LININC,LINIOT,NOECHO
fXIMMDN / DAMP / DAMPF(3)
/ EIGEN / IE6_N_,IC_MS ,ICEEG ,IMDENO,IDYNMD, ISTRT2,
1 IPTAR ,IPTBR ,IPTVED, IMDAM ,IOMEGD
CCRM3_ / MDDSUP / IMFOR0,IMDIS0,IMVEL0,IMFORI,IMDISI,IMVELI
/ ELEMEN / IC ,IEL ,IDF ,JLAW ,IPATH ,IASSEM,
1 JRULE ,JCART ,JEL009,JEL010,JEL011,JEL012
CC_43N / HARMON / OMEGH ,IHARM ,KHARM ,OMEGB ,IBASE ,KBASE ,
1 ICNFOR, ICMFOR, ICMRES, ICHHFN, ICBHFN, ICBEXC,
2 ICCMAT
CCP_[_ / INCCON /FACTOR, INCFLG(21)
/ MAXIMA / MAXCRD,MAXNFR,MAXNOD,MAXSTR,MAXCHR,MAXPRS,
1 MAXIAY, MAXINT, MAXWRK, MAXNLV, NSUMAX, MAXCMP,
2 MAXBSP, MAXGMR, MAXTEM, MAXELM, MAXLWK, MAXDMT,
3 MAXFRN, MAXBET, MAXVAR, MAXSET, MAXEAN, MAXORD,
4 MAX025,MAX026 ,MAX027 ,MAX028 ,MAX029 ,MAX030
CIPM3N / LOUBIN / JLOUB ,JINTER,JEXTRA, JWEIG_,JSUBRE,JISTRN,
JCITER, JHRGLS, JGRAM ,LOUB03 ,LOUB04, LOUB05
/ NTYPE ,NELEM ,NNODE ,NBC ,NTIE ,NMAX ,




























/ PERPAR / IPTYPE 32),NPTYPE ,NPVARS,NPSETS,JPERT ,
1 NPV[X_, NPP008, NPP009 ,NPP010, NPP0 ii,NPP012
/ PERPTR / IMEANS,ISTDEV, IPDATA, IVI"fPE,ISKIP ,IREDEF,
1 IDINC0, IREAC0, IRESD0, IDGRP ,ISTIF0, IMASS0,
2 IPP013, ICREC_, IC_4EGP,I_4EGK, IETAK ,IZETAK
/ PERDAT / IXCOOR, IXCHAR, IXFORC,KXFORC,IXDIST,KXDIST,
1 IXTEMP, JXTEMP, IXBEAM, IXFVEC, IXSPRI, KXSPRI,
2 IXPRES, IXPREF, IXP015, IXP016, IPWBEG, IPWEND
COMM[_ / PERIOD / JPEROD( 2 ),IPDISP,IPFORC,INDISP,INFORC












/ PONER / IELPHI,IELTNM, IEPSMD, ISIGMD, IHFN ,IHFC ,
1 IFBP ,ISPP ,ISFF ,ISQQ ,ICQQ ,ITNM ,
2 IPSF ,IPSD
COMM[I_ I PREPAR I NRFPTS,NRFSDS .NRFLIN,NRFINT,NRFREA,NRFSEL,
1 NRFCMP, NRFDOF. NRFSIZ, LRFEND, _, JCOUNT,
2 JCFI_, JRFSEL
/ PREPTR / IRFPTS, IRFINT
1 IRFMNV, IRFSDV
2 IRFCOR, IRFID
COMMCX_ / PULSES / IPULSE,KPULSE
COMMDN / RESULT / MANVAR( 7 )
/ STARTI / IELPRM, ITYP
1 ISTRN ,ICOP
2 IBPRES, IBNORM
_ I STAR_ / INOD ,ITEM
COMM2_ / START3 / IKBC ,ITI
1 ISBC ,ISBCR
.JRFDOM, NVKEPT,MDRE
,IRFMNR, IRFSDR, IRFSEL, IRFSET,










.ICHAR ,IPRES ,ISTRS ,
.IPOST ,IDIST ,ILEAN ,
.ISTII6, ISTII7, ISTII8
.IPOSU ,ITEMDF, IDUP
.ITRAN ,ITRAC ,IEXT ,
CC_ / START4 / IDINC ,ID_ ,IFOI_CE,IRESID,IWT_,ISI(I_3,































.ILAST ,IRLB ,IDINCP, IFORIN,
.IMASMT, IDIAG ,IUPTRI, IOOLPT,
IST52 i, IST522, IST523, IST524








,ICOR ,ISIG ,IEPS ,IWNOD ,ISNDD ,
IENOD ,_ ,ICH ,IPP ,IXRL ,IXIRL ,
IXP ,IXK ,KPSTRN, KCSTRN, KTSTRN, KISTRS,
KISTRN, KIPSTR, KICSTR, KITSTR, KPSTNO, KCSTNO,
KTSTNO, KISTNO, KISNSD, KIPSNO, KICSNO, KITSN0,
IMASNO, IMNOD ,IEQPST, IEQPSI, KEQPST, KEQPSI,
KE_AT ,KEMIN3, KTDSNO, KITDST, IXM ,IXC ,
IVELM ,IAEIM ,IMASEL,KYIELD,IST647,IST648,
8 IST649, IST650, IST651, IST652, IST653, IST654
CC_M[_ / _ / ICC_ ,IKBCR ,ITR_3_,ITRANR, IBETA ,IDET
COMM[R_ / STAR_8 / KGEPS ,KIGEPS,KGSIG ,KIGSIG,KGTDST,
1 IGEPN0, IIGENO, IGSINO, IIGSNO, IGTDNO,
2 KGEPNO, KIGENO, KGS INO, KIGSN3, KGTDNO
/ STAMI9 / KEQCSI,KIC_NO,KSWIND,K_4PNO,KTDFNO,KDUMMY,
1 KEQCST, _, KVSWTO, IST910, IST9 ii, IST912










CCMMDN / SUBTYP / NSUCRD,NSUNFR,NSUNOD,NSUSTR,NSUCHR,NSUPR ,
i NSUINT,NSULV ,NSLrfEM,NSUNDI ,NSUSHR,NSUIDF
/ SUBSTR / NLVSUB( 10),NFRSUB( 10)
CGMMDN / SHIFT / ISHIFT,KSHIFT, IFREQ ,LFREQ ,NOFFST,_
/ TIME / TIMINC,TOTINC,RUNTIM
/ _4ARCH / DALPHA, DBETA ,DC,ADg_
/ TCLER / RE[F-/LR,ABSERR,REACMX,RESIMX,DISERR, DISTOR,
1 ENGTOR, ENG_RM
CCMMDN / VRTDSK / ISE'Fu_,MAVAIL,LENREC,NUMREC,LENBLK,NUMBLK,
1 IVPAGE,NVPAGE,IVSTRT,IKRO ,IIEC_ ,IPIVCO,
2 IHEDER, IFRNRH, IPIVOT, IPIVRO, IPVKf_, IVEND ,
3 ISRECD, IERECD
CCPM3N / ZPRINT / MAXCOL,NEIEflL,LAYPRT,JTENSR
C
C **********************************************************************






























ISPRI ,KSPRI ,IDASH ,KDASH ,IMASS ,KMASS
ICREAD, ILPRNT, JLPRNT, I_, IPOSTF, ISCRAF,






JEND ,JITER ,JTEMP ,JPRINT,JP ,JSUB ,
JINC ,JRESf ,JSAVE ,JREDIM, JAWK3 ,_ ,
JBACK ,JOPTIM,JCREEP,JDIST ,_,JDYN ,
NClqISO,ITHERM, ITRIG ,IDYNM ,JREPOT, JTANGE,
JTHERM, JFORCE, _, J[X3DEF,JDISTS, JUDKX3K,
JDERIV, JUBOUN, IDSTOP, INTSTR, JPIAST, JBAND ,
JFRONg,JDEFOR,JEMBED,ITEST ,JDISP ,IFBFC__,
IFSCNT, IFLINE, IFPRNT, I_, I_, JEIGEN,
IFBODY, IFGRAV, IFUENT,JDAMP ,LDYN ,ISTAT ,
JFDSXX, JISTIF, JCENIM, JFINIT, JIARGE, JFCKEW,
JWKSLP, JPRES ,JUDUM2, J_
NXSTAT, NXSGLV, NXINTG, NXMDDL, NXBCKL, NXSUPR,



















































IEGqVC,IGNMS ,IC_EG ,IMDENO, IDYNMD, ISTRT2,
IPTAR ,IPTBR ,IPTVED, IMDAM ,IGMEGD
IMFOR0, IMDIS0, IMVEL0, IMFORI, IMDIS 1,IMVELI
IC ,IEL ,IDF ,JIAW ,IPATH ,IASSEM,
JRULE ,JC_ART ,JEL009,JEL010,JEL011,JEL012
(IME(_{,IHARM ,KHARM ,(IMEGB ,IBASE ,KBASE ,
ICNFOR, ICMFOR, ICMRES, ICHHFN, ICHHFN, ICBEXC,
ICCMA.T
FACIDR, 15KIFLG(20 )



































































JPEROD( 2 ) ,IPDISP,IPFORC,INDISP,INFORC
IPOINT,JPOINT,KPOINT,N[_iTA ,P TBF( 6 )
IELPHI, IELTNM, IEPSMD, ISI(_K),IHFN ,IHFC ,
IFBP ,ISPP ,ISFF ,ISQQ ,ICQQ ,ITNM ,
IPSF ,IPSD
NRFPTS, NRFSDS, NRFLIN, NRFINT, NRFREA, NRFSEL,
NRFUMP, NRFDOF, NRFSI Z,LRFEND, JRFTYP, JfXX/NT,
JUFLAG, JRFSEL, JRF[X_, NVKEPT, M3RE
IRFPTS ,IRFINT, IRFMNR, IRFSDR, IRFSEL, IRFSET,







































































IPULSE, KPULSE, IPDTIM, IPDFOR
,JPR ,IC/X41 ,N(XIMP
,INEL ,ICHAR ,IPRES ,ISTRS ,
,IPRINT, IPOST ,IDIST ,ILEAN ,
,E43NIT, ISTl16, ISTl17, ISTl18
,INLV ,IPOSU ,ITEMDF, IDUP
,ITR ,ITRAN ,ITRAC ,IEXT ,
IDINC ,IDIDT ,IFORCE, IRESID, IWThDD, ISI(I_O,
IEI_, IPSTRN, ICS"TRN,ITSIRN, IISTRS, IISTRN,
IIPSTR, IICSTR, IITSTR, IPSTNO, ICSTDD, ITSThD,
II_, IISNNO, IIPSNO, IICSNO, IIqSqkD,IDMAT ,
IEMI_3, IEQCST, IOMENO, IIC_4DD,ITDSNO, IVSWID,
IDYNV ,IDYNA ,IDSX1 ,IDSX2 ,IDSITR, ISWELL,
IEQCSI,IPREF ,IDSX3 ,IYIELD, IST441,IST442,
IST443, IST444, IST445, IST446, IST447, IST448
IRL ,IREAC ,IES ,IAB ,IBQM ,ISRL ,
IBTLC ,ISKM ,ILAST ,IRLB ,IDINCP,IFORIN,
IOP ,IDAM ,IMASD_, IDIAG ,IUPTRI, ICCE/_,
IMASDI, IMASUP, IST521, IST522, IST523, IST524
IELV ,ICOR ,ISIG ,IEPS ,IWDKX) ,ISNtX) ,
IENtX) ,IEIM ,ICH ,IPP ,IXRL ,IXIRL ,
IXP ,IXK ,KPSTRN, KCSTRN, _, KISTRS,
KISTRN, KIPSTR, KICSTR, KITSTR, _, KCSTNO,
_, KISTNO, KISNNO, KIPSNO, KICSNO, KITSNO,
IMASNO, IMNOD ,IEQPST, IEQPSl ,KEQPST, KEQPSI ,
KIIMAT ,KDM1%_, KTDSNO, KITDST, IXM ,IXC ,
IVEI]4 ,IAEI]4 ,IMASEL,KYIEID, IST647,IST648,
IST649, IST650, IST651, IST652, IST653, IST654
ICON ,IKBCR ,ITRACR, ITRANR, IBETA ,IDET
KGEPS ,KIGEPS,KGSIG ,KIGSIG,KGTDST,
IGEPNO, IIGEDD, IGSINO, IIGSNO, IGTDDD,
KGEPDD, KIGENO, KGS INO,KIGSNO, KGTDDD
KEQCSI, KI_, KSWI/qO,KTMPNO, K'IDFNO,KDUMMY,
KEQCST, _, KVSWID, IST910, IST911, IST912
ISUBEL, ISUBNP, ISUBPT,_, ISUBTY, IEMBED
NSUCRD, NSUNFR, NSUNOD, NSUSTR, NSUCHR, NSUPR ,
NSUINT,NSULV ,NSUTEM,NSUNDI ,NSUSHR,NSUIDF
D_?SUB ( i0) ,NF_( I0)
ISHIFT,KSHIFT, IFREQ ,LFREQ ,DDFFST,NFOUND
TIMINC, TOTINC, RUNTIM
DAIFHA, DBETA ,DGAMMA
RELERR,ABSERR, REACMX, RESIMX, DISERR, DISTOR,
ENGTOR, ENG_




1 IVPAGE,NVPAGE,IVSTRT,IKRO ,IIEC_ ,IPIA_D,
2 IHEDER,IFRNRH,IPIVOT,IPYgR3, IPVKCL, IVEND ,
3 ISRECD, IERECD
WRITE (IRSTRT) MAXCCL, NELCOL, LAYPRT, JTENSR
C
C **********************************************************************




NRECDS = IIAST / NWORDS
C
C
DO 600 JREC = i, NRECDS
IBEG = I+(JREC-I)*NWORDS
IEND = JREC*NWORDS
WRITE (IRSTRT) (IADRK(JJ), JJ=IBEG, IEND )
600 CONTINUE
IBEG = I+NR *N_DRDS
1END= IIAST
IF (IBEG .NE. IEND)
1 WRITE (IRSTRT) (IADRK(JJ), JJ=IBEG, IEND )
C
C **********************************************************************
C ** PRINT MESSAGE AND GO ON TO THE NEXT _ **
C **********************************************************************
C
CALL TIMDUT ('REST','ART ','FILE',' GEN','ERAT','ED ')
END
C ... _ _ ... RESTART FILE READER
C








C 1-WORK : INTEGER kORKSPACE
C Rg_ORK : REAL WORKSPACE






CC_[m l ADDVAL I

















_ / C_PND /
i
_ / COUNT /
C_M_ / nAMP /
/ EIGEN /
1












CU_[_N / LOUBn_ /
ISPRI ,KSPRI ,IDASH ,KDASH ,IMASS ,KMASS
ICREAD, ILPRNT, JLPRNT, ICC_SL, IPOSTF, ISCRAF,
IPIDI_, IRSTRT, JCREAD, IPVARS, IPSETS, IFILEX,
PI ,LINE ,LINE2


































IFBODY.IFGRAV, IFCENT,JDAMP ,LDYN ,ISTAT ,
JFDSXX, JISTIF, JCEh'IM,JFINIT, JIARGE, JFCKf_,
JWKSLP, JPRES ,JCDUM2, JCDUM3
NXSTAT, NXSCLV, NXINTG, NXMDDL, NXBCKL, NXSUPR,
NXREQN, NXDUMI, DUM2, NXDUM3, NXDUM4
LININC, LINTOT, NOECH0
DAMPF(3)
IEGNVC,I6_S ,IC_EG ,IMDENO, IDYNMD,I_,
IPTAR ,IPTBR ,IPTVED, IMDAM ,ICFL_3D
IMFOR0, IMDIS0, IMVEL0, IMFORI, IMDISI, IMVELI
IC ,IEL ,IDF ,JLAW ,IPATH ,IASSEM,
JRULE ,_ ,JEL009,JEL010,JEL011,JEL012
CME6_ ,IHARM ,KHARM ,CMEGB ,IBASE ,KBASE ,






































































































IMEANS, ISTDEV, IPDATA, IVTYPE
IDINC0, IREAC0, IRESD0, IDGRP
IPP013, I_EG0, IC_"GP, IC_EGK
IXCOOR, IXCHAR, IXFORC, KXFORC
IXTEMP, JXTEMP, IXBEAM, IXFVEC
IXPRES, IXPREF, IXP015, IXP016
JPEROD( 2 ),IPDISP, IPFORC
IPOINT, JPOINT, KPOINT, NDATA





















IFBP ,ISPP ,ISFF ,ISQQ ,ICQQ ,ITNM ,
IPSF ,IPSD
NRFPTS, NRFSDS, NRFLIN, NRFINT, NRFREA, NRFSEL,
NRFCMP, NRFDQF, NRFS IZ,LRFEND, JRFryp, _,
JUFLAG, JRFSEL, JRFDCM, NVKEPT, MDRE
IRFPTS, IRFINT, IRFMNR, IRFSDR, IRFSEL, IRFSET,
IRFMNV, IRFSDV, IRFPTV, IRFVEC, IRFVAL, IRFNRM,
IRFCOR, IRFID ,IRFWRK
IPULSE, KPULSE








IEPSNO, IPSTRN, ICSTRN, ITSTRN,
IIPSTR, IICSTR, IITSTR, IPSTNO,
IISTNO, IISNNO, IIPSNO, IICSNO,
IDMI_O, IEQCST, IC_ENO, IIC_R_3,
IDYNV ,IDYNA ,IDSXl ,IDSX2 ,
IEQCSI,IPREF ,IDSX3 ,IYIELD,
IST443, IST444, IST445, IST446,
IRL ,IREAC ,IES ,IAB ,
,IPDTIM, IPDFOR
,JPR ,IO3MI ,NOC_P
,INEL ,ICHAR ,IPRES ,ISTRS ,
,IPRINT, IPOST ,IDIST ,ILEAN ,
.IMONIT, ISTII6, ISTII7, ISTII8
.INLV ,IPOSU ,ITEMDF,IDUP



























1 IBTLC ,ISKM ,ILAST ,IRLB ,IDINCP,IFORIN,
2 IOP ,IDAM ,IMASMT,IDIAG ,IUPTRI,ICCE/_,
3 IMASDI,IMASUP,IST521,IST522,IST523,IST524
_N / START6 / IELV ,If]DR ,ISIG ,IEPS ,IWNOD ,ISNOD ,
IENOD ,IEff_ ,ICH ,IPP ,IXRL ,IXIRL ,
IXP ,IXK ,KPSTRN, KCSTRN, _ ,KISTRS,
KISTRN, KIPSTR, KICSTR, KITSTR, KPSTNO, KCSTNO,
KTSTNO, KISTNO, KISNNO, KIPSNO, KICSNO ,KITSNO,
IMA_qNO,IMDED ,IEQPST, IEQPSI. KEQPST ,KEQPSI ,
,_, KT[MSDD,KITD6_, IXM ,IXC ,
7 _ ,IAEI]4 ,IMASEL
8 IST649, IST650, IST651
/ START7 / ICON ,IKBCR ,ITRACR
COMMON / START8 / KGEPS ,KIGEPS,KGSIG
1 IGERkD, IIGENO, IC_INO
2 KGEPNO, KIGENO
COM_[_ / _ / KEQCSI,KIfXeD
1 KEQCST,_
I SUBEIM / ISUBEL,ISUBNP




























cuer_ / SUBSTR / NLVSUB( I0) ,NFRSUB io)
/ SHIFT / ISHIFT,KSHIFT, IFREQ ,LFREQ ,NOFFST,NFOUND
CIRMDN / TIME / TIMINC,TOTINC,RUNTIM
/ TMARCH / DALPHA,DBETA ,DC_MMA
ODMM[_ / _ / LER ,ABSERR,REACMX,RESIMX,DISERR,DISTOR,
i E_]I_R, EN_qRM
CfPMSN / VRTDSK / ISETUP,MAVAIL,LENREC,NUMRF/Z,LENBr/<,NUMBLK,
1 IVPAGE,NVPAGE,IVSTRT, IKRO ,IIfl]L ,IPIVCO,
2 IHEDER, IFRNRH, IPIVOT, IPIVRO, IPVKOL, IVEND ,
3 ISRF/_, IERECD
/ ZPRINT / MAXCOL,NELCOL,IAYPRT,JTENSR
C
C **********************************************************************










ISPRI ,KSPRI ,IDASH ,KDASH ,IMASS ,Iqvi%SS
ICREAD, ILPRNT, JLPRNT, IOONSL. IPOSTF, ISCRAF,
IPLOTB, IRSTRT, JCREAD, IPVARS, IPSETS, IFILEX,
PI ,LINE ,LINE2


































































JEND ,JITER ,JTEMP ,JPRINT,JP ,JSUB ,
JINC ,JREST ,JSAVE ,JREDIM, JAUTO ,_ ,
JBACK ,JOPTIM, JCREEP,JDIST ,J_,JDYN ,
NCNISO,ITHERM, ITRIG ,IDYNM ,JREPOT,JTANGE,
JTHERM, JFORCE, JUTEMP, JUCOEF, JDISTS, _,
JDERIV, JIEK3UN,IDSTOP, INTSTR,JPLAST,JBAND ,
JFE2_,JDEFOR,JEMBED, ITEST ,JDISP ,IFBFGS,
IFSCNT, IFLINE, IFPRNT, ICCMPS, IPCC_J, JEIGEN,
IFBODY, IFGRAV, IFCENT, JDAMP ,LDYN ,ISTAT ,
JFDSXX, JISTIF, JCENIM, JFINIT, JIARGE, JFOIE_,
JWKSLP, JPRES ,JCDIR2, JCDUM3
NXSTAT, NXSQLV, NXINTG, NXMDDL, NXBCKL, NXSUPR,





























































,NI_JST ,NSBC ,ND_ ,NSIZE ,NBSECT,
NSHIFT,NSBFC_,NGMRS ,NSPRI ,NMASS ,NDASH ,
NDYNMD,_5_C ,NSUPER,NHARM ,NBASE ,NINC ,
NITER ,NPSPTS,NFDPTS,NPIK_E,NPDPTS,NHARD ,
NSUMZH, NPAR38 ,_,NPAR40, NPAR41, NPAR42,
NPAR43, NPAR44, NPAR45, NPAR46, NPAR47, NPAR48
IPTYPE( 32) ,NPTYPE,NPVARS,NPSETS,JPE_P ,
NPVCON, NPP008 ,NPP009 ,NPP010 ,NPP011, NPP012
IMEANS, ISTDEV, IPDATA, IVI"IPE,ISKIP ,IREDEF,
IDINC0, IREAC0, IRESD0, IDGRP ,ISTIF0, IMASS0,
IPP013, IC_Y_, ICMEGP, ICMEG_, IETAK ,IZETAK










































































IXTEMP, JXTEMP. IXBEAM, IXFVEC, IXSPRI, KXSPRI,
,IXP015, IXP016, II_BEG, IPWEND
,IPDISP, IPFORC, INDISP, INFORC
.KPOINT,NDATA ,PRNTBF( 6 )
.IEPSMD, ISIG_3, IHFN ,IHFC ,
.ISFF ,ISQQ ,ICQQ ,ITNM ,
NRFPTS, NRFSDS, NRFLIN, NRFINT, NRFREA, NRFSEL,
NRFUMP, NRFDOF, NRFSIZ, LRFEND, JRFTYP, JCCRR_,
JCFLAG, JRFSEL, JRFDCM, NVKEPT, MDRE
IRFPTS, IRFINT, IRFMNR, IRFSDR, IRFSEL, IRFSET,
IRFMNV, IRFSDV, IRFPTV, IRFVEC, IRFVAL, IRFNRM,
IRFCOR, IRFID ,IRFWRK
IPULSE, KPULSE, IPDTIM, IPDFOR
MANVAR( 7 ),JPR ,I0_41 ,NCC_P
IELPRM, ITYP ,INEL ,ICHAR ,IPRES ,ISTRS ,
ISTRN ,ICOP ,IPRINT, IPOST ,IDIST ,ILEAN ,
IBPRES,IBNORM,_T, ISTII6,ISTII7,ISTII8
INOD ,ITEM ,INLV ,IPOSU ,ITEMDF,IDUP







IDYNV ,IDYNA ,IDSXl ,
IEQCSI,IPREF ,IDSX3 ,
IST443,IST444,IST445,
IRL ,IREAC ,IES ,















IELV ,ICOR ,ISIG ,IEPS ,IWNOD ,ISNOD ,
IENOD ,IETM ,ICH ,IPP ,IXRL ,IXlRL ,
IXP ,IXK ,KPSTRN, KCSTRN, KTSTRN, KISTRS,
KISTRN, KIPSTR, KICSTR, KITSTR, KPSTNO, KC3TE),
KTSTNO, KISTE), KISNNO, KIPSNO, KICSNO, KITSNO,
IMASkD, IMNOD ,IEQPST, IEQPSI ,KEQPST,KEQPSI,













































KGEPNO, KIGENO, KC_ INO,KIGSNO, _IDNO
KEQCSI ,KIOMNO, KSWIZ_, K"IMPNO,KTDFNO, _,
KEQCST, KOMENO, KVSWID, IST9 I0,IST911, IST912
ISUBEL, ISUBNP, ISUBPT, NSDATA, ISUBTY, IEMBED
NSUCRD. NSUNFR, NSUNOD, NSUSTR, NSUC_R, NSUPR ,
NSUINT .NSULV ,NSUTEM, NSUNDI, NSUSHR, NSUIDF
D_ 10) ,D_( I0)
ISHI_f,KSHIFT, IFREQ ,LFREQ ,NOFFST,NFOUND
TIMINC, TOTINC, RIR_IM
DALPHA, DBETA ,DGAMMA
_,ABSERR, REACMX, RESIMX, DISERR, DISTOR,
ENGTOR, _
ISE'IIIP,MAVAIL, LENREC, hRAMREC,LENHLK, _,
IVPAGE,NVPAGE,IVSTRT, IKRO ,ILOGL ,IPIVCO,
IHEDER, IFRNRH, IPIVOT, IPIVRO, IPVKC_, IVEND ,
ISRECD, IERECD
MAXCCL, NEIfI_, LAYPRT, JTENSR
C
C
DO 600 JREC = i, NRECDS
IBEG = I+(JREC-I)*NWORDS
IEND = JREC*NWORDS




IF (IBEG .NE. IEND)
1 READ (IRSTR_) (IWORK(JJ), JJ=IBEG, IEND )
C
C **********************************************************************
C ** PRINT MESSAGE AND PROCEED WITH THE ANALYSIS AS USUAL **
C **********************************************************************
C
C+ CALL _ ('REST','ART ','FILE',' REA','DER ',' ',i)
CALL TIDKX/f ('REST','ART ','FILE',' WAS',' REA','D ' )
C









3.4 Post-Processing Data File
The MHOSTprogram produces an industry-standard formatted post-
processing data file when the user requests it. The fo_nat is almost
compatible with the MARCgeneral purpose finite element program, Versions
J. 3 and K.i. The difference is that the stress variables (referred to as
element variables in most of the finite element programs) are produced at
nodal points and written on the file in a tightly packed manner.
CONTENTSOFHOSTPOSTTAPE- Version 4.2
The following describes the contents of the ten blocks which will be
found on the Post Tape. This information is the samefor either the binary
or the formatted Post Tape.
E_OCKNUMBER DESCRIPTIC_
Block I TITLE
NR;80AI; (TITLE(J), J=l, 70)
Block II




Numberof variables per element
Numberof nodes in mesh
3. MNUM Number of elements in mesh
4. NDEG
5. NSTRES
Number of degrees of freedom per node
m my
6. INOD Number of nodal variables - See Note
below.






















Type of tape (i- Formatted)
Number of coordinates per node
Maxi/man number of nodes per ele_Bent
Analysis Type Flag:
2 = Displacement - With Reaction
Forces
4 = Dynamics - With Reaction Forces
15 = Eigenvector (Modal)
16 = Eigenvector (Buckle)
Set to 0 if real analysis
Set to 1 if complex analysis
Number of nodes with transfozmations
Post tape revision number, 1 for this
release (Version 4.2)
Not used; reserved for future
expansion
INOD = {NDEG}*JNODE




IANTYP = 15 only appears during subinc_ts
IANTYP = 16 only appears during subincrements
If IANTYP = 8 and ICOMPL = 1 JNODE = 2
If IANTYP = 9 and ICOMPL = 1 JNODE = 4
CODE NUMBER ASSOCIATED WITH ELEMENT
VARIABI_S























Number of Nodes in this Element
ist Node of Element J
Last Node of Element J
COORDINATE LIST
If IPSTCC is zero this block will be
cmitted.
LNUM Records; J=l,
ist Coordinate of Jth Node
Last Coordinate of Jth Node
TRANSFORMATION LIST
If NBCTRA is zero this block will be
omitted.
Binary 1 record
Formatted (NBCTRA-I)/6 + 1 records
List of nodes which have
trans formations applied
TRANSFORMATION - DIRECTION COSINES





1 record per each node listed in










2 records per node if formatted tape
Transfomnations are for local to
global
Blocks VIII, IX and X are repeated for each increment.








Incr_nent number is a real formed as
I + J/100
I is the static increment number
J is either the harmonic subinc_t
or the eigenvector number
Frequency
Flag to read ne_ blocks II, III, IV,
V, VI, VII. Set to 1 to read these
blocks again.
IANTYP analysis type flag.
Not used; reserved for future
expansion.
Block IX VALUES OF E[ZMENT VARIAHLES
If INUM is zero, this block is
cmitted.
If IANTYP=-I5 or IANTYP=-I6, this block
is Qmitted.
NUM*NSTRES Records
NR;6EI3.6; VALUE((CI,J), I=I,INUM), J=I,INODE)
VALUE is the name of an array storing
all the element variables at nodes.
SYSTEMS' MANUAL MHOST Version 4.2
Page : 152
Block X VAIL_ OF NODAL VARIABLES











The first NDEG quantities are:
IANTYP = 15
Nodal Ccmponents of Dynamic
Mode
IANTYP = 16
Nodal Oumponents of Buckle
Eige_r
NOI_:
NR Indicates the beginning of a new record for the binary
post tape.
NR;Format Indicates the beginning of a new set of information which
is to be read with the following format:
Appendix 1 provides a sample program to dump the post tape.

























Meannomnal stress (tensile positive)
(for F_hr-Coulcmb).
User definable quantity to write on post tape.
User definable quantity to write on post tape.
Physical cc_ponents of the total plastic strain.
Total equivalent plastic strain.
Secondstate variable.
Physical cc_ponents of total creep strain.
Total equivalent creep strain.
If several layers (shell or beam) are to be plotted, the code numbershould be
as follows: code for variable as above + i00 x layer number.
An example of the post tape file for a 20 four node plane stress element used
to modea cantilever beamis:
BEAMPROBLEM
16 33 20 2 2 4
1 1 2 4 2 0

















3 4 1 2 5 4
3 4 2 3 6 5
3 4 4 5 8 7
3 4 5 6 9 8
3 4 7 8 ii i0
3 4 8 9 12 ii
3 4 10 ii 14 13
3 4 ii 12 15 14



















































































































































































-7.9094 -0.16610E-02 0.61575E-02 0.60014E-02
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.29068E-02 0.51616E-03
0.49706E-08 0.54500E-09 -0.25099E-09 -0.42786E-08
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6003.0 -5999.0 7.9092 -0.16302E-02
0.18076E-02 -0.42386E-08 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-7.9240 -0.29525E-02 0.61575E-02 0.60014E-02
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.52284E-02 -0.30447E-03
0.90418E-08 -0.35351E-09 0.25482E-09 -0.78241E-08
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6003.0 -5999.0 7.9244 -0.30660E-02
0.18076E-02 -0.79717E-08 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-7.9588 -0.34241E-02 0.61574E-02 0.60013E-02
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.59185E-02 -0.50404E-03
0.I0247E-07 -0.39346E-09 -0.21738E-09 -0.88584E-08
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6002.9 -5998.9 7.9579 -0.33900E-02
0.18076E-02 -0.88140E-08 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-7.9876 -0.56537E-02 0.61572E-02 0.60012E-02
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.97750E-02 -0.10927E-02
0.16856E-07 -0.11461E-08 0.50583E-09 -0.14564E-07
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6002.8 -5998.8 7.9881 -0.55494E-02
0.18076E-02 -0.14428E-07 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-7.9996 0.37059E-02 0.61572E-02 0.60012E-02
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.61729E-02 -0.10849E-02
0.I0649E-07 -0.82053E-09 -0.55562E-09 0.91441E-08
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6002.8 -5998.8 7.9979 0.33281E-02
0.18076E-02 0.86529E-08 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-7.9876 0.17084E-02 0.61573E-02 0.60012E-02
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.33956E-02 0.26616E-03
0.57894E-08 -0.13521E-I0 0.85242E-09 0.49419E-08




0.0000 0.0000 6002.8 -5998.8
0.61573E-02 -0.60012E-02 0.18076E-02 0.54419E-08
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6002.8 5998.9 -7.9647 0.67373E-02
-0.18076E-02 0.17517E-07 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-0.16063E-02 0.67225E-02 0.20266E-07 -0.41724E-09 -0.13365E-08
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 6002.8 -5998.9
0.61573E-02 -0.60012E-02 0.18076E-02 0.17440E-07
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6002.9 5998.9 -7.9466 0.30772E-02
-0.18076E-02 0.80008E-08 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.17720E-02 0.33592E-02 0.11251E-07 0.41181E-08
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 6002.9 -5998.9
0.61574E-02 -0.60013E-02 0.18076E-02 0.94669E-08
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6002.8 5998.9 -7.9636 -0.40192E-02
-0.18076E-02 -0.I0450E-07 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-0.18358E-02 -0.48038E-02 0.14573E-07 -0.46498E-09
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 6002.8 -5998.8
0.61573E-02 -0.60012E-02 0.18076E-02 -0.14530E-07
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6002.8 5998.7 -7.9986 -0.14157E-03
-0.18076E-02 -0.36807E-09 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.I0165E-02 -0.66112E-03 0.22925E-08 0.23611E-09
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 6002.8 -5998.8
0.61572E-02 -0.60012E-02 0.18076E-02 -0.30697E-08
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6002.7 5998.7 -8.0174 -0.12263E-01
-0.18076E-02 -0.31883E-07 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.36572E-02 -0.I0436E-01 0.33235E-07 0.93296E-08
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 6002.7 -5998.7
0.61572E-02 -0.60011E-02 0.18076E-02 -0.22382E-07
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.95018E-27 -0.90381E-03 -999.84 -3.9566















































-0.95018E-27 -0.90381E-03 999.84 -3.9566
0.12003E-01 -0.24909E-01 0.41666E-02 -7.9271
0.10900E-08 -0.24006E-01 0.23057E-03 15.855
-0.12003E-01 -0.24909E-01 -0.38388E-02 -7.9273
0.24005E-01 -0.96926E-01 0.I0585E-01 -7.9577
-0.14141E-08 -0.96022E-01 0.20487E-03 15.916
-0.24005E-01 -0.96926E-01 -0.10416E-01 -7.9569
0.36008E-01 -0.21695 0.58989E-02 -7.9858
-0.48385E-09 -0.21605 0.82186E-04 15.968
-0.36008E-01 -0.21695 -0.57784E-02 -7.9855
0.48010E-01 -0.38499 -0.68275E-04 -7.9970
-0.59985E-08 -0.38409 -0.33751E-03 15.989
-0.48010E-01 -0.38499 -0.66963E-04 -7.9954
0.60013E-01 -0.60103 -0.I1629E-02 -7.9860
-0.37660E-08 -0.60013 -0.21884E-04 15.971
-0.60013E-01 -0.60103 0.89412E-03 -7.9867
0.72015E-01 -0.86509 0.88963E-04 -7.9663
-0.60526E-08 -0.86419 -0.81361E-03 15.930
-0.72015E-01 -0.86509 -0.12875E-02 -7.9640
0.84018E-01 -1.1772 0.47992E-02 -7.9504
-0.54349E-08 -1.1763 -0.24978E-03 15.909
-0.84018E-01 -1.1772 -0.49747E-02 -7.9526
0.96020E-01 -1.5372 0.10184E-01 -7.9669
0.10420E-07 -1.5363 0.28485E-03 15.933
-0.96020E-01 -1.5372 -0.79310E-02 -7.9644
0.10802 -1.9453 0.26281E-02 -7.9940
-0.72949E-08 -1.9444 -0.12270E-02 15.992
-0.10802 -1.9453 -0.22268E-02 -7.9956
0.12002 -2.4014 -0.21691 -4.0056
0.11364E-07 -2.4005 0.17279E-02 8.0074
-0.12002 -2.4014 0.21566 -4.0073
The write operation takes place in SUBROUTINEPOSTOU:
C--SUBROUTINE=POSg0U CALLED BY SECOND LEVEL DRIVER ROUTINES
SUBROUTINE POSTOU








DIMENSIC_IWORK(ISIZE ) , RWORK(ISIZE )
DIMENSIONJPLOT( 80 )
DIMENSIONKPLOT( 80 )









/ ALGEM / ICREAD, ILPRNT,JLPRNT, ICC_SL, IPOSTF,ISCRAF,
1 IPLOTB, IP3TRT, JCREAD, IPVARS, IPSETS, IFILEX,
2 PI ,LINE ,LINE2













































COMME_ / EIGEN / IEQ/VC,I6_S ,I(REG ,IMDENO, IDYNMD, ISTR_q,
1 IPTAR ,IPTBR ,IPTVED, IMDAM ,ICI_EG3
/ ELEMEN I IC ,IEL ,IDF ,JLAW ,IPATH ,IASSEM,
1 JRULE ,JCART ,JEL009,JEL010,JEL011,JEL012
CCME_ / ELTYP / NECRD,NELNFR,NENDD,NELSTR,NELCHR,NELPR ,
1 NELINT, NELLV ,NELLAY, NDI ,NSHEAR, NELCMP
_ I ERROI_ I IERR
_ / MACHIN / IDP



















































































_ I STAm_ I
1
2












,JDEFOR, EMB ,ITEST ,JDISP ,IFBFC_,
,IFLINE, IFPRNT, ICCMPS, I_, JEIGEN,
,IFGRAV, IFCENT,JDAMP ,IDYN ,ISTAT ,
,JISTIF, JCENEM, JFINIT, JLARGE, JFCE/]W,
,JPRES ,JCDUM2, J_
,ITYP ,INEL ,ICHAR ,IPRES ,ISTRS ,
,ICOP ,IPRINT, IPOST ,IDIST ,IIF2tN ,
,IBNORM, ]]43NIT,ISTl16, ISTl17, ISTl18
ITEM ,INLV ,IPOSU ,ITEMDF, IDUP
,ITI ,ITR ,ITRAN ,ITRAC ,IEXT ,
ISBCR
IDINC ,IUIOT ,IFORCE,IRESID, IWTNOD, ISIG_O,
IEPSNO, IPSTRN, ICSTRN, ITSTRN, IISTRS, IISTRN,
IIPSTR, IICSTR, lIT"_JR,IPSTNO, ICSTNO, ITSTNO,
IISTNO, IISNNO, IIPSNO, IICSNO, IITSNO, IEP_T ,
IDMIT_, IEQCST, IOMENO, IICHq3, ITDSNO, IVSWID,
IDYNV ,IDYNA ,IDSXl ,IDSX2 ,IDSITR, ISWELL,
IEQCSI,IPREF ,IDSX3 ,IYIELD,IST441,IST442,
IST443, IST444, IST445, IST446, IST447, IST448
IRL ,IREAC ,IES ,IAB ,IB_PI ,ISRL ,
IBTLC ,ISKM ,IZAST ,IRLB ,IDINCP,IFORIN,
lOP ,IDAM ,IMASMP, IDIAG ,IUPTRI,I_,
IMASDI, IMASUP, IST521, IST522, IST523, IST524
IELV ,ICOR ,ISIG ,IEPS ,IWNOD ,ISNOD ,
IENOD ,IETM ,ICH ,IPP ,IXRL ,IXIRL ,
IXP ,IXK ,KPSTRN, _, KTSTRN, KISTRS,
KISTRN, KIPSTR, KICSIR, KITSTR, KPSTN3, KCSTSD,
KTSTNO, KISTN0, KISNNO, KIPSNO, KICSNO, KITSNO,
IMASNO, IMNOD ,IEQPST, IEQPSI,KEQPST,KEQPSI,
KE_AT ,_,_,KITDST, IXM ,IXC ,
IVELM ,IAELM ,IMASEL, IST646,IST647,IST648,
IST649, IST650, IST65 i,IST652, IST653, IST654
ICON ,IKBCR ,ITRACR, ITRANR, IBETA ,IDET
KGEPS ,KIGEPS,KGSIG ,KIGSIG,KGTDST,
IGEPNO, IIGENO, IGSINO, IIGSNO, IGTDNO,
KGEPN0, KIGENO, KC_SINO,KIGSNO, KGTDNO
TIMINC, TOTINC, RIR_IM
IPOSTF ( 19 ) I FO_ OtFfP[_ FILE FOR POST-PROCESSING
VERSICN 2.0 GENERATES MARC CCMPATIBLE POST TAPE
C_LY MESH DATA AND DISPIACEMENT + REACTIC_ AT NODES.
THIS CAN BE PROCESSED BY INVOKING '_' CIIMM3AND WITH 'MARC'





























FULLY MENTAT _ATIBLE POST PROCESSING FILE WILL _Y
WRITYEN C_ IPIOTF FILE AND THEN IPOSTF WILL BE USED FOR THE
TOI=_31£X_ICALMESH DEFINITION OUTPUT TO BE PROCESSED BY 'READ'
OPTION IN TAT
MINCMP = MAXCMP




LOCATE( 1 ) = ISIGNO
LOCATE( 2 ) = IEPSNO
LOCATE( 3 ) = IPSTNO
_( 4 ) : ICSTNO
HEADER RECORDS ARE WRITgEN IN THE POST TAPE C_LY WHEN THIS
ROUTINE IS ENTERED AT THE ZERO-TH INCREMENT. _SE THE NODAL
VALUES ARE WRITTEN IN _HE POST TAPE.
IF( JINC .GT. 0 ) GO TO 9000
FIRST RECORD IN THE POST TAPE : TITLE
WRITE(IPOSTF,1000) TITLE
FORMA.T(20A4)
SECC_D RECORD : CONTRCE_ INFORIv_LTION
SET VARIABLES ACCORDING TO THE MARC DOCUMENT
INUM = ( MINCMP + i ) * 4












IF( NCRD .EQ. 7 ) NCRD = 3
NNO_MX = NEINDD
IANTYP = 2
IF( JEIGEN.EQ. 1 .AND. IDYNM.EQ. 1 ) IANTYP=










WRITE(IPOSTF,1010) INUM ,I2/t_ ,MNUM,NDEG ,NSTRES,JNCD,
1 IPSTCC,IPSTYP,NCRD ,_, IANTYP, ICC_PL,
2 NBCTRA, IPOSTR, IDM4 ,IDM5 ,IDM6 ,IEM7
1010 FORMAT(6113)
C
C --- CODE NUMBER ASSOCIATED WITH ELEMENT VARIABLES
C
IF( JEIGEN .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 3000
C
JPInT( 1 ) = 17
JPLOT ( 2 ) = ii
JPIf)T( 3 ) = 12
JPIf_( 4 ) = 13
IF(MINCMP .GE. 4 ) JPLOT( 5 ) = 14
IF(MINCMP .GE. 5 ) JPLOT( 6 ) = 15
IF(MINCMP .GE. 6 ) JPLOT( 7 ) = 16
INDX =
JPLOT( INDX + 1 )= 39
JPLOT( INDX + 2 )= 1
JPLOT( INDX + 3 )= 2
JpIn ( INDX + 4 )= 3
IF(MINCMP .GE. 4 ) JPLOT( INDX + 5 )= 4
IF(MINCMP .GE. 5 ) JPLOT( INDX + 6 )= 5
IF(MINCMP .GE. 6 ) JPLOT( INDX + 7 )= 6
INDX = INDX
JPLOT( INDX + 1 )= 7
JPIDT( INDX + 2 )= 21
JPLOT( INDX + 3 )= 22
JPI_T( INDX + 4 )= 23
IF(MINCMP .GE. 4 ) JPLOT( INDX + 5 )= 24
IF(MINCMP .GE. 5 ) JPLOT( INDX + 6 )= 25
MINCMP + 1
+ MINCMP + 1
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CIF(MINCMP .GE. 6 ) JPLOT( INDX + 7 )= 26
INDX = INDX
JPLOT( INDX + 1 )= 8
JPLOT( INDX + 2 )= 31
JPLOT( INDX + 3 )= 32
JPLOT( INDX + 4 )= 33
IF(MINCMP .GE. 4 ) JPLOT( INDX + 5 )= 34
IF(MINCMP .GE. 5 ) JPLOT( INDX + 6 )= 35
IF(MINCMP .GE. 6 ) JPLOT( INDX + 7 )= 36
INDX = INDX





C --- DATA BLOCK IV : ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY DATA
C









1 (IWORK ,IC ,IERR )
.EQ. 0 ) GO TO 6007
IADRES = INEL + MAXNOD * ( IEL
JADRES = IADRES + _- 1
C
C ... SPECIAL TRICK ASSOCIATED WITH THE FRONTAL SOLUTION
C
DO 6005 INTPNT = 1 , NELNOD
JNTPNT = INTPNT + IADRES - 1





+ MINCMP + I
+ MINCMP + 1
-i)
C ... REPLACE THE ASSUMED STRAIN ELEMENTS WITH THE MATCHING MARC/MENTAT
C ELEMENT NUMBERS (A LITgLE INM3CENT LIE THAT WON'T HURT ANYBODY)
C
ICI = IC
IF ( IC .EQ. 151 ) ICI = 3





IF ( IC .EQ. 153 ) ICl = I0
IF ( IC .EQ. 154 ) ICl = 7
C





WRITE(IPOSTF,i010) ICI ,NELNOD,(KPLOT(K), K=I, NELNOD)
C
6010 C 0 N T
9000 C O N T I N U E
C
C --- _ HEADERECORD
C
DO 6010 INODE = 1 , NNODE
IADRES = INOD+ MAXCRD* ( INODE- 1 ) * IDPCALLIK3SI_R
1 (RWORK(IADRES), m_Rn, n_-'rF)
I N U E
NSUBIN = 1
IF( JEIGEN .EQ. 1 ) NSUBIN = NDYNMD











RINCRE = RINCRE + 0.01D0 * ISUBIN
INDX : ICMEG + ( ISUBIN- 1 ) * IDP
COPY(I_RK(INDX) , FREQUN , i )
IF( IDYNM .EQ. 1 ) RANTYP = 15




WRITE (IPOSTF, i020) RUNTIM, RINCRE, FREQUN, RFLAGS, RANIYp, _
1020 FORMAT(6GI3.6)
C
IF( JEIGEN .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 7500









CALLNUL( VALUE, MAXV )
= ( MINCMP+ i ) * 4
= 0





IF( NELLAY.NE. 1 ) INTLAY = 3
C
C *** FIRSTDATAOFTHESERIESIS TEMP_ *************************
C
C+ _ = ITEM+ (( INODE- 1 )*MAXLAY+ _ - 1 )*IDP
C+ IREC = 1
C















DO 5200 INTQNT = 1 ,MAXQNT
I1_ = I/3CA.TE(IIVYQNT)+ (( INODE - 1 )*MAXI_ + II_- 1 )
1 * IDP * MAXCMP
CALL COPY(I_K)RK(INIIfX]) , BUFFER , MINCMP )
IF( I1_ .EQ. 1 ) CALL ECNS
I ( EQVAL , BLFFFER , MINCMP , NDI , NSHEAR , JLAW ,
2 INODE )
IF( INgQNT .GT. 1 ) CALL EQVC
1 ( EQVAL , BUFFER , MINCMP , NDI , NSHEAR , JIAW )
NONISO ,
IREC = IREC + I
CALL COPY( EQVAL , VALUE(IREC) , 1 )
IREC = IREC + 1
CALL COPY( BUFFER , VAUUE (I_C) , mnZMP )






CALLPOSTEN(VALUE, INUM, IPOSTF, INODE, NNODE, INITAL )C










IF(NTRAN .EQ. 0) GOT0 9550
CALL TRANS2 (NTRAN,Rg_ORK(ITRANR), IWORK(ITRAN) ,RWDRK(IDTOT),
NFD, -i •D0,NEINFR, JIAW)
CALL TRANS2 (NTRAN,R_3RK(ITRANR), 17_3RK(ITRAN),_NORK(IDINC),
NFD,-I. D0, NELNFR, JLAW)
CONrINUE
IDVEC = IDTOT
IF( JEIGEN .EQ. 1 ) IDVEC = IE6_A_ + ( ISUBIN - 1 ) * NFD * IDP
DO 5000 INODE = 1 , NNODE
C
C ... TOTAL DIS_ OR EIGENVECIDR
C
JNTIfX: = INLV + ( INODE - 1 ) * MAXNFR
KNTLOC = IDVEC + (I_3RK(JNTIfX:) - 1 )*IDP
CALL COPY(_RK(KNTU3C) , VALUE
NENTRY = MAXNFR
C









= IRESID + (IWORK(JNTI/3C) - 1 )*IDP
CAU_ COPY(_ORK(_) , VALUE( r_X ) , MAXNFR )
NENTRY = NENTRY + MAXNFR
CALL POSTPR
1 ( VALUE , NENTRY , IPOSTF )
C 0 N T I N U E
IF(NTRAN .EQ. 0) GO TO 9530
CALL TRANS2 (NTRAN,RgDRK(ITRANR), 17NORK(ITRAN),R_DRK(IDTOT),













T U R N































IPOINT : POINTER FORTHE LAST ENTRY OF THE PRINT BUFFER
JPOINT: POINTER FORTHE_ARRAYENTRY TO BE PRINTED
JPOINT = 1
C 0 N T I N U E





IF( KPOINT.GT. NENTRY) GOTO 6000
CALL COPY (ARRAY(JPOINT)
CALL POSTPR( PR mF
JPOINT = JPOINT + NDATA
NDATA = 6
IPOINT = 1
, PRNTBF(IPOINT) , NDATA )




C---HALFF_ _ PRINTER BUFFERANDRETURN
C 0 N T I N U E
MDATA = NENTRY- JPOINT + 1
NDATA = 6 -MDATA





CALL COPY (ARRAY(JPOINT) , PRNTBF( 1 ) , MDATA )
C
C --- IF THE I/3AST NODE IS ENTERED WRITE THE LAST RECORD EVEN IF IT IS
C --- INCC_2IEI'E
C
IF( INODE .LT. NNODE ) GO TO 9000
IF( MDATA .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 9000
C
CALL NUL (PRNTBF(IPOINT) , NDATA )










Subroutines included in the M_3ST code, Version 4.2, are summarized in this
appendix. The routine names are sorted in alphabetical order. A brief
description of each routine is given, in conjunction with the names of
ccmmon blocks referenced therein. Names of routines referenced in some of
the vitally important routines are given in this document. Note that almost
all subprograms written for the MHOST package are self-documented and
further information can be obtained directly frcm the source listing.
ACCLIN








Controls the adaptive time step size adjustment for transient
dynamic calculations. Not fully functional in Version 4.2.
Cfmm_n block: TIME, TOLER, CONTRO
ADAPTS




Adds two double precision realvectors.
ADDBAN
Adds the lumped values listed in SVALwiththeconnectivity
specified in iCC_to the global array GABF in band fo_m. NOt used
for profile-stored global arrays.
ADDIAG
Adds the lumped values listed in SVALtothe global array.
subroutine is the profile-storagecounterpart of ADDBAN.
This
SUBROUTINES
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ADDINC
Updates total quantities by adding together the values at the
beginning of the increment and the incremental values.
Common block: AUTOIN, ELTrP, CONTRO, SUBEIM, MAXIMA, PARAM, START1,
STARI_, _3, START4, START6, START8, TIME
ASMVEC




Assembles the displacement stiffness matrix for quasi-static
analysis. Works with the profile solver.
Cc_non block: ALGEM, ADDVAL, AUTOIN, BSECT, CONTROL, BODYFR, LOUBIN,
ELEMEN, ELTYP, ERRORS, MAXIMA, PARAM, PULSES, START1,
STARt2, START3, START4, START5, START6, _, START8,
SUBELM, SUBSTR, TIME, TRANSF, MACHIN
ASSEM2
Assembles the global time integration operator matrix for direct
time integration. Works with the profile solver.
Ccmmon block: ALGEM, ADDVAL, AUTOIN, BSECT, CONTROL, BODYFR, LOUBIN,
ELEMEN, ELTYP, ERRORS, MAXIMA, PARAM, PULSES, START1,
START2, START3, START4, START5, START6, START7, STARTS,
SUBEIM, SUBSTR, TIME, TRANSF, MACHIN
ASSEM3
Assembles the displacement stiffness matrix for quasi-static
analysis. Works with the frontal solution.
Cc_mon block: ALGEM, ADDVAL, AUTOIN, BSECT, CONTROL, BODYFR, LOJBIN,
ELEMEN, ELTYP, ERRORS, MAXIMA, PARAM, PULSES, START1,
_, STARt3, START4, START5, START6, _, START8,
SUBEIM, SUBSTR, TIME, TRANSF, MACHIN
ASSEM4
Assembles the residual vector for quasi-static and transient
dynamic analyses. The routine includes the variational recovery
of nodal strains, nodal stress recovery and element loop for the
internal force calculation.
Ccmmon block: ALGEM, ADDVAL, BSECT, COUNTR, CONTRO, ELEMEN, ELTYP, ERRORS,
SUBROUTINES













Performs back-substitution for the nodal displacement vector as a




Prints banner on the line printer output file.
BASAXS
Generates strain-displacement matrix for axisymmetric element
based on the assumed stress method.
BASE_
Reads in parameters defining haxmonic base excitation.
Ccmmon block: MACHIN
BASPSN
Generates strain-displacementmatrix for plane strain element
derived frcm the assumed stress method.
BASPST
Generates strain-displacement matrix for plane stress element
derived from the assumed stress method.
BAXSYM
Generates strain-displacement matrix for axisymmetric element by
the numerical integration.
BEAMIN
Reads in beam section properties.
SUBROUTINES




Perfon_ the BFGS update for the left hand side of the nonlinear
equations.
BFGSRH
Performs the BFGS update for the right hand side of the nonlinear
equations.
BF_VW





Controls the generation of element body force load vector.
Evaluates constitutive equations for the beam element. Note that
the current version only supports a linear elastic beam element.
Preintegrates the lamina constitutive matrix to obtain the
constitutive resultant with respect to the bending mQment -
curvature terms for shell elements.
BODYIN





Applies the displacement constraint by eliminating row and column
of the global profile-stored stiffness equations.
Applies the displacement constraint to a global vector.
Applies the displacement constraint to a substructure. Obsolete
in Version 4.2.
BOUNDN
Calculates the weighted normal vector at nodes on the boundary.
SUBRO_I'INES




Applies the nodal displacement constraint to the frontal solution
elimination process.
BOUNIN
Reads in boundary displacement constraint data.
Ccmnon block: MACHIN
BPSTRN
Generates strain-displacement matrix for isoparametric plane
strain element by numerical integration.
BPSTRS
Generates strain-displacement matrix for isoparametric plane
stress element by numerical integration.
BREAD
Reads an array from a specified Fortran I/O unit stored in binary
fonu.
BSHELL
Generates strain-displacement matrix in resultant fozm for
isoparametric shell element by means of selective reduced
integration.
BSC_ID
Generates strain-displacement matrix for isoparametric solid
element by numerical integration.
BTBEAM
Generates strain-displacement matrix for the linear isoparametric
Timoshenko beam element by reduced integration.
BUCKLE
Drives the buckling analysis using subspace iterations for
eigenvalue extraction.
Cc_mon block: AUTOIN, MAXIMA, CTITLE, DAMP, EIGEN, INCCON, MACHIN, ELEMEN,
ELTYP, CC_ZfRO, SUBSTR, ERRORS, PARAM, START1, START2,
STABT3, START4, START5, START6, START8, TIME
BULKIN
SUBROUTINES
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Supervises the reading operation of the bulk (model) data.
Ccmm_nblock: _ PARAM,SX/BEI_
External reference: INITII, DATIN2, DATOUI,CHKELM,SUBDIV
_RITE
CENMAS
Writes an array to a specified Fortran I/O unit in binary fo_m.
Assembles the stiffness matrix entries related to the centrifugal
mass temns for an element.
Cc_mon block: BODYFR
External reference: NUL, GAUSSP, COPY, S2DO4N, VSH04N, TBM02N, SIDOZN,
S3DO8N, D2DO4N, D3DO8N, DAXO4N, GSHO4N, DBMD2N, SUBT
CENT2D
Calculates the centrifugal load vector for a two-dimensional
(plane stress/strain) element.
CENT3D






Calculates the centrifugal load vector for a axisymmetric element.
Calculates the centrifugal load vector for a beam element.
Calculates the centrifugal load vector for a shell element.
Reads in material property data.
Ccmmon block: MACHIN, ELTYP
C_CHAR
CHKEIM
Identifies the value of a number given as a single character.
Checks to see if the element connectivity is given in the counter
SU-_O_I'INES
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clockwise manner. If not, prints warning messages and repairs the
connectivity table entries. Dangerous.
Onmnx)n block: ALGEM, AUTOIN, BSECT, CONTRO, BODYFR, LOUBIN, ELEMEN, ELTYP,
ERRORS, MAXIMA, PARAM, START1, START2, START3, START4,
START5, START6, _, START8, SUBSTR, TIME, TRANSF, MACHIN
External reference: ELVULV, QNODEL, INSIDE, LINES
CNODEL
Pulls out information related to the current element.
2.2 for detail.
See Section
CcmiDn block: q_%RCH, ALGEM, _, ELTYP, MAXIMA, PARAM, START1, START2,
START4, START5, START6, STARTT, START8, S_, MACHIN
External reference: SEARCI, SEARCH, INTERP, RUIDMr, TSHO4N, SHTRAN, TRANSP,
MATINV, TBM02N, ADD, ADDSMH, NUL
CNSMAS
Assembles the consistent mass matrix for an element.
CNSTNM
Constructs a consistent transformation from nodal to modal data
for linear dynamics by modal superposition.
Cc_mon block: EIGEN, ELTYP, MACHIN, MAXIMA, MDDSUP, PARAM, POWER, START1,
START2, START6
COLRED
Performs column-wise reduction for back-substitution.
COMPDF
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Ccmputes the profile column heights and pointers for profile-
storage of the global stiffness array.
Ccmmon block: ELTYP, MAXIMA, PARAM,
CC_DSE
CONNIN
Removes specified row and column of a square matrix.
Reads element connectivity data.
Ccmmon block: ELTYP
CC_TIN




Reads coordinate data for nodes.
COPY
Copies a double precision real array to another double precision
real array.
COPYDS




Copies an integer array to another integer array.




Transforms the coordinate syst_a defining the strain ccm_onent
from global to local, filters out specific components and
transforms back to the original global coordinate syst_n.
the strain-displacement matrix routines.
Debug writes the nodal coordinates.
Used by
SuBROUI'INES
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CPXBKI,CPXBK2
Back substitutes for the solution of cc_plex matrix equations




Divides a complex numberby another complex number.
Sets up complex harmonic based excitation vector. The function is
fully ccmmented.
Perfo_ns the crout decomposition of complex matrix equations





Sets up the nodal force vector for the complex harmonic analysis.
Multiplies t_Dcc_plex numbers.
Assembles the complex nodal reaction force vector due to the
ccmplexbase excitation.
CPXRES





Defines the equivalent creep strain increment. To be used as a
User Subroutine. See also the MHOSTVersion 4.2 Users' Manual.
Detemnines quantities related to creep strain effects.
Optimizes the band-width of global equations by Cuthil-M_Gee
algorithm. Called byOPTIM.
Calculates derivatives for two dimensional four node elements.
D2DO9N
SUBRO_I'INES





Calculates derivatives for two dimensional nine node elements.
Calculates derivatives for three dimensional eight node hexahedral
elements.
Calculates derivatives for three dimensional quadratic elements
with 27 nodes.








Outputs an integer array on the line printer file.
Cmmmon block: ALGEM
DAT2
Outputs a real array on the liDe printer file.
Cmmmon block: ALGEM
DAT3, DAT5
Outputs a pair of integer and real arrays on the line printer
file.
Ccmmon block: ALGEM
Prints out elastic beam section properties.
Ccmmon block: ALGEM
DATCGI
Modifies parameter data during a restart job.
SUBROUTINES
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Cc,r_n block: ALGEM, CONIRO, ERRORS, HARMON, PARAM, PERIOD
DATER
Calls system%s' routine to pull out today's date and time of the
day. System dependent. See Section 0.4.
DATINI
Supervises read operations of parameter data.
Ccmnon block: ALGEM, COUNT, CTITLE, ERRORS, FREE
DATIN2
Supervises read operations of model data and construction of in-
core database.
Common block: ADDVAL, PULSES, P(_ER, EIGEN, MODSUP, HARMON, AUTOIN, BSECT,
TIME, AI/3EM, CONTRO, DAMP, MAXIMA, PARAM, START1, START2,
START3, START4, SEART5, START7, SUBELM, SUBSTR, SHIFg,
TCK_R, _, ERRORS, FREE
DATIN3
Supervises read operations of incremental data.
Oummon block: ALGEM, AUTOIN, CX]NIRO, COUNT, EIGEN, ERRORS, FREE, MAXIMA,
PARAM, START1, STARt2, BODYFR, START3, START4, START5,
START6, START7, TIME, TDLER, INCCON
Emm3Hl
Prints out model data as interpreted on the line printer.
Ccrx,on block: ALGEM, CONTRO, PARAM, INCCON, BODYFR
DATOUI
Prints out parameter data as interpreted on the line printer.
CnmmDn block: ALGEM, COUNT, START4, EIGEN, HARMi_, PULSES, CONTRO, TIME,
AUTOIN, BSECT, MAXIMA, q_%RCH, LOUBIN, PERIOD, SHIFT, PARAM,
START1, START2, START3, START5, START7, SUESTR, INCCON,
TCLER, MACHIN
DATOU4
Prints incremental data as interpreted on the line printer.
O3nm_n block: ALGEM, CCNIR3, PARAM, INCCCN, TOLER
SUBROUTINES





Calculates derivatives for four node axisymmetric elements.
Calculates derivatives for nine node axisymmetric elements.
Calculates derivatives for two node linear Timoshenko beam
elements.
DECINT
Converts a given string to an integer.
Ommpn block: ALGEM
DECOMP
Factorizes a symmetric matrix stored in profile form.
Common block: PARAM
DECREA




Updates the total deformation gradient at the end of an increment.
controls access to the entries in the element library.
Ccmmon block: ALGEM, CC_fRO, ELTYP, ELEMEN, ERRORS
DIAM
M_asures maxim bandwidth from a root node.




GeD__rates three orthogonal vectors, one of which is orthogonal to
the plane defined by two given vectors.
Common block: ALGEM
SUBROUTINES
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DISPIN
Readsin initial displacements for transient analysis.
Ccmmonblock: MACHIN
DISTIN




Generates two dimensional subel_ment meshcc_posed of 9 node
quadratic quadrilaterals.
Generates two dimensional subelement meshccmposedof 4 node
linear quadrilaterals.
DMATIN
Reads in stress-strain matrix defined directly at nodes.
Commonblock: MACHIN
DMPING
Sets up the modal damping matrix for the current element.
DOT (Function Subprogram)
Calculates cbt-product of two double precision real vectors.
DSH04N
DSHK[L
Calculates derivatives for four node shell elements in the lamina
coordinate system.
Converts the notation between tensorial and matrix forms for
stress-strain matrix.
DSLOAD
Controls the access to the element distributed load routines.
CcmaDn block:
_, ELTYP, ELEMEN, MAXIMA, PARAM, START1, _,
START3, STAR_4, STAR_5, START6, START7, MACHIN
DUPLIN
Reads in duplicate node definition data.
SUHaOUTINES




Prints out a double precision array for debugging purposes.
DYNAMT
Drives the transient time integration for dynamic analysis.
Cc_mon block: ALGEM, AUTOIN, PERIOD, CTITLE, DAMP, EIGEN, IhL_ON, ELEMEN,
ELTYP, MAXIMA, CCNfRO, SUBSTR, ERRORS, PARAM, STARTI,
_, MACHIN, START3, q_92CH, START4, START5, START6, TIME
DYNOP
Assembles the element operator matrix for transient time
integration.
CcmTnon block: ALGEM, TMARCH
EIGENV
Drives the eigenvalue extraction subsystem by subspace iteration.
Cc_mon block: CONTRO, ELEMEN, EIGEN, SHIFT, ELTYP, PARAM, MACHIN, START3,
_4, START5, START7
ELVULV
Pulls out parameters defining element characteristics frcm the
workspace.
Common block: ALGEM, CCNI_O, ELTYP, START1, PARAM, ELEMEN
EQVC
Calculates the strain invariant frcm the given deviatoric strain
tensor stored in vector fozm.
EQVS, EQVSTR
Calculates the stress invariant frcm the given deviatoric stress
tensor stored in vector form.
ERROR
Prints error message on the line printer output file.
Cfmmon block: ALGEM
ETRANS
Transfozms coordinates for the nodal displacement vector according
SUBROUTINES










Fills a double precision real array witha specified number.
Re-numbers then odes for Cuthill-MzKeeoptimization.
Imposes constraints onto the frontal solution.
External reference: FILINT, VULVRG, COPY
FC_OIN
Reads parameters specifying the concentrated nodal foll_r force.
Ccm_on block: MACHIN
FORRES
Calculates forced vibration response by modal superposition.
FREDOM
Drives the linear dynamic analysis in frequency dQmain.
Ccmmon block: CTITLE, TIME, AUTOIN, START1, _, START3, START4,
START5, START7, START8, ALGEM, EIGEN, MODSUP, PC_ER, DAMP,
INCCC_, MACHIN, ELEMEN, MAXIMA, ELTYP, CONTRO, SUBSTR,
ERRORS, PARAM, SHIFT
External ref_e: STRUCT, TIM[X/T, ASSEMI, SCLUTI, ASSEM4, RESCON, ADDINC,
PRINOU, POSTOU, COPY, NUL, INITST, SUBT, MASMAT, MADD,
EIGENV, CNSTNM, PNTfNM, INTSQQ, SETRMS, QUIT
FREFOR
Reads free format numeric data line frcm the card reader.
Cc_mon block: _, FREE
SuHROUrI_S
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FRNTBL
Sets up the elimination table for the frontal solution and
calculates max/mum front matrix size.
Ccmnon block: ALGEM, PARAM, MAXIMA, MACHIN
FRNTOP
Optimizes element numbering for the frontal solution.
functional in Version 4.2.
Not fully
FRONTB
Performs back substitution of global equations factorized the by
the frontal process.
FRDNTF




Perfozms resolution by frontal solution for a newly defined load
vector with a readily factorized system of equations.
Drives the quasi-static solution process utilizing the frontal
solution scheme.
Ccemon block: CTITLE, TIME, AUTOIN, STARTI, STARP2, START4, STARP5,
START6, ASGEM, EIGEN, INCCC_, MACHIN, ELEMEN, MAXIMA, ELTYP,
CCNI_O, SUBSTR, ERRORS, PARAM, START8
FRDNEW
Ccmi_utes the maximum front width frcm the element connectivity
table.




Returns coordinates and Might factors for Gaussian quadrature.
Calculates derivatives for two node linear Timoshenko beam element
with respect to element coordinate system.
Generates coordinates for subelement nodes which divide global
SUBROUTINES




Generates connectivity table for unifonnly divided subelement
mesh.
GEOMAT
Assembles the geometric stiffness for large displac_nent and
buckling analyses.
External reference: GAUSSP, COPY, S2D04N, S3D08N, D2D04N, DAX04N, DSH04N,
D3D08N, NOTION
GETBSP
Extracts data for beam section properties.
Common block:
G02GLO
Rotates stresses and strains back to global configuration in
finite defozmation analysis.
External reference: ROTI_N, ROTBAK
G02ROT
Rotates stresses and strains to mid-increment configuration in
finite deformation analysis.
External ref_e: ROTgEN, ROTFOR
GRAV2D




Produces the body force vector due to gravity acceleration for
three-d/mensional elements.
GRAVAX
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Produces the body force vector due to gravity acceleration for
beam elements.
GRAVSH
Produces the body force vector due to gravity acceleration for
shell elements.
GSH04N
Calculates the element non_al to four node shells.
HARMIN
Reads in parameters for haxmonic base excitation.
Cc_mon block: ALGEM
HEAD
Prints the MHOST banner and system's information on the line




Generates coordinate data for an embedded hole represented by a
subelement mesh. Called by HOLEDF.
Defines an element with a parameterized hole using the subelement
procedure.
Common block: MAXIMA, ELTYP, SUBTYP, MACHIN, START1, TRANSF, STABS6
External reference: ELVULV, QNODEL, HOLECR, HCLEI/K
_DLEIN
Reads parameters to define a embedded hole in a global element.
Cc,m_n block: ELTYP, SUBEIM, MACHIN
_KZIM
Generates connectivity array for an embedded hole represented by a
subelement mesh. Called by HOLEDF.
Calculates the linear elastic stress-strain matrix for beam
elements.
SUBROUTINES
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External ref_e: NUL, GETBSP, MDLT
HOOKLW
Calculates the linear elastic stress-strain matrix for all element
types other than beans.
External reference: NUL, UTEMP, U}K3C_
HOST





See Section i.2 for
CONTRO, ALGEM, ADDVAL, q_ARCH, AUIDIN, PERIOD, PC_ER,
PULSES, EIGEN, ERRORS, MDDSUP, HARMDN, LOUBIN, START5,
START4, PARAM, BSECT, INCCON, MACHIN, SUBSTR, SUBELM, SHIFT
Zero clears an integer array.




DATIN3, DATOU4, DAT 1
Imposes stress boundary conditions.
Creates initial eigenvectors for subspace iteration.
CQmmon block: CONIRO, MAXIMA, ELTYP, EI/_MEN, PARAM, EIGEN, START1, START2,
START3, START4, START5, START6, START7, START8, MACHIN
External reference: QUIT, NUL, COPY, RATIO, MAXIM
INITDF
INITFR
Initializes the nodal deformation gradient array.
Allocates memory for frontal solution option.
Ccrm_n block: ALGEM, CONTRO, PARAM, MACHIN, MAXIMA, EIGEN, START5, START6
INITII
Allocates memory for in-core nodal database.
SUBROUTINES




ADDVAL, ALGEM, CCNfRO, DAMP, EIGEN, MDDSUP, HARMON, POWER,
PULSES, MAXIMA, PARAM, H_%RCH, PERIOD, SUBEI_, SHIFT,
SUBTYP, BSECT, START1, START2, START3, START4, START5,
STAR_6, START7, START8, START9, SUBSTR, MACHIN, ERRORS
Allocates memory for the profile solution for quasi-static,
dynamic and eigenvalue analyses.
Ccm_on block: AI/31_, CONTRO, PERIOD, EIGEN, ERRORS, MAXIMA, PARAM, START1,
START3, START5, START4, MACHIN
INITIN
Reads parameters def_ing initial conditions for transient
analysis.
Cc_mon block: ALGEM, ERRORS, CONTRO, MAXIMA, ELEMEN, ETYPE, STARTI,
START5, PARAM, FREE, START2, START4
External reference: KEY, DISPIN, VELCIN, ACCLIN, PERDIN, QUIT
INITSE
Allocates memory for the subelement nodal database.
2.2 for detail.
See Section
CamnDn block: SUBTYP, ALGEM
External reference: SUBELV, NULINT
INITST
Assembles the global initial stress matrix for quasi-static,
dynamic and eigenvalue analysis.
Common block: AUTOIN, EIGEN, _, BODYFR, LOUBIN, ELEMEN, ELTYP,
ERRORS, MAXIMA, PARAM, ST/H_I, START2, STA/_3, START4,
START5, _, _, _, SUBSTR, TIME, TRANSF, MACHIN
External ref_e: NUL, ELVULV, CNODEL, GEOMAT, ASSEM5
INRDIR
Redirects the input s_.
Ccmmon block: ALGEM, FREE
SUBROU_YNES
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Recovers the velocity and acceleration from the displacement
update in transient dynamics.
Ccmmonblock:
INSIDE
Checks to see if the element is inside-out and repairs the
connectivity array, if necessary, for the linear quadrilateral and
hexahedral elements.
INTDYN
Initializes the scratch file for transient dynamics.
INTERP
Interpolates nodal values to the integration points.
INTINT
Initializes the file system and execution enviror_ent.




Integrates the spectral density function over a given range
of frequencies.
Inverts a 3 by 3 matrix.
INVERT
Inverts a general square matrix.
Cc_mon block:
ITERIN




Extracts eigenvalues of a square matrix. Called by SUBSPC.
Common block:
SUBROUTINES




Gives the address of a specified entry in a global array stored in
band matrix fo_m.
KEY
Checks to see if a string matches to a keyword.
Ccmm_n block: ALGEM, FREE
L2NORM
Calculates 1 nomn of a given vector.
IAXSYM




Integrates lamina quantities to resultants for thick shell
elements.
LELAST
Calculates linear elastic response of a material for a pre-defined
stress-strain matrix.
LETCMD
Sets up the integer control variables for the ccr_pound execution
of analysis drivers. See Section 1.2 for detail.
Ccr_on blocks: ALGEM, CONTRO, COMPND, PARAM, EIGEN, MACHIN
LEVEL
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LINE52
Advances the line number of the line printer output file (JLPRNT).
Cc_m_n block: MAXIMA, ALGEM, ZPRINT
External reference: PAGE2, PAGE3
LINESR
Calculates search distances for the line search algorithm.
Ccmnon block: MACHIN, CONTRO, ALGEM, AUTOIN, PARAM, STA/_3, START4,
START5, START7, TOLER
LINESU
Advances the line number of the line printer output page used for
the subelement solution.
Common block: MAXIMA, ALGEM, ZPRINT
External reference: PAGE2S, PAGE 3S
IMPMAS
Calculates the diagonalized Gramm matrix for nodal strain
projections. Either Gauss-iobatto or Gauss/now-sum algorithm can
be used.
LOCVEC




Calculates the load vector due to body force loading on plane
strain elements.
LPSTRS
Calculates the load vector due to body force loading on plane
stress elements.
ISHELL
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Calculates the load vector due to body force loading on solid
elements.
LTBEAM
Calculates the load vector due to body force loading on beam
elements.
MADD
Adds a matrix to a product of another matrix and a scalar.
MAIN
Main program.
CcmmDn block: blank, MACHIN
MASMAT
Assembles the global consistent matrix stored in profile fozm.
CQmmon block: AUTOIN, EIGEN, CONTRO, BODYFR, LOL_IN, ELEMEN, ELTYP,
ERRORS, MAXIMA, BSECT, PARAM, START1, STARX_, STAEY3,
START4, START5, START6, START7, STARTS, SUBSTR, TIME,
TRANSF, MACHIN
MASSIN
Reads in the connectivity and magnitude of added mass.
CcmmDn block: MACHIN
MATINV
Inverts a given square matrix.
Fills the diagonal entry of a global matrix by unity.
MATPRT




Adds two arrays multiplied by given constants for each array.
Finds the maximum connectivity at nodes used for bandwidth
optimization.
SU-_I'INES
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MAXIM
Pulls out the maximumvalue frcm a double precision array.
PERDIN
Readsdata defining the periodic loading in transient dynamics.
Ccmm_nblock: MACHIN,ELTYP,PERIOD
PERDOP
Applies periodic loading to the current time integration step.
Ccmmonblock: ALGEM
PJOOP
Debug - writes a double precision real variable/array.
PLASTD
Calculates a consistent tangent modulus for an elastic plastic
material at a given state of stress and deformation history.
Cc_nonblock: ELEMEN
PLASTS




Advances a page of line-printer output file (ILPRNT) and prints
the header.
Ccmmon block: ALGEM, CTITLE, P_/_f
PAGE2
Advances a page of lira-printer output file (JLPRNT) and prints
the header for nodal variables.
Ccmmon block: ALGEM, _, CTITLE, RESULT, TIME, PAGCNT
PAGE3
Advances a page of line-printer output file (JLPRNT) and prints
the header for element variables.
Ccmmon block: ALGEM, CONTRO, CTITLE, RESULT, TIME, PAGCNT
SUBROUTINES
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PAGE25
Same as PAGE2. Used for subelement solution.
PAGE35




Zero - clears a double precision real array.
Zero - clears an integer array.
Zero - clears space allocated for nodal normals of shell
coordinate definition.
OPTIM
Controls execution of the bandwidth optimization option.
External reference: LINES, MKFAKE, MAXCON, _, QUIT
ORIENT
OUTPRO
Generates the coordinate transfozmation matrix to the preferred
orientation of an anisotropic material.
Performs the outer product of two three_ional vectors.
Ccmmon block: _, START3, START4, ST2d_5, START6, START7, START8,
SUBSTR, TIME, TRANSF, MACHIN
NEWVEL
Updates the velocity vector at the beginning of a time integration
step.
NODPRE
Computes the nodal pressure and_tly adds it into the global
load vector.
NODSTR
Cc_putes stress at a given point and generates material tangent.
External referer_e: NUL, COPY, ROTPRF, THRSTN, CRPSTN, SUBT, SIMPLE, MHLT,
LELAST, PLASTS, PLASTD, WALKEQ
SUBRDUI'INES
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NOTION
Converts stresses and strains stored in vector fore to tensorial
form.
NRMNRM
Normalizes the nodal normal vector and stores its cc_ponents as a
part of the coordinate data for shell elements.
MULT
Multiplies two t_D-dimensional matrices.
MULTT
Multiplies a matrix by the transpose of another matrix.
NEW_CC
Updates the acceleration vector at the beginning of a time
integration step.
Allocates the acceleration and velocity vector at the beginning of
a time step to tesporary storage.
Adds the element stiffness and mass matrices to generate the
element time integration operator matrix.
External reference: MADD
NEWRHS
Fo_ms global load vector.
Ccm_n block: AIFfOIN, BSECT, CONTRO, BODYFR, LOUBIN, ELEMEN, ELTYP,
ERRORS, PULSES, MAXIMA, PARAM, START1
MESURE
Calculates a distance frcm the integration point to a straight
line defined by two points.
MID




Drives the calculation of coordinates and connectivity for mid
edge nodes. Not used in Version 4.2.
SUBROUTINES
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MKFAKE
Sets up a fake connectivity table including tying constraint for
bandwidth optimization.
MODAL
Drives the modal analysis.
Ccmm_n block: CTITLE, TIME, AUTOIN, START1, STAR_4,
INCCON, MACHIN, ELEMEN, MAXIMA, ELTYP,
ERRORS, PARAM, SHIFT, START8






Sets up the convolution temns for nodal loads.
Perfomns polar decomposition of a two-dimensional second order
tensor.
PQLD3D




Debug - writes contents of a specified common block.
Packs the record of nodally defined element variables for the post





Writes out post processing data. See Section 3.4 for detail.
Writes contents of buffer to the post processing tape.
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PRELEM
Extracts information of the current element frQm the nodal
database. A simplified version of CNODEL used in PRINOU.
Cc_on block:
PRESET
CONTRO, ELTYP, MAXIMA, PARAM, START1, START2, START3,
START4, START5, START6, START7, START8, MACHIN




Reads parameters defining pressure loads.
Ccmmon block: MACHIN
PRFRNT





_, PARAM, ELEMEN, ELTYP, MAXIMA, MACHIN, START1,
_, START3
Solves a 3 by 3 eigen problem by Jacobi iteration.
Reads control data for line printer output.
Ccmmon block: FREE
PRIN01, PRIN02, PRIN03
Writes an array with a header.
PRINOU
Controls the liDe printer output of the global solution.
Cc,nmon block: _, ALGEM, EiZMEN, ELTYP, RESULT, START1, START2,
_4, START6, SUBEIM, TIME, TRANSF, ZPRINT, MACHIN
PRINSU
Controls the line printer output of the subelement solution.
SUBROUTINES
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Cc_mon block: _, ALGEM, ELEMEN, ELTYP, RESULT, START1, _,
START4, _6, TIME, TRANSF, ZPRINT, MACHIN
PRINIM
Debug - writes the element stiffness matrix.
Common block: ALGEM, ELEMEN
PRINTS





Prints the nodal coordinate transfo_mationmatrix for shells.
Reports the connectivity table resulting from autcmatic subelement
mesh generation.
PRNTNO
Reports the coordinates resulting from autcmatic subelementmesh
generation.
PRTERR






Reads the power spectrum definition.
Ccmmon block: MACHIN
PULSIN
Reads the pulse load definition.
Ccmmon block: MACHIN
Eu-_<)IJi'_





Adds the duplicate node option as a special element in the frontal
solution subsystem.
Adds the tyingequation as a special element in the frontal
solution subsystem.
Extracts element quantities frQm the global nodal database.
is yet another subset of CNODEL.
Ccmm_nblock:
This
HIMARCH, ALGEM, CONTRO, ELTYP, MAXIMA, PARAM, STABTI, START2,
START4, STTH_5, START6, START7, START8, START9, MACHIN
QUIT
Prints the error message and teamdmates the execution.
Common block: AI/ZEM
Defines three-dimensional rotation matrix for deccm_position of the
defozmation gradient.








Subdivides entries of one array by corresponding entries of
another array.
Rotates stress and strain vectors to preferred orientations.
Reads header and a double precision real array from a binary file.
Calculates reaction force due to an added spring.








Computesthe nodal incremental deformation gradient.
RELGAD





External reference: NUL, ADD, RR_73LF,ELVULV,CNODEL,DERIV, INPERQ,STIFF,
ETRANS,SUBSTI,BFLOAD,DSIOAD,QUIT
RESCHK
Tests for convergence flag associated with the residual.
RESCON





External reference: ADD, SUBT,TYING2,BOUND2,MAXIM,L2NORM,LINES, SUBT
RESDYN
Calculates the contribution of mass and damping te_ms to the
residual vector. Called by ASSEM4when the direct time
integration flag is on.
Ccm,Dnblock: _, ALGEM
RESEQI




Renumbers elements for the reduction of front width.
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Forms the residual vector. Called by ASSEM4.
Ounnon block: PARAM
RESC_V




Reads the restart file. See Section 3.3 for detail.
Common block: ADDVAL, ALGEM, AUYOIN, BODYFR, BSECT, CONTRO, COMPND, COUNT,
[I_MP, EIGEN, MODSUP, ELEMEN, HARMDN, INCCON, MAXIMA, LOUBIN,
PARAM, PERIOD, POSTPN, POWER, PULSES, RESULT, START1,
START2, START3, START4, START5, START6, _, START8,
START9, SUBELM, SUBTYP, SUBSTR, SHIFT, TIME, TMARCH, TOLER,
VRIDSK, ZPRINT
RDTBAK
Rotates the stress state back to the global coordinate system in
finite deformation analysis.
RCKDMP
Rotates the element stress strain matrix into the global
coordinate system for shells.
External reference: ORIENT, COPY, QUIT, MATINV, NUL, TSHIFT, TFULL2, MULT
ROTFOR
Rotates the stress state state into the deformed configuration
coordinate system in finite deformation analysis.
RDTPRF
Rotates the stresses and strains defined in global coordinates to
the preferred orientation of an anisotropic material.
ROITEN
Calculates the rotation tensor from the polar decomposition of the
deformation gradient in finite defonnation analyses.
R_4
Pulls out a ccmplete row from profile stored global matrix.
SUBROUTINES




Treats the randcm vibration input for shell elements.
Treats the randcm vibration input for beamelements.
Rotates load vector entries treated as follo__r forces.
RUNCMD
I_adscontrolparameters for cc_pound executions.







Shape functions for the one-dimensional t_D node element.
Shape functions for the two-dimensional four node element.
Shape functions for the two-4/mensional nine node element.
Shape functions for the three-dimensional eight node element.
Shape functions for three-dimensional t_nty-seven node element.
Writes the restart file. See Section 3.3 for detail.
Osmmon block: ADDVAL, ALGEM, AUTOIN, BODYFR, BSECT, _, COMPND, COUNT,
DAMP, EIGEN, MDDSUP, ELEMEN, HARM[_, INCCC_, MAXIMA, LOUBIN,
PARAM, PERIOD, POSTPN, POWER, PULSES, RESULT, START1,
_, START3, START4, START5, START6, _, _,
START9, STBE[M, SUBTYP, SUBSTR, SHIFT, TIME, _RCH, TOLER,
V_IDSK, ZPRINT
SBCIN
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Scales loading to a given proportion.
Ccmmonblock: MACHIN,START8
SEARCH
Pulls out double precision real element nodal quantities frcm the
global nodal data base.
SEARCI









Reads and decodes strings for print option data input.
Sets up the cc_plex coefficient matrix for base excitation.
Sets up the vector for cQmplex modal damping.
Sets the limit for the search distance in the line search option.
Calculates modal damping.
Finds the root-mean-square value for a modal function frcm the
frequency response.
CQmputes the adjacency list for front width optimization. Not
fuD_tional for Version 4.2.
SHIFIN




Debug - writes an integer array.
Transfo_ns nodally defined shell stress and strain resultants to
SUBROUTINES
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values in element coordinates.
SIMPLE
Calculates the stress and generates the tangent modulus for secant
elasticity model for elastoplastic response udder a monotonically
increasing load.
SK
Integrates the element coefficient matrix into the global array
stored in band matrix fozm.
SMASTR
Extracts element quantities frcm the global element used for
subelement analysis. Yet another variation of CNODEL.
Ccmmon block: TMARCH, CONTRO, ELTYP, MAXIMA, PARAM, START1, START2,
START4, STABS5, START6, START8, MACHIN
SMHLT
Multiplies an arraybya scalar.
SNODEL
Transfers global element results into the subelement mesh.
SOLUTI
Controls execution of the linear algebraic equation solver by the
profile method.
Common block: AUTOIN, CONTRO, EIGEN, ELTYP, MAXIMA, PARAM, PULSES, START1,
START3, STARP4, STARP5, START7, MACHIN,
External reference: ADD, RR%X_F, ADDPUL, SUBT, TYING1, BOUND1, D_,
_, BFC_RH, COPY, SCLVER, MAID, MATSUM, _,
TYING3, L2NORM, X%qNG2, BOUND2, ADAPTS
SOLUT2
Controls execution of the linear algebraic equation solver by the
band matrix method. Not used in Version 4.2.
SOLVER
Solves linear equations for nodal displacement.
Ccmnon block: _, PARAM
SOLVIT
SUBROUTINES
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Solves a small system of algebraic equations by Gaussian
elimination.
SPRIIN
Reads parameters defining the added spring stiffness.
Ccmm_n block: MACHIN
SPSTRS
Generates the strain displacement matrix at a given point in the
current element of plane stress type.
SSOLID
Generates the strain displacement matrix at a given point in the
current element of three-dimensional continua type.
STATIC
Drives the inc_tal iterative solution of a quasi-static
problem.
STCKIO
Controls the data flow between in-core buffer and the work file
for the frontal solution.
Ccrm_n block: ALGEM, MACHIN, VRTDSK
STIFF
Calculates the current element tangent stiffness matrix and the
load vector.
External reference: NUL, MATPRT, SMDLT, MULT, _3LT
STRAIN
Recovers strain at nodes.
Ccmmon block: COUNTR
STRESS
Controls the nodal stress recovery operation including pre-
integration through the shell thickness.
STRING
Decodes the input data string.
SUBROUTINES







Finds non-blank entry in a given character string.
Imposes the stress boundary condition called by ASSEM4.
Controls the core allocation and elimination table construction
for global matrixmanipulation.





Allocates _rking storage for the subelement solution.
Checks convergence of the subelement solution in terms of
displacement update.
Cc,m_n block. ALGEM, SUBCNV
SUBDER
Controls access to the element library in the subelement solution.
Ccmmon blocks: ALGEM, CGNgRO, SUBTYP, ELEMEN, ERRORS
SUBDIV
Controls the subelement mesh generation.
Cc_mon blocks: ALGEM, CONTRO, ELTYP, ERRORS, MACHIN, MAXIMA, PARAM, START1,
START5, START6, SUBTYP
SUBELV
Extracts element definition variable for the current subel_nent.
Ccmmon block: ALGEM, SUBTYP, START1, PARAM, ELEMEN
SUBFEM
Supervises the mixed iterative solution in the subelement mesh.
Called by ASSEM4.
Ccm_on block: ALGEM, CONTRO, ELTYP, ELEMEN, SUBTYP, TRANSF, LOUBIN,
SU-IIROUi'iNES MHOST Version 4.2
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MAXIMA, PARAM, ERRORS, M_/_LIN, TIME, START1, START2, START3,
START4, STAR_5, START6, START7, START8, START9, IDLER
External reference: TIMOUT, SUBELV, SUBALC, SMASTR, NUL, SNODEL, LMPMAS,
SUBINT, SUBT, STRESS, ADD, SUBDER, _, STIFF,
SYSEQN, SUBSOL, STRAIN, SUBRES, SUBCHK, SUBGLB, SUBGLD
ST/BGLB, SUBGLD
Calculates residual for a global element generated by the
subelement solution.
SUBINC
Adds the incremental values of the subelement solution to the
total array.
Cc_mon block: AUTOIN, CONTRO, SUBTYP, START1, START2, START4, START6,
STA/_8, TIME
SUBINT
Interpolates global quantities at subelement nodes.
SUBRES
Calculates the mixed residual for the subelement solution.
SUBSIN
Reads in substructure data. Not used in Version 4.2.
SUBS0 i, SUBS02
Back - substitutes for the factors of the global array stored in
band matrix fo_n to generate the displacement corresponding to the
given load vector. Not used in Version 4.2.
SUBSOL
Solves the subelement stiffness equations for the subelement
displacement.
SUBSPC
Controls execution of the subspace iteration for eigenvalue
extraction.
Cc_mon block: ALGEM, SHIFT
External reference: NUL, UPI_, JACOBI, TIMOUT, COPY, MADD, QUIT, SMDLT,
LINES
SUBRDUTINES







Converts the element load vector to the global load vector.
Adds the element nodal value to the global vector.
Subtracts arrays.
Interpolates element nodal values to a given point specified by
the isoparametric coordinate system.









CTITLE, TIME, AUTOIN, START1, START2, START4, START5, _,
EIGEN, MDDSUP, HARM[_, INCCON, DAMP, MACHIN, ELEMEN, MAXIMA,
ELTYP, _, SUBSTR, ERRORS, PARAM, SHIFT,
_sembles the global finite element equatio_ for subelement
anal_.
Calculates the local coordinate system for _gm-dimensional four
node el_nents.
Calculates the local coordinate system for two-dimensional four
node elements using the Cayley-Ham iton fommlla.
Calculates the local coordinate system for _ional eight
node element.
Calculates the local coordinate system for two node beam element.
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Transforms the material modulus into fully three-dimensional form.
THRSTN
Calculates thennal strain.
External reference: UTEMP, NUL, UCOEF
TIMEIN
Reads in parameters defining the time incr_nent control.
TIMER




Reports the job step and elapsed CPU time.
Ccmmon block: ALGEM, CONTRO, TIMLOC
q_JLT
Multiplies the transpose of an array by a matrix.
_4ULTV
Multiplies the transpose of an array by a vector.
TNSPRD
Multiplies two tensors stored in vector form.
TRACIN
Reads in nodal concentrated forces.
Cnmmon block: MACHIN
TRANIN
Reads nodal coordinate transformation data.
Common block: MACHIN
TRANSI
Applies a transformation to the global stiffness matrix stored in
band mtrix fore.
TRANS2
Applies a transformation to the global vector.
SUBROUTINES









Transposes a two-dimensional matrix.
Calculates local coordinates for four node shell elements.
Sets up tensor transfo_nation with respect to the preferred
orientation of an anisotropic material.
Imposes tying constraints on the global stiffness matrix stored in
band matrix form.
In_oses tying constraints on the global vector.
Releases tying constraints in the global vector.
Reads in coefficients of the tying equations.
Common block: MACHIN
TYPEIN
Defines element parameters used in the analysis.
UB0t_, UCOEF, UCOOR, UDERIV, UFORCE, UHOOK, UPRESS, UTEMD, UTHERM, USXX,VSWELL






Generates the global unit matrix in profile stored form.
M_itiplies a banded matrix by a vector.
Multiplies a lumped massmatrixbyavector.
Linearly interpolates data given in a table.
MHOST Version 4.2
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t/JJ
VDSKID
Manages a record for out-of-core frontal solution.
Ccmmon block: ALGEM, MAXIMA, MACHIN, VRTDSK
VELCIN
Reads initial velocity definition data.
Cc_mon block: MACHIN
VMHLT
Multiplies an array byavector.
VSH04N
Generates the local coordinate syste_ for four node shell
elements.
WICKET
Multiplies the transpose of an array by a vector.
VULVRG
Makes the conversiontable for thedegreeof freedcm frcmthe
connectivity and constraint data.
VVMHLT
Multiplies two vectors.
Calculates temperature dependent material constraints for the
Walker model.
_LKEQ
Calculates stress and internal variables for the Walker model.
WORKIN




Calculates the hardening slope for elastoplasticity.
WRITEX
SUBROUTINES MHOST Version 4.2
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YIEL
Writes a record on a binary file.
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